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THE DANGER OF
u
n
CHEAP
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH POLICIES
Warning to Health and Accident Underwriters
given at Silver Jubilee Session, held in Detroit:

•

rp'HB menace of limited policies in accident and
health Insurance was pointed out by II. L. Brandt,
agency manager of the Illinois Mutual Casualty, who
held that the issuance of policies wliere indemnity
was payable only under remote contingencies, de
pending for their sale almost wholly on the price
appeal, was really obtaining money under false pre
tences. lie appealed to the Conference members to
take steps to stamp out this evil, first toy eliminating
such policies themselves and also by getting behind
legislation in their respective states.
—From the -Casualty Review, April, 1926.

BUY INSURANCE, NOT JUST A “POLICY"
THE "AMERICAN COMPANY ONLY” AGENCY

E. C. MORAN & CO.
General Agents For State of Maine

425 Main Street

Tel. 98

Rockland, Me.

YOU CAN NOW BUY
FULL SIZE POWER

FORD...............................................

CHEVROLET .........................
OVERLAND ......................
ESSEX..............................

Sil Qft
VI I
----------

NASH.................. $14.90
BUICK.......................................
JLT —
D0DGE
................. $ 17.90
FRANKLIN.........................
J, f
Sold by

F. W. FARREL CO.

TENANT’S HARBOR GARAGE
THOMASTON GARAGE
34-S-tf

Security Trust Company
This bank has a Capital, Surplus and Stock
holders’ Liability of

$365,000.00

MONEY TALKS
When opportunity or adversity comes, and
you can’t talk with money unless you save it!
Save with this bank and HAVE money

We’ll add 4% Interest

$3,856,468.65

^Nesfferize/

AN

UNAVOIDABLE DELAY

ALL THE HOME NEWS
Subscription $3 oo per year payable in ad
vance: single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation
and very 'reasonable

29-tf

“Mark Every Grave”
We are one of the oldest established firms, in Cemetery
Memorials, in Knox County, and carry a complete line of
Granite and Marble Memorials to choose from.
All work done with the latest improved machinery, and will
be pleased to quote prices on work delivered in this or the ad
joining Counties. Satisfaction Guaranteed

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON

WHERE THE MONEY WILL GO

Time For Filing Bids on Kennebec Bridge is Extended To The Annual Appropriation Resolve Passed By City Gov
ernment—Policemen Are Reappointed.
May, Because of the Ice Conditions.

At tlie April session of the City State Rd. Patrolling
265 20
265
Refusal of the ice to leave the that It would be wise to delay the
................ 10,000 00
9.000
Kenndbec river by April 1 has caused date for receiving the bids and so Government last night tiie annual Contingent
Revision of Ordia change in tlie plans ot the Bridge May 4 will be the date, «o far as I appropriation resolve was passed and 1 nances ..................
1.500 00
know.
The Commission has not tlie appointments of police officers and National Guard .
Commission.
300 00
300
Red
Cross
(two
years
assistant
engineers
wero
made.
Jt
It was expected that the ice would named this date but in a few days
1924-1925) ............
1.400 00
700
was
an
entirely
harmonious
season,
leave the river about April 1 so the will probably set this, or some date
Common Schools ... 19,200 00
19.850
date set for the receipt of bids for near that time, as the day on which and those who have been declaring Industrial Edu ion . .
2,600 00
that there would' be "pulling and Supervision
..........
1.275 00
1,475
construction of the bridge was set bids will be received.
MAY BECOME DEAN
Repairs ....
3.500 00
3,500
“Personally, no one wants to see hauling all the year" found that they School
at April 22.
The fact that the up
Free
Text
Books
2.200
00
3.000
river ice lias shown no signs of weak work started on «the bridge more than were false prophets so far as last School Supplies
—made in a few hours. Sat
3.500 00
3,500
Democrats Conveyance..............
Rev. Ralph B. Hayden of ening leads the Commission to believe I but it would be no use to wait until night was concerned.
400 00
80
isfaction guaranteed by use of
500 00
300
that it will be at least two weeks 1 April 22 only to find that contractors ' and Republicans are working shoul- Medical Inspection ..
|
High
School
..............
Nestler Rubber Fusing Process
20.500
00
25,450
Camden Said To Be Slated more before the river is free of ice. were demanding more borings before ,
1 Totals ....................
—official licensees.
With the date set
As a. result the Bridge Commission submitting bids.
$225,717 70 $235,105
- For St. Luke’s.
has deemed it wise to set ahead the ; ahead vye can get itlie borings just as sive increase and expenditures.
1
• * ♦
The reappointment of Harold W.
date for opening the bids.
So far I soon as tlie ice goes out. furnish tliis
The
report
of
City
Marshal Robert
KNOX RUBBER
Rev. Ralph B. Hayden, rector of as known, the new date will be May necessary information to the contrac Philbrook and Edwin U. Price as pa
A. Webster showed eight arrests 111
St. Thomas church at Camden, Is 4 but Biis has not been definitely de tors and they can -then make their trolmen for a period of three years March, six of which were for Intox
was in accordance with expectations.
FUSING CO.
being considered as the successor of cided upon and while it is tlie tenta bids intelligently.
ication.
In climbing the March hill
"We shall take borings at each Both have proven their worth on the it will be seen that not many fell by
tive date it will not lie made positive
Dean
Edmund
R.
Laine,
Jr.,
at
St.
15 Washington Street
until tlie Bridge Commission lias had point where a pier Is to be located force, and the public will be well sat tlie wayside.
Luke’s Cathedral, Portland.
a chance to watch weather conditions i for a contractor must know what he isfied to have them remain on their
The monthly roll of accounts
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
Percy McPhee* Albert Win
A meeting of the Cathedral Parish the next few days and to act upon the is going to strike for bottom when 'beats.
sliowed liills approved to the amount
slow,
Charles
II.
Emery
and
Alden
he
is
estimating
on
putting
in
heavy
matter
officially.
Chapter has been called for tonight,
of $6,493.
Fettee were appointed special police.
This change of dates is made at piers for such a structure.
'On tlie Thurston Oil Co.'s appli
and it is understood that Mr. Hay
Wilbur W. Bisbee, Ambrose Mel
"Some may think that this will only
the
suggestion
of
Senator
I
?
rank
W.
cation for permission to place a
den will be elected dean at that
Carlton of Woolwich who believes it ! delay the starting of actual work vin und Albert C. McIntosh were ap 15.000 gallon gasoline storage tank at
time. Por some time it has been
to be the wisest course to pursue. In upon tlie bridge hut 'I believe that it pointed assistant engineers of the 101 Park street, the committee rec
rumored that lie would be selected
it better to be right at the start than Eire Department.
speaking of the matter lie said:
ommended favorably on an under
and it is understood that some time
* • * •
"Before tlie contractors can submit j to find that even greater delay may
ground tank.
ago he was approached by Bishop i bids it is necessary that more borings be necessary due to the la-ck of im
'Tlie appropriation resolve tliis year
The petition for an, incandescent
Brewster and asked if he would con I shall be taken In the river. Last year portant borings which we must have." carries a total budget of $235,105.20,
DRESSED CALVES
light on Lindsey street, midway be
sider cSming to the Cathedral as i we took many borings and found
♦ • ♦ *
us against $225,717.70 a year ago. The tween Main and Union streets was
dean.
(
Commenting editorially upon tliis principal increases are found in sal
' where
wanted to locate the bridge
The lighting committee
LIVE AND DRESSED
'Mr. Hayden has been located in ' anj a general idea as to tlie sites for announcement the Bath Times says: aries, interest, city lighting, perma referred.
reported favorably on hundred candle
Camden since 1919 where he is held I the piers.
"Nature has taken a hand in tlie nent improvements, fire and pauper
A contractor, however.
POULTRY
in high esteem. During his pastor I will want to know definitelj- just Kennebec bridge project and on ac departments, and High School. The power lights for Cedar street, near
ate, Si. Thomas church has increased I where the piers are to be located and count of the lateness of the season Interest appropriation is $5,000 larger the I.itne Rock Railroad crossing;
in membership, and the finances of what the conditions are on the bottom ' for the ice to remain in the Kennebec this year and High 'School nearly Cedar street, near the residence of
EGGS, APPLES, ETC.
Miss Lucy Rhodes; and corner of Ce
the church have been handled in a Where those piers are to ba built.
the date for opening the 'bids for the $5,000, while the permanent improve dar and Spruce streets.
With ref
business-like manner. He came to I “It will require about three weeks construction of the bridge had to he ment fund is $5,680 larger.
erence to-the requested light at the
Camden from New York where lie to take these borings and when wo set ahead a short time that the work
Following are the comparative fig corner of Adams street and Buy View
was assistant at "The Little Church set April 22 as the date for receiving of taking the borings 4n the river ures. last year’s appropriations being
PROMPT RETURNS
squaro the committee reported that
Around the Corner," or the Church the bids we figured that tlie ice would may be completed. The Bridge Com given first:
this section is “already better lighted
of the Transfiguration. lie is a na In all probability leave the river mission felt that it would 'be a mis
1925
1926
than many other locations.”
tive of New Hampshire, but is a about April 1.
Having looked over take to let the original date stand Notes Payable.........$ 1.700 00 $ 10,000 00
....
37,500 00
of Bishop’s College, Uni the situation up the Kennebec we find only to have contractors say that they 1 Salaries ................. 36.509 00
A cemetery fund of $200 for the
3,000 00
600 00
Insurance
...................
T. H. WHEELERCO. graduate
versity. Lennoxville, Quebec.
I that the ice is apparently as solid as could not 'bid because of the lark
17,000 00
22,000 00 care of the Hoimes-Mclntosh lot in
In college he was captain of the in mid-winter, and it will likely be at of these borings.
It will be a mat Removing Snow .... 9.000 00
8.000 00 Achorn cemetery was accepted.
19.000 00
varsity football team and won the least two weeks before it goes out. ter of a few weeks only and seems to ' Highway ..................... 20.000 00
These licenses were granted: Ray
3.000
00
A RELIABLE
2.000 00
Sidewalks ................
first class aggregate scholarship Tliis being the condition I suggested have been a wise step to take."
2,500 00
2.500 00 mond S. Jordan and Oscar Delheim,
Mother's Aid ..........
prize and the Burd political economy
2.125 00 motion picture operators;
Water Supply ......... 6,000 00
Harry
14.800 00 Brobansky, junk dealer; Russell E.
prize, in 1913 he was graduated
City Lighting ............ 13.500 CO
COMMISSION HOUSE
] Sewers .........................
9,000 00
3.000 00
from the General Theological School,
WYOMING IS SELECTED
3.000 00
8.660 00 Wood, vlctualer; G. A. Tarr, pool
; Per'nt Improvement .
NOT A CANDIDATE
New York.
700 00
500 00 room and to sell fireworks; J. A.
Board of Health ...
93-101 Clinton St.
liis charges include priest In
Gov. Nellie Ross Will Be Hostess of Election & Registra
Clough, to operate a motor truck;
50
2.700
00 B. M. Berry, to operate a taxi; and
68
tion
.....................
charge. K1. Marks Groveton. N. H.: Ex-Gov. Baxter Will Not
Next Governors’ Conference.
2.000 00
4.875 00
Fire
Department
........
assistant, Grace Church, Newark, N.
1.500 00
1,000 00 William Foster to operate a truck
Alarm ..............
BOSTON
Oppose Hale Or Fernald Gov. Brewster, as chairman of the Fire
J.: assistant St. Agnes Chapel. Trin
team.
The petition of M. F. Wey
Memorial Day (not
300 00 mouth to erect a projecting sign at
100-tf-T>
300 00
ity parish. New York City: and as
to exceed .................
executive committee of the Govern
For
Senate.
00
00
10,000
12,000
Pauper
Fund
sistant at the Church of the Trans
or’s Conference announced Wed Public Library ..........
5.000 00 402 Main street was referred.
7350 00
figuration.
Alderman Flint’s order requiring
nesday that the next conference Police Fund............
2,200 00
3.500 00
Ex-Governor
'Baxter
is
not
a
can

In 1917, he resigned as assistant
the park commissioners to keep in
would lie held at Cheyenne, Wyom Public Landing &
2,500 00
1,500 00 good condition all graves, headstones,
City Dump ..........
at St. Agnes Chapel to enter Y. M. didate for United States Senator. In ing. opening on July 26. The de
1.250 00
Traffic Beacons ....
C. A. war work and was first Y. M. a statement to the press lie said:
cision of this matter was left with Purchase of Firo Hose 1.500 no
2,525 00 monuments and markers of RevoluThe—
C. A. secretary in charge of Hut 22,
5.000 on
2,500 00
"Since returning to Maine after an Governor Brewster by the executive Reps. Public Bldgs.
tCamp Devens. He sailed for France
committee to be based upon a poll
in December, 1917. where he stayed absence of several months the ques of the chief executives of the several
until July, 1919. At one time he was tion repeatedly has been asked me states, who indicated an overwhelm
MAJ. C. B. GREENHALGH always popular, and there seemed no
with the 42d or Rainbow Division, 'When are you to announce your ing preference for Wyoming as tlie
end to his list of acquaintances. Old
New Book
later being in charge of hotel work candidacy for the United States place.
registers In many a hotel still bear
in Marseilles. He was entertainment Senate?" Moreover to my surprise I
This decision was partially influ Death of Venerable Civil mute evidence as to bis skill with a
Writen by G. W. Greene
j secretary of the 5th Army Corps; learn that since I have been away, enced by the desire to pay tribute
pencil, and the sketches attracted the
War Survivor and Former attention of many generations now
general
secretary, Nenfdhnuteau, one, at least, of tlie leading news to the first woman chief executive.
Published by
Tosges area, and assistant embark papers of the State definitely stated Gov. Nellie Taylor Ross of Wyom
gone.
He did much work of real
Hotel Man.
ation secretary in India.
merit in oil and water colors, pos
Lewiston Journal
that I had made all plans to enter ing. who made so deep an impres
sessing a natural talent which would
sion upon the visiting governors at
At the Diocesan convention held In the senatorial field in 1928.
With tlie passing of Major Charles doubtless have brought success, If
One of the best storis
Portland last June, he was appointed
“A man is not responsible for what the time of the conference last year
It been cultivated.
assistant secretary of the conven is said by,others when he is on the in this State. She will thus be B. Greenhalgh, which took place last not fame, had
ever written. Full of ac
tion.
other side of the world, but in view hostess to all her fellow chief execu Thursday at the home of liis daugii This talent has ever been a family
ter, Mrs. Edward F. Berry, Grove trait, as was also Major Greenhaigh’s
tion from cover to cover.
of tlie widespread interest that has tives.
The conference will have us its street, Rockland lost one of its few love /or music, vocal and instru
developed it now seems timely for
major topics for discussion the remaining Civil War veterans, who mental.
me to say something for myself.
many years ago was one of the best
Major Greenhaigh’s late wife was
Price $1.50 Postpaid
“The people of Maine honored tne proper line of demarcation between
known hotel men In the State.
He Hilda McKenzie of Nova Scotia.
with the highest office within their the activities of the State and fed
had long been of enfeebled health, Their surviving children are Miss
The RICHMOND CO., Agts.
fICAR.
gift. It was a privilege to serve eral government which is becoming
increasingly a matter of concern but a remarkable constitution yet Hope Greenhalgh and Mrs. E. F. Ber
tlrem.
To
have
their
good
opinion,
RICHMOND, MAINE
permitted him to enter the ranks of ry.
to have my fellow citizens believe and the consideration of whether
39-42
nonagenarians.
"The proof of tho pudding is in the eat
that I hdve served them faithfully there is warrant for the popular im
The funeral services were held yes
ing thereof."
and to the best of my ability is pression that the states and local terday afternoon, with Rev. C. A.
The beltihg ribbon hat has come
ample reward. At the present time governmental bodies are out of step Knickerbocker as the officiating nearer being a substitute for that of
I am not a candidate for the United with the economy and efficiency pro clergyman. The floral offerings par felt than any hat has dared to be
THE NEW
States Senate, nor am I seeking any gram of the national government.
took of Easter’s seasonableness and for some time past. It can be made
political position, elective or apwere very numerous and beautiful. to fit the head as well as felt and its
EXERCISE
OVERRATED
I polntive.
The bearers were J. Fred Knight, R. means of development are seeming
j “In many respects it would be
REALTOR
S. Sherman, Ralph W. Hanscom and ly inexhaustible. It looks as though
and LATEST RECORDS
Says
University
of
Pennsylvania
pleasant to round out one's career
Osmond A. Palmer.
The remains navy blue would enjoy a tremendous
Authority
—
Raps
Radio
System
.
DEMONSTRATED DAILY
by being botli Governor and Senator
have been placed In tlie receiving vogue this spring. Flat pasted
and perhaps in the latter capacity
feather trims with buds and flowers
Come In and Hear Your Favorite
"Exercise as a panacea for all hu tomb and later will De interred in the
I might be able to render a service.
the motifs are often seen in the
Selections
Bought, Sold and Traded. However, at present I am giving this man ills Is dangerously over-rated," family lot at Achorn cemetery.
The deceased was born in Poland, Avenue shops showing the new hats.
Dr. Charles M. Wharton in
Shore and Lake Property no thought, and certainly shall not said
Me.. Nov. 26 1835, son of Rev. Thomas —Dry Goods Economist.
charge
of
health
and
physical
edu

attempt to crowd out either of my
Greenhalgh of Bury,
'Dincaster,
a Specialty
friends. Senator Hale or Senator cation at the University of Pennsyl England, and Eunice (Butler) Greenvania.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Fernald.
LISTINGS SOLICITED
Rev. Mr.
“Reducing and starvation diets ha Igh of Springvale.
“Both our Maine .Senators are able
Greenhalgh preached in various parts
468 OLD COUNTY ROAD
"Whatever your occupation may be, and
jand conscientious public servants, are assaults on death," lie added. of the State, and raised a family of
j They are doing their work satisfac •'The latest fad tn the name of phy 14 children, only two of whom are however crowded your hours with affairs, do
Telephone 1181-W
not fail to secure at least a few minutes
ROCKLAND, MAINE 28-tf
torily und the citizens of Maine have sical culture is tlie early morning now living—«Mrs. Mary F. Hill of every day for refreshment of your inner life
confidence In them. There Is no rea exercise by radio, as it selects the Brookline, Mass., and James Grecn- with a bit of poetry.—Charles Eliot Norton
son for making a change. The worst time of the day Cor heavy ex halgh of Portland.
(longer Senator Hale and Senator ercise.”
ANGELINA
In his youth Major Greenhalgh
Dr. Wharton, who has been a worked in a harness shop for his When de fiddle gets to singin’ out a’ el*
' Fernald remain In Washington the
Shares of the Fifty-Fourth Series
VagMnny reel,
’ more valuable is their service to trainer of men for 30 years and was brother, the late J.tbez Greenhalgh.
'mence to feel <a ticklin’ tn yo’
party. State and Nation and I shall an all-American guard on a Penn Tlie opening of the Civil War found An’ you
an’ in yo’ heel,
sylvania football team, said that ex him ready and anxious to take his Ef you t’dnk you got 'uliglon an’ you wants to
do my part to keep them there.
keep it, too,
“Maine is my home: here I hope ercise and diet have been too highly place at the front.
By virtue of You jos
Will Mature April 15, 1926
’ bettah tek a hint an’ git yo’eelf
j always to live. As every citizen commercialized.
having already formed an organiza
clean out o’ view,
Owners of these Matured Shares may choose either of the
"Someone should
cry a halt tion known as tlie Rockland City Case de time is mighty temptin’ when do
should take part in political affairs.
following methods of settlement:
II propose to do so. Such influence against tills wild scramble for health Guards and having proven his effi
chuno Is In de swing,
I as II have will lie used 'toward having by unnatural means,” said Dr. ciency as a drillmaster, Major Green Fu’ a durky, saint or sinner man, to cut de
FIRST
pigeon-wing
' my party, the Republican party. Wharton.
“This
indiscriminate halgh was commissioned as 1st. lieu An’ you
Withdraw tho full amount in cash.
couldn’t l»e’p Com dancin’ of yo*
( stand for good government. National, adoption of severe physical training tenant when he enlisted in the Fourth
feet was boun’ wlf twine.
SECOND
i State and local, and in supporting destroys the health of more people Maine Infantry.
He was promoted Wlicn Angelina Johnson comes a-swlngln*
Exchange for 4% Matured Stock Certificate on
dowu de fine.
for office men and women who are than it approves."
to captain while at the front, and for
which Dividends are payable semi-annually.
' honest, able and unselfish. I am
a time was acting major. For many Don’t you know Wss Angelina? She’s do
THIRD
seeking nothing for myself, but shall
A pedestrian used to Ibe a person years he was a member of Edwin TJfbda’Nn of do place,
Exchange for an Advance Payment Certificate
he glad to help others. The welfare who walks. Now lie jumps.—Toledo by Post, G. A. R., hut retired after W’y dey ain’t no high-toned lady wlf alch
mannahs on* slch grace;
which will pay from 4% to 5% according to the
i of the State of Maine will be my first Blade.
becoming an invalid, as he had from She kin move across de cabin, wif its
time it remains with the Association.
, consideration.
planks all rough an’ wo’,
several other organizations prior to
Jos' do same's ef she was dancin’ on ol*
| “Even though not holding office,
Number of Shares in the 54th Series,
85
that time.
mistus’ ball-room flo’.
perhaps my intimate knowledge of
Number of payments on each Share,
144
Major Greenhalgh began hotel life Fact is, you do’ sec no cabin—cveht’lng you
State affairs and, the information
Amount paid in on 85 Shares,
$12,240 00
in 1863 as clerk at the Thorndike,
soe look grand.
gained through extensive travel may
Dividends earned at
4,996 30
which was thf/n under the proprietor An’ dat one ol’ squeaky fiddle soon’ to you
iak a ban’;
lie useful in tiie solution of public
Withdrawal Value,
17,236 30
ship of Mr. Anderson. 'Subsequent Cotton jes
britches look iak broadclof an’ a llnaey
questions. When occasion warrants
ly he was clerk in the Williams
drew
look fine.
NEXT WEEK
I shall lie glad to belli and shall not
House, Waterville; the Franklin Ho When Angelina Johnson comes ■a-swlngln*
MON., TUES., WED.
down
de
line.
hesitate to express my views on mat
tel, in Bangor: and the Columbian
ters of general interest.
Hotel, Bath -all of which wore well Somo folks say dat dancin’s sinful, an do
“This statement, by some, may
known hostelries 60 years ago.
blessed bawd, dey say,
I
not bp called1 good 'politics,' but It is
Returning to Rockland he resumed Gw-inw to punish us fu’ steppin’ w'en wo
hyeah
de music play.
fair play- between old friends and is
• liis position behind the desk at the
But I tell you I don’t believe it, fu’ de Lawd
a recognition of the faithful public
' Thorndike Hotel, then under the prois wise an’ good,
service of our two Maine senators.
i prietorship of Kalloch & White.
An’ he made de banjo’s metal an’ he made
'Saves ths Cost of New Screens
de fiddle’s wood.
I am not at all concerned about my
The next 10 years found him pro
de music in dem, so I don’ quite
A new acreen eoata more
own ‘political future.'”
prietor of tlie Acadian House, Cas An’ het’made
ink he’ll keer
than a coat of paint on
tine,
execept
for
a
short
period
when
Ef
our
feet
keeps
time a little to de melo
an old one
IS TEMPORARY KEEPER
dies we hyeah.
lie managed the Granite Hotel at ViS-W Screen Enamel
i nalhaven.
He then 'became proprie W’y dere’s somep’n downright holy In de way
makea old screens look
our faces sliine
like new, retards rust
Ernest R. Beals has been appointed
tor of'the Burton House, I’nion, for When Angelina Johnson comes a-swlngln*
preserves the screen,
temporary
keeper
at
I
’
opliam
Beach
two
years.
down de line.
<i vesa handsome finish.
Coast Guard station to succeed Capt.
Major Greenhalgh was to have be
Does not fill the fine
steps so gentle, Angelina bows so
Harvey J. Berry, retired, who left
meshes of the screens
come proprietor of the Beacon, a fine Angelina
low,
Can also he used on
Friday for his old home in Machias.
summer hotel in Winter Harbor, but Au* she lif* huh sku’t wo dainty, dat huh
frames.
Mr. Beals has the rating of boat
on the eve of his departure for that
shoetop ska rely show :
swain’s mate, first class.
He is a
I town the hotel burned anil he took And dom teof o’ huh's a-^hluai*. ez she tek
you by do ban’—
native of Jonesport. has been ill the
the lease of the Lindsey House in- Go 'way
people, d'alnt anothah sick a lady in
Coast Guard service Six years and lias
, stead.
He remained there about five
de lan’!
been attached to the I’opham Beach
years.
Major Greenhaigh’s career When she’s movin’ t roo de Aggers er >dancin’ by use’f,
| as a caterer to the public, also instation for a year.
Jest stan’ stock-stall a’sta’ln', an* dey
I eluded a season at the Simpson Folks most
nigh o’b dev bref;
Turkey is better If the Pure Leaf
! House, Owl’s Head and six years as An’ de young men, dey’s a-sayin\ "Pg
Sage is used. Three Crow Brand in
gwine mek dat damself mine,**
j proprietor of a restaurant on Tillson
When Angelins Johnson comes a-owingiA*
packages. Rubbed just right for in
wharf.
Rockland, - - - Maine
THREE SHOWS—2.00, 6.45, 8.30
dowa ds line.
stant use.—adv.
'With the traveling public he was
—(Paul bawrence Dunbar.

XEWSPA PER HISTORY

Tire
repairs

The Rockland Gazette was established in
1846.
In 1874 the Courier was established
and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882.
The Free Preen was established in 1855, and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17 1897.
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A
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CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Kockland. Maine April 6, 1926.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle, who
on oath declares that he Is pressman In the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that <»1
the Issue of this paper t»f April 3. I'.»2G,
there was printed a total of 6.562 copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

COURT CONVENES

COMMEMORATED THE RESURRECTION

Associate Justice Bassett
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preciative sketch of a Rockland wo as chairman of the committee on supplement to the other concerted ' days of restless activity, she can|
then regarded as a specific for rheu man’s activities in club circles:
1 hold the young people to tfie heat of
prisons, for which she had perform numbers.
* « « «
matism. are largely a memory.
The cantata is divided into three ; her baton, and achieve true musical i
ed conscientious and helpful service.
Virginia furnished Maine a worth
In her new office as recording sec parts, “The Prophecy,” “The Fill- development, such as was shown in
Govenor Brewster was right when while daughter in Mrs. Ruth Ellinp- retary of the Maine Federation Mrs. fillme.nt.” and “The Promise.” with i the finished presentation of this
full chorus, intermittent solos, and comparatively difficult Easter music,
he tuld tlie New Haven Chamber of wood, for majiy years prominent in Ellingwood is finding her duties
a quartet of solo voices, all of which
♦ » ♦ ■
Rockland literary and musical cir
Commerce that Xew England is not cles and now honored with the posi pleasant and not too burdensome.
were artistically carried, with a tit(
,
ting
seriousness,
leading
to
the
final
J,1S
ei
’
’
"
'
*
s f
,s n
lagging behind, but is one of the tion of recording secretary of the
liuppy
pi-nn.isp,
"Awake.
,
1
,a
1
,
"
J
"
a
""<1
rejoirln,:
FAMOUS PACER TO TRAIN
finest sections of the country, agri Maine Federation of Women’s Clubs.
spee.ies,. .,„d Christ shall i-.lve on a"'' S"n',:'V " 'S,nn px.,'<'""°n' 1 ”*>
For it was in Virginia that 'Mrs.
culturally, Industrially and as a
..
altar was exqpisite in its bright
Ellingwood was horn, her maiden Houlton Driving Club To Put Jack* * 4 *
Easter dress and large congregations
summer and winter resort. “New name being Kcllain. There she was
were present at all services, the 10.30
son Grattan In Condition.
England knows how to grow things," nurtured under most favorable cir
Many things contributed to mike celebration being notable for the
he said, "and how to take advan cumstances, in a Christian home
the Easter services al the Fniver.a- large number of communicants. The
The Houlton Driving Club lias de list church a notable one. not the vested choir made a most attractive
tage of its unparalleled natural (where the sweet influences of her
maternal grandfather, a Methodist termined upon a new course of ac
least of which was a huge congre- picture as it came through the main
beauty." And without taking advan [minister, played their part in mouldtage of those who come to enjoy ling the life of this woman. Home tion in Its efforts to have .Taekson gat ion. The music, funvished by a door and up the center aisle. Spedouhle quartet, assisted by violin dal music was rendered including
The product Grattan. 2.C1%. the $12,500 pacer, do
them, Hie Governor might truthfully training did not fail
a “comeback” as Houlton’s free for and ’cello, was appropriate and, the famous old anthem. "I .Am He
Maine
has
enjoyed
and
is
enjoying
have added, particularly if he had
aller for the Maine and New Ijruns- beautiful at times even thrilling. That Liveth.” Simper, with Mrs. D.
with profit.
had the people of liis own State in
The sermon by Rev.
A. Knieker- : Scribner Ilyler carrying the' solo
The South furnished Mrs. Elling \yiek harness racing circuit this year.*
hotker. showing how the spirit of parts. Miss .Mary Bird rendere.d a
mind.
wood with .an excellent education. As a result of the disappointing
Easter is manifested as uprising life charming soprano solo. The Easter
She attended Margaret Academy, season of the big Solon Grattan
through all of our experiences, music will be repeated next Sunday. 1
Those of us in the northern lati Onancook High and took two years’ pacer in 1925 the owners of the horse
--------------------have decided to send him to Penn was a practical interpretation of the
study
at
Randolph.
Macon
Woman
’
s
tudes will cordially endorse the re
meaning of the day.
CHAPMAN EXECUTED
’’ollege, Lynchburg, specializing in sylvania to get his early season train
The decorations were harmonious '
curring agitation for a fixing of the
I Latin and mathematics. With this ing from Eddie McGrath, who m: d»‘
A background of1 Gerald Chapman, murderer, paid I
date of Easter Sunday so that it I equipment, she returned to Onai:- bjm a. star pacer when Walter R. and beautiful.
delicate greenery covering the front tBp penalty qf liis crime at 12.03 this
shall no longer remain a movable cook High to teach “math” and ('ox took him into his Grand Cir< nil
of the choir loft set off lo advantage morning, when he was hung nt the
stables several 5 ears ago.
feast. We can make a good deal of senior Latin for six years, finding
I I V ( ,1 I ( 11
Present plans for Jackson Grattan Hie mass of Easter lilies whose Weathers fie Id Prison in Connecticut,
time to do some public reading and
the celebration when it falls, as it
to be shipped away about April 1st purity was accentuated bv the deli
. .
playing as a Violinist.
A Ironton do us hit was registered
egisl ere
does this year, in tlie early and liigid
came her marriage to j >r. and to remain in Pennsylvania in cate coloring of the hydrangeas
bul-j last night by “The First Year” ns’
days of April, but how infinitely william Ellingwood. by whom she the McGrath stable until the racing which were placed to make
presented nt Strand Theatre by the
season opens when McGrath will aneed picture.
632-4 MAIN ST.
TEL. 466-W.
ROCKLAND, ME.
more t'he day wmtld mean to tu if >‘»re O'"' children. Three of there be in Houlton to drive him in his first
The pageant in the evening by the ! Knickerbocker Players. Seats may
have lived to receive her devoted atit Should always fall to he recog imtion. although she has never r.a
race.
It is believed that McGrath older children of the church s< hnnl still be obtained for tonight’s prenized in th<‘ midst ot the softer,
,ier vision and activities to will he able to restore Jackson Grat- showing 1 he story of the i esiirrection. | sentation. Phone for yours no\Y.—
the limits of the home, ller con- lan to good scoring behavior again. was reverent and realistic. lrh<e uw-• adv.
flowering May.

WALL PAPER

Gregory’s

FOSS VANILLA

Willys-Knight

Overland

Sales and Service

OVERLAND 4, 2-Doer Sedan.. .................... $ 715.00 Del.
OVERLAND - 6, Standard Sedan .... ...............

1015.00 Del.

WILLYS-KNIGHT 6, Model 70 Sedan.............

1603.00 Del.

E. O. PHILBROOK & SON

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, 1 uesday, April 6, 1926.
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There will he a business men’s
“gym” class Thursday night.

Miss Mildred Hall has joined the
leaching staff of the Cushing schools,
and will enter upon her new duties
tomorrow.

It is. now time to let us look after your Furs.
For % small charge they will be called for, in
sured, cleaned, minor repairs made and taken
care of until wanted in the fall.

The in use on Warren street owned
by A. li. Higgs has been sold through
It. U. Collins’ Agency to Ordrey Orff
who will occupy it.

Telephone 41 2

fuller • cobb - da vis
_.
________

----- L* “ » "J'1

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
Aiutl 0 — Republican Stale Cooieuttun Io
rnMIMiil.
,
April 8-9—Camden—American Legion Min-

Aurora lxitlge, F. and A. JI.. Wed
nesday evening will have business of
Importanre. Banquet nt 6.30, served
by Golden find Chapter.

PAGEANT
AND SUPPER

The hoard ^of managers of the
Home for Aged Women will have a
April 9—Young reople’s Day of the W. special meeting at 2 o’clock this
With
c t I';
afternoon at the home of Miss Ada
April 12 -Slate of Maine Reunion in Sym Young.
APRON SALE
phony hall. Hmlon
April IS—Chapin Class dance at Temple
half.
Miss Agnes Al. Hathaway, a re
April 13-14--lteilcillcatlon of First Baptist turned missionary from Japan, will
ST. PETER’S CHURCH
Omrcli
'
give a very interesting talk on hetAnrll 19—ratrloU Day.
April 21—Monthly meeting of II apt ltd work at the I'nlversalist church
Men's Leugne
Wednesday evening. The public is
April 22 Annual gift hall of .lames F Invited to attend. A silver offering
Sears Vtose Co, in 111. Arcade
April 24 IHasebaJi* Kockland High rs »’IH he taken.
The Apron Sale and Supper will
Croshy Hiph, In Belfast.
>
-----take
place in tlie Parish Room and
April 28 io May .1 MaJne Meihodtat (onMiriam Rebekah Lodge will have
fercnce al I’ratt Memorial M. N. church, .
,
, Bishop Anderson presldlnx.
Ihe "sllal »*»»|.|>er at I,.30 tonighl. the
be followed by tho pageant in the
April 29 -MethodJst Conference, lecture by -housekeepers being Mr. and Mi\».
auditorium.
ttlshoui /twtrrsoii.
I Luke S. Davis, Mr. and Mrs.. Ilarjy
April Mt-Cov Ralph 0 Brewster addresses xr .- o.,,i
ia:....
i
Maine Methodist Conference.
McIntire and Mrs. Alta lBminuk.
Supper 35c. Pageant 35c
May I S- National Boys Week.
All who have not been solicited please
40-41
lune 9 11—United Baptist convention of i take pastry. After the regular meet“tirnVdn^n^^X
‘h«* "111 he a short onW. W. Gregory has returned home
July 19- Hundredth annlcersarx reiehra- Iertainment.
tion of Aurora Lodge, F. A- A. M.
___
.______
from a ten days visit in Milton,
Mass.
Ktiels.

Wednesday, April 7

Rainy Week Ahead
Weather outlook for the week In (
North Atlantic States: Generally, <
fair first part and probably occa-(
sional rains middle and latter part. '*
|
Temperature below normal first of i, •,
the week and probably near normal •,
•
thereafter.
•
j*

•ON MY SET”

Saturday night's reception •
was so good that I turned away •
from the set with real reltte- •
tance, but not, however, until I •
had added three new stations •
to my list: CHIC of Toronto. •
WX5N of Chicago and WMAK

*

('oast Guard Cutter .vioiillt spent
Sunday at Tillson wharf, having
dropped into this port to await
change of weather.

• Lockport. N. Y.—Loftis Urns. & *
• Co. of Chicago will send free •
• lo any radio fan a copy of its •
• new radio directory and log. •
• conveniently Indexed. 1 have 4
The Rickers are to build a new • one. and can recommend it as 4
winter hotel In Augusta, Ga.. with • very handy—Over WHT Satin- •
accommodations for 400 guests. It’s
day night came an oldtime fa- *
a safe het that Knox County will he • VOp|te
’.sleep Un by Sleep,’’ 4
well represented off the staff.
• with yodel chorus.
I was •
i • pretty nearly asleep when it 4
Capt. Anson B. Outhouse, who has
came hut it brought me wide •
been In a Savannah, Ga. hospital for . awake.—Chicago was
very ♦
several weeks, lias been making rapid . much in evidence, five of its •
recovery of hue,' and .sailed from that ■ , stations coming to my atten- •
city yesterday on his way home.
j,
tion.
•
Quality, not quantity, at- *
Tho funeral services of the late ,
traded my attention Sunday *
Mrs. Frank W. Ham, who died Sat- ,
mday In Bridgeport, Conn., will be . night, and one did not have 4
to go beyond W.IZ and WGY »
held at 2 o’clock tomorrow afternoon, ,
to find il. The music, vocal *
at the home of her daughter, Mrs. .
la>roy Field, 19 McLoud street.
, and instrumental, was superb, •
atul came In very clearly. 4
Rev. F. C. Rogers of Portland, who I ’ W.Mt'A and WPG were also *
was scheduled tn deliver tlie confer- t good, hut our old friend WF.EI 4
4
cnee sermon at the approaching ses- , appeared to he slipping.
The Atlantic seaboard fur- 4
sion of the Maine Methodist Conferenve in this city, will be unable to f nished practically all of my ca- 4
tertalnment last night, for of 4
attend on account of serious illness In
h^s family.
j t 18 stations recorded WI.W of 4
Cincinnati 'was the only one 4
Ira W. Feeney, who lias been laid | f that was f.u* front the coast. 4
Canada. Florida and Cuba were 4
up in thp house as the result of a *
had fall on a slippery sidewalk, was I 4 silent stations, so far as I was 4
at his desk In the Deep Sea Fisheries , concerned.—Hut what else did 4
anybody want after listening to 4
office yesterday.
Ills assistant. Ho- I
wonderful
programs 4
race IT. latinh. is still confined lo the . , those
from WJZ. WBZ and WRNY? 4
house by illness.
—.;-n Monday nights in April 4
I *
Cohli and Valley, premier candlepin ( KDKA is presenting request 4
If 4
artists, had a friendly set-to at the ( programs on light opera.
Star alleys Friday and when it was all ( you have a desire to hear some 4
over Valley had toppled over 10601. of your favorites Just drop a 4
p.lns and Ills opponent 1032.
This * , line to this pioneer radio sta- 4
worthy pair will meet Gould and , tion of the world.—1 added 4
May of Portland on, the local alleys ( AVHXY lo my list of New York 4
next Saturday night.
, stations last night, and WTIC 4
of IJartfbrd was hack in the 4
The Democrats finally succeeded In , fold strong.—Towei- of Health *•
told • us this morning that it 4
getting a candidate for State Sen- ,
would he fair and coid today. 4
a tor, that honor going to Miller B. ,
and warmer Wednesday.
llrtlilis of Hope, who represented his ,
The new Madison Square 4
class towns in the Legislature four
years ago, ;ind whose opponent in , Garden set, 'WIMSO. was ofli- 4
next September’s election will ’he , daily opened last night. Among 4
those who tuned in on it was 4
Zelma M. Dwinal of Camden who sueceetled him ill the Legislature. Frank , Kelley iB. Crlc.—«Mts. .1. F. Mac- 4
\ iolins have souls, says a profes
11. Hills, former Thomaston post- j , Williams is having a $ine first 4
master, is a candidate for Represen- , class radio installed at her 4 sor, and some of them sound like
home by La forest Thurston and 4 the lost variety.—Indianapolis Star.
tatiye to Legislature.
#
ja
son of the.Highlands.
It was 4
Friends who supported Miss Lenore * a present from her son, A. E. 4
G. K. MAYO
Benner In the Park Theatre’s New ! ( Walden of Baltimore, a former 4
CUSTOM TAILORED CLOTHES
Rockland
hoy.
York contest will he especially in
ALL WOOL SUIT or OVERCOAT
terested to see how siie looked in a : 4
AS LOW AS 425X0
movie Him. while enjoying her trip to |
Is ...
coming to. „ Park
the metropolis, and they will have _ I»n Chaney
.
Made in Any Style. Best Linings,
ibis opportunity Wednesday
and Theatre for next Monday andITi.esTrimmings and Workmanship
Thursdav when the picture will he <lav'ln “The Phantom of the Opera,
Tel. 304-J. 22 Masonic St. 33-tf
shown at Bark Theatre in connection lr0,n ,I,e internationally famous story
In tlie same cast
with the regular news reel.
The by Gaston Leroux.
camera man posed Miss Benner and will be seen such stars as Mary I’hilContrasted
her mother on the roof of the Astor hin and Norman Kerry.
Hotel.
So far ns known she is the with the weird action in the Paris
tlrst lloekl.ind girl to have this dis catacombs, when the weird creature
enacted by Chaney works his sinister
tinction.
Influence are liriUlant scenes in the
Paris Opera with several thousand
people in mammoth settings.
The
entire
opera, stage.
atnlitoi-iuni.
boxes, tlie foyer and Grand Staircase,
promenades and Foyer Du Dance
have been reproduced from actual
architects' plans for the sets of thp
production.

+

We believe you will he surprised and pleased not only by the
beauty and adaptability of the curtains but also by the reasonableness
of their price. For example—
Quaker Curtains with Bullion Fringe
The bullion fringe trimming on these (.ni.-ker Curtains not only <gives them an air
of distinction but also serves tiie eminently practical purpose* of supplying just the needed
weighting to make Hie < ui tain hang most gracefully .................
. $2.25 to $10.00 per pair

Fashion Fay&rs Filets
There is a clean cUspness to a well designtd lilct curtain that nothing else can sup
ply. Our new line of Quaker filets will give you fashion’s latest dictates’ in a curtain of
unequalled finality. At ........................................................................................ $2.50 to $8.00 per pair

Edwin Lynn, proprietor of Liberty
Theatre, Halifax, X. S.. was a re
cent visitor in this city and noted
witli interest the fact that ‘.lie fea
ture picture “The Million Dolkn
Handicap” is to be shown «onn at
Strand Theatre. Mr. Lynn pr^seutel
; the picture in his theatre recently

WELCOME
LEGIONNAIRE

Monday, April 12
The Auxiliary will hold

Open House
Marsh’s Orchestra
Will Play

Come and Dance—Enjoy the En
tertainment and Eats

SMfS

CLEANING CARBON AND
GRINDING VALVES
75 CENTS AN HOUR
Work eallpd for and delivered.
MITCHELL
BURNS
Tel. 141-11
THOMASTON
39*41

One treat whicli we offer you during our Spring Home Craft
Week is a specially selected display of these famous Quaker Curtains
and Nets.

Dr. Albert Johnson of Portland was
tho guest of tiie Penobscot 'Bay
i Dental Club at Green Gables, Cam
den. Saturday night. He gave a very
interesting demonstration in Ortho
dontia technique, followed by a lan' tern slide talk on the various
phases of the work.

cNew aruVhnproved

The standard of teaching in
our public schools is such that
th eaverage pupil should he
able to maintain a proper standing.
The fault is not with the teacher, if
tlie child fails, but rests with tlie
parents. Children should receive
more attention before entering school
regardless their mental and physical
training.
ltockland 'Red Cross.

APRIL 5th lo 10th

Willard E. Overlock, State mis
sionary for the American Sunday
School Union, died Sunday in Union.
Funeral services will lie held at his
late home in Razorville Wednesday
afternoon at
1 o’clock. Obituary
mention deferred to Thursday’s issue.

and it was the season’s big hit.
A board of . officers comprising
Major Ralph W. Brown. Capt. Bich''nl F. Saville and 1st Lieut, Edwin
' Frendh will meet in the Camden
Al |noI.v nl s „’(.|n(.k Wednesday night
tn examine candidates for the posi1 Hon of 2nd Lieutenant in Co. E., of
Camden.—There will be a federal inMil-H 1-enn Thorndike has com- spection of all the Coast Artillery
pleted her annual task of taking the companies in this battalion next
school census. It will show an in_ week. Camden Monday night. Rockcrease in the number of pupils’over land Tuesday night. Thomaston Wedlast year.
nestlav night. Capt. Reynolds, U. S.
~
A., will be the inspecting officer.
The Legion Auxiliary will hold
----open house at Legion hall nevt MonThe Rockland Auto Show closed
day night with a qprdiul invitation Saturday night, the climax being the
extended to every Legionnaire, ex- award of the free Ford to Abiather L.
service man and ladies. Marsh’s Or- Vose. timekeeper for the Rockland &
ehestra will provide music for danc- Rockport Lime Co.
Air. Vose iming: there will be entertainment* for j mediately t aded the car into a Ford
those who do not .dance and refresh- coupe and hereafter will check up
menus will he served. The Auxiliary tlie limework^rs in style. “Bidie” is
ihopes for a large attendance.
receiving congratulations on every
____
hand.^ind it is apparent from current
Benjamin F. Smith, who has l»een comment that it was a very fitting
spending the winter in Boston. ob_ disposal of the car.
Hundreds of
served liis 96th birthday yesterday, tickets in the tree Ford u’ere sold,
and tiie anniversary found him in hut as is often the case with a
excellent health and spirits. The winner. Mr. Vose had but one. Tlie
family goes the last of the week to method of awarding this desirable
Brooklyn and Atlantic City for three Priz«
absolutely fair and square,
weeks. They will attend the New wl'h nobody begrudging the winne
York horse tshow, in j.hich M*iss his good fortune.
Gwendolyn Wolfe has several en
tries.
Alfred M. Strout. iBowdoin, 26 of
-----Thomaston, John F. Hager ’27 and
Dr. liuppi-i Stratton, den! s: nsso- OeoAdams ’27 both of Rockland
elated with Dr. Bickford, was id- nre members of the Bowdoin Musical
milled to memliership at the For:’ Clubs which are making their tinnual
Club luncheon yesterday. A drive Easier vocation n ip. giving pci formtor lilt) per cent attendance ne>". :,n,'cs 1,1 ri.-Uem, Newton. New In K
Monday was started with Ge ant4 VV llll,I Philadelphia.
I hey hate ulKoherts and Charles II. Berry cap-| leady ‘’Dl’PH'Pd in Boston and sevtains of competing groups. A. F. eral other Massachusetts cities and
The
McAlary, L. B. Cook, L. X’. Lawrence, in the leading cities of Maine.
M. I*. Trainer and AV.
Bird were Musical Clubs are considered the Lest
made a hoard to cooperate wi-h the lhat ll!e ,'ollrKP has 1,:,rt
"lany
Chamber
Comme,#- in a pt.blielty ypa^
1,1 ll,e Npw 'island interand information bureau project. Th collegiate song contest they took sec
speaker was Swpi. of Schools E I ond place, losing by a narrow margin
Toner, who gave a pleasing smi-y of ’ tn Wesleyan, which later won the national championship by defeating the
modern methods and progress in c.l i
cation, featuring reading and taking largest universities.
liis hearers from Ihe old “alphabet”
Dueo Brushing I/icquer for paint
type through phonetic reading to the
new thought method of silent read ing autos and furniture. • A ship
ment is expected today—dries in one
ing.
half hour. For sale by John A. Karl
«V Go., Rock la ml.—adv.
Tiie higher Hare which really
leaves the lower edge of tiie skirt
straight is sometimes seen in the
new coats as well as in tlie new
dress designs, says flip Dry Goods
Economist. A hois de rose cloth
coat from an Avenue simp employed
fur godets of tlie material flaring
some inches from the lower edge of
the garment. The hip Hare is evi
denced in a Hat < repe two-piece de
Bring Your Wife
sign recently sern. This silhouette
is often attained in tlie smartest
To LEGION HALL
new tailored suits.

A tremendous hit was registered
last night by "The First Year” as
presented at Strand Theatre l.y the
Knickerbocker Players. Seats may
still he obtained for tonight’s pre
sentation. Phone for yours now.—
adv.

HOME CRAFT WEEK

James E. Stevens was the candi
date in Claremont Commandery, K.
T.. last night, when the orders of
Red Cross and Malta were conferred.
►
___
Edward True of Hyde Park, Mass,
ami Charles Harrington of Hartford.
Conn., are among the boys who will
return to Hatchet Mountain Camp
this season.

&’

TALK OF THE TOWN

DEPARTMENT STORE
<12 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND

Steamer No. 2 (the James F. Sears)
has been earning her salt this week
thawing out catch basins in various
parts of thA city.

LET US CALL

4

s

Service on Paige and Jewett cars
will be cared lor at I-asseli’s Garage.
110 Park streel.

■»

THE WORLD S GREATEST RADIO
RECEIVERS
Send for Free Eight Page Booklet

Sheer Shadow Lace Curtains
Here arc <tii-talns that give y.ii :ln- distinction < f aitisih- design in a net so sheer it
seems .i veiitnlde veiling. Will tin-, w. u • Cei i.iinly. Al: ijiinkei- Cut lainings are fa
mous for that quality. At .....................
54.50 t0 $6.95 per pair
New \el s l.y 1 lie yoI 'I ......... ..............
New Draper! Alaierlals In Silk. D.im.i ks T, rri clolli. 1’K-tniine.

F. J. Simonton Co.
■—J

Seventy members of Claremont
Commandery attended the Easter
breakfast at the Temple Sunday and
expressed their admiration of the
excellent manner in which Sir Knight
.1. E. Roberts catered for the affair.
Tlie menu consisted of grape fruit,
ham and eggs, hot rolls, doughnuts
and
coffee.
The Commandery
marched to the Congregational church
'behind the Rockland Ba ml. which
played “Onward Christian Soldiers.”
An account of the Easter exercises
will be found in another column.

Miss Frances B. Adams will eoni tinue with the Littlefield Memorial
church through another week. Miss
Adams has proven herself a strong
preacher of the Bible truths. Her
personality is very attractive ami her
messages are strong interpretations
of the power of the Gospel of Jesus
jin the life of today. During the three
weeks that Miss Adams has been
with the Free Baptist church a strong
interest has been sustained, ami tins
week seems to offer assurance that it
wili be by far the best.

In these days there is a good deal
gets into print about auction bridge,
but how is it with cribbage, that
game whose name figures so promi
nently in the social passages of oldtime literature? There are some who
will confess with great frankness
that it is the most fascinating game
known to cards. AV. G. Walker and
Capt. Mathew Greer are two of this
number, and they will testify their
fondness for it by telling you that
luring the winter just passed, meet
ing nightly at the X’orth Main street
home of the Captain, they have regis
tered a total of 96S games. It was
ihe intention, had the games evenly
divided themselves, that the winner
of the final rubber should enjoy with
his opponent a superb supper, which
'he loser would supply, but in the
dose of the contest Will fotjnd him
self 52 games in the lead—their was
no rubber, therefore no supper, and
’hat was a- matter of regret foi both
contestants.

A tremendous bit was registered
last night by “Tiie First Year” as
presented at Strand Theatre by the
! Knickerbocker Players. Scats may
still be obtained for tonight’s pre
sentation. Phone for yours now.
adv.

SPECIAL!

29 PIECE SILVER
$14.50

CHEST

Warranted for 25 Years

By Community Silver Co.

LEON J. WHITE
Successor to

O. E. DAVIES

Select dance. 1.0.0 F. hall, School
street, Friday night. Good music.
clean, jolly crowd.
T-Th’,2

Refrigerator Facts

BORN
XucUo•-Camden, April 1. to Mr. and M:-s
Vincvn Nik’c'.o a son
FZom Aril Point. March 2l», tn Mr. and
Mr: Ero B’.ntn a daughter
Louise
1
Schwartz Waldoboro. Ap:il 2 to Mr. and
Mrs. Lewis Schwartz, a son.

DIED
Overki' k Viiiou. April 1. W’llanl F Over
look of Washing.on, age<l 63 year?. II niontln,
1 day.
Funesal -at liis late residence in |
Washington Wednesdav at 1 p. in.
Ifatn Brldcejiert. <’ >nn.. April 3, Mary F . I
widow of the late F.ank W 11.tin, aged CS
years, 9 imn'l-.s, 17 days
Funera’ a’ the
i ,me pf her daii' Be- M-s. Lerov Field. 19
McLoud street, Wednesday afternoon* at 2
o’clock.
Wag’e St George. Anril
Swan L Wagle.
;r/ed 78 years, 2 in hi ’is, 27 daj.s.
Funeral
Wt'ilne-idav .it 2 o’clock
Hall—East Appleton. March 29, Elizabeth,
wife of Lafayette Hall, aged 86 years.
Erown Whitinsville
.Mass.. March 29.
Herhei * W. Bfown, formerly <»f this city,
, aged 65 years', 9 months, 19 days.
Frazier Rockland. April G. .Insenh Bra
der. formerly of Thomason, aged 75 yea''
Funera'l Thursday at 2 o’clock from 81
, Broadway.
5
Gleason-‘Camden, April 5. George E (if son, aged 57 years, 9 months, 26 days.
Fu
neral Thursday at 2 o’clock from late resi
dence.
Harris—South Hope. April 3. Charles F>1
ward Harris, aged 85 years. 9 months, 18
days.
Funeral Wednesday at Hi o’clock from
I’nlversaHst church Jn South Hope.
IN MEM0RIAM
Willie Barter, Tenant's Harbor who died
April 5, 19i)n.
The one is gone v.e love
dear,
We miss the smiling face
But. still we know he is at rest
In heaven, and sated h.\ grace
Mrs. Arthur Mobsman. Mrs Genrgh Wall
and grand'-iiiairen.

CARD OF THANKS
The family of Mrs hlizal»e:h Hall wi.sh lo
expi(~w heartfelt thanks to their many frien d
in their recent bereavement eq>e< iall.v l)r
'vel ar of Thomaston, Mis Jennie Waterman.
Mrs. Mortis of Belfast, the Wes, Appleten
.'e'eiihone operator and the neighbors ;.nd
" friends who assisted so kindlj in many way..
, and tor ..al! faithful services performed.
Mr. and Mrs George Peabody, L. G. II.i.Jl,
Isaac Hall and family
East Appleton. April 5.

BURPEE
UNDERTAKERS

HOUSE-SHERMAN, INC.

Since 1840 this firm has
faithfully served the fami
lies of Knox County.
Tel. day, 450; night 781-W.
Lady Attendant
AMBULANCE SERVICE

Authorized Dealers
585 Main Street
Rockland, Me.

ROCKLAND, ME.

Terms If Desired

35c lo $1.50
Itepp. Monk-; Cloth, Etc.

KlIlSIl RODS

BURPEE’S

Wc have on our floors today the greatest line
of Refrigerators ever assembled in this city.

I bey are all of Perfect Workmanship, tlie same
proven quality we have sold for I 5 years past.

All are Oak, all are solid, all are economica!,
all are heavily lined with either white enamel or
porcelain, ail are surprisingly reasonable in price
due to huge quantity buying of a standard article
from a standard factory.
25 pounds to 250 pounds capacity

All Styles, Shapes and Sizes

V. F. STUDLEY INC.
Rockland, Maine

See that you get

the real

Quaker Oats
—that means breakfast oat3 with the
famous "Quaker” flavor no other oats
can offer; the finest oats that grow milled
under highest pure food standards.
Urged by leading dietary* authorities for
their excellent “food balance”; by mil
lions of mothers who want the best for
their families. Insist on Quaker. The
price is the same.

2 kinds at grocers
Quick Quaker—Cook* in 3 to 5 minutat
and the regular Quaker Oats as always.
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PRESENTED ’PEPITA’’

NOT SO BAD

An Event Which Featured
Centennial Year In Rock
land.

'Twas a Snowy Winter, But
Not Like the Old Days.

The Courier-Gazette is indebted to
Mis. J. II. Haines (for a copy of No.
1. Yol. 1. of Pepita. a “semi-occasional
journal devoted to tlie stage.”
This
particular Issue made its appearance
in May, 1876. and wns for the pur
pose of advertising the fix e-act opera
bouffe Pepita. which was to be pre
sented in Rarwell & Ames H.ill un
tie’* Ute auspices of tlie Orpheus and
Fie:-Iter Clubs.
A special train was
to be run over tlie Knox AL Lincoln
Com Newcastle.
“Pepita” (or “The Stolen Child ’)
had tlie following cast of characters:
Don Carlos, a Spanish nobleman.
George E. Torrey: lK>n Enrique. Ills
nephew. Dr. T. E. Thibet Is; Donna
Inez, wife of Don Caiffos, 3Iiss Emily
\V. Case; Pepita. her daughter. MU»s
Clara L. Furbish; Dolores. Pepita’s
nurse. Miss Ada F. Blaekingtoii;
Margarita, daughter uf
MIks
•lennle V . Cobb; Jose, chief of GypSies. E. A. Burpee; Zelina. mother of
Gypsies. Mrs. 31. A. Achorn; Juana,
Lola and Juanita, Gypsy maidens,
Mrs. F. M. Shaw. Miss Stella E.
Keene and Miss Jennie C. Tillson;
Beverly Howard, lieutenant U. S.
Navy. A. Boss Weeks; lien Bolt,
Dayton and Moore, sailors. Janies
Wight. T. E. Simonton and B. I.
Weeks; Lone. Rudolf and Oresse,
ruffians. A. C. Philbrick, Joseph J.
Veazie and Fred II. Spear.

27

Mrs. I. Bailey, milliner: W. H. Keene
iRockland Bird Store) 51!* Main
sTcet: T. W. Flanagan, groceries,
candy, etc.. Frye block; E. O. tamer,

Temperance

28

block

27

30

32
37

38

tup

Restaurant,

Young's

stairs); E. If. & O. W.

Cochran. Insurance; Fottle & Knight,

33 34

32

37

How I Get My
Week’s Wash
Snow White
— without a washboard!

I

HAVE a way of washing that makes
my clothes whiter, sweeter, cleaner
>h

haveeverbeenbefore_inhal{

.

jme wi(h half the work. And this
„v saves
method actua
actually
saves the clothes —
and my hands, too!
I just soak my whole week’s wash
for an hour or two, or sometimes I put
it to soak the night before, in rich Rinso
suds. Then I rinse the clothes in clear
water — and they come out spotless,
cleaner than I could rub them. Yeti
don’t even touch a washboard. Rinso
does all the work —loosens the dirt so
that it floats away in rinsing. I don’t
, even have to boil the clothes, because
Some ol the advertisers of that pinso whitens and sterilizes without
period, as seen in "Pepita;” Simonton | Aniline
boiling.
Bros., dry goods: W. SI. Purington.
Since using Rinso my hands arc white,
jeweler: E. Crockett, photographer; ■oft and smooth instead of parboiled

A. It. Leighton. Centennial Oyster
House. 321 Main street; C. E. Wood
& Co. tBo-ston Clothing Store);
Smith’s Music and Variety Store;

27

26

36
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merchant tailors; Kalloch ,5 White.
(Thorndike Hotel); N. A. & S. 11.
Burpee. furniture; A. Boss Weeks,
ciockery store: T. E. Tibbetts, sur
geon dentist: F. It. Spear & Co., coal
and wood; .1. P. Wise i Son. hard
ware t this firm was also advertised as
headquarters for birds): Itoblnson’s
City Drug Store: Charles T. Spear,
flour und grain; O. E. Blackington,
clothier; II. Anderson & Co., whole
sale confectioners: Haines & Burpee
clothiers. 310 Main street: J. G. Tor
rey &
Son. manufacturers and
dealers in composition ship fasten
ings; James Wight, gas and steam
fitter.
Pepita" carried the following
sketches of the two clubs giving the
opera:
« »

from bar-soap scrubbing. And I find
that my clothes last much longer, be
cause I don’t have to rub them thread
bare against a washboard. I just rub
cuffs,hems,collars,etc., gently between
my fingers—and all the ground-in dirt
vanishes. It's wonderful. Ask your
grocer today for

I
’
A tftal of 102 inches of snow has
fallen at Orono during the past win
ter. it was announced by Paul E.
Morris, instructor in physics at Uni
versity of Maine. Tills is tlie largest
snowfall since tlie winter of 1919-20,
when it amounted to 122.S inches, and
surpasses by 11 inches the total for
1922-23, the year of tlie disastrous
floods on Maine rivers, when tlie fall
totalled only 91 inches.
Last year’s
fail amounted to C5.5 inches at the
University.
The class in meteorology, of which
Mr. Martin is the instructor, has been
making a study of’the trends of the
weather during tlie last 57 years, and
lias records of snow fall in every
year since that time. According to
these reports, Maine winters are not
what they used to be. at least, as fur
as the amount of snow to fall Is con
cerned.
An examination of the rec
ords for tlie ten years 1870-80 shows
that a total of 978 feet, or an aver
age of 97.8 per year, fell during that
period.
A comparison of this with
the total snow fall for the decade
191C-26 shows a decided falling off
for the present period, during which
only 79.6 has fallen.
'Flic record set for this year palls
into insignificance beside those made
in tlie “old days”.
In 1886-87, stu
dents at- the University were com
pelled to plow through drifts which
must have readied monstrous heights
for in this year 151 inches, or 12 feet
and 7 indies of snow fell in Orono.
This is the greatest amount recorded
at tlie observatory.
The winter of
1873-74 was a close second however,
the
total that year reaching 148
indies.
On the other extreme, in
1894-U5 only 26 inches of snow fell,
the least in the history of the local
station.
The following sets of figures, show
ing the snowfall for each year of the
decade 1870-80. and contrasting witli
these similar figures for the last ten
years, will show* 'that much re
peated saying that “winters ain't
i what they were when 1 was a boy”
is indeed based on fact:

Rinso I
'£he granulated toap that soaks
clothes whiter — no scrubbing.

Total Snowfall (1870-80

GOVERNOR'S -AGIN” IT*
Thinks It Unwise To Change the
Policy In Regard To Power.

Gov. Brewster issued Sundiy night
statement saying that in this period
of economic and legal flux in the elec
trical world. It seems to him that it
ould be very unwise for Maine now
eltange the policy which it has up
held for 16 years of prohibiting the
portatlon of power from the State.
"In the next two years we seem
likely to learn a very great deal reirding this subject, and it is only
the part of wisdom to go slow." conInues Gov. Brewster.
"Once the
barn door of exportation Is open, it
may be extremely difficult again to
lock."
We are in a revolutionary period
n the electrical world. Two years
igo we were told by proponents of
export here in Maine that our water
powers were of negligible volume and
hat Canadian power would soon lie
flowing into New England and then
II chance for development of Maine
powers would tie lost.
The Canadian provinces most con
cerned have now resolved any doubts
to their attitude by the entirely
prohibiting of export of power for exetly the same considerations that
ave influenced the citizens of
Maine."

BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST I
Unlels you see the “Bayer Cross” on tablets you are
not> fretting the genuine Bayer' Aspirin proved safe
by millions and prescribed by physicians for 25 years.

JibOES NOT AFFECT THE HEART

.Accept only “Bayer” package
which contains proven directions.
Handy "Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
Aspirin is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoaceticacldester of Salicyllcacid

COMMERCIAL CASUALTY INSURANCE CO.
Newark. New Jer»ey
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1923

cat Estate

Telephone
Directory

............................ » 3T0.M# 9"

Mortgage Loaus .
'uflatcral Loans
Stocks and Bonds ........
ash in Offi.-c and Bank
Aren’s' Balances ........
Bits Kccetvablo
Interest and Rents
AU other Assets...................

Cross Assets .....................
Deduct items uot admitted .

ALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHOSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE

Admitted ............................. . . $l»l 932.0M3 58
LIAUtLtTIlLS PEC 31. l‘»25
Net Vniraid Losses ............. ........$2 611,341 72
Unearned Premiums .......... ____ 3.771.704 21
545.9C2 65
All other Liabilities .......... ........
........ 2.000.600 OH
asli Capital
Surplus o\cr all Lidbllities ....... 2.000.003 00

To al Labilities and Surplus ..$10,932,008 58
41-T-17
UNITED STATES BRANCH OF THE ATLAS
ASSURANCE COMPANY. LTD.
of London. England.

OILS AND GREASES

LAUNDRY WORK
Call 170

People's Laundry

f

AKSTKS DEC. 31. 1925

..............
6:t
Stocks and Bonds............................ $1,976,126 63
Indies
..............113
ash in Office and Bank ............
198.940 32

9

17 Lirrgsrock Straet
ff
We do all kinds of Laundry
Work.
Family Washing a
Specialty. Wet Wash. Rough
Dry.
Finish Flat Work,
hirte, Collars.

Ca.l 127
THURSTON OIL CO.
Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purpoaet

GARGOYLE MOBILOIL
Corner Park and Broad Sts.

j1870-71 .
MONUMENTS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS
Agents’ Balances ............................ 1,127,761 71
............. 128
1871-72 .
Bills Receivable ................................
t02638
.............. 147
Telephone Connection
1872-73 .
Interest and Bents.........................
53,838 34
POESY AND POETRY
Ttieohone 206
.............. 89
1873-71
All other Assets ................. .... 127,020 99
..............103
Gilchrest
KITE TWINE
45
1874-75 .
48
46
47
Which jn Springtime Makes Aopeal 1S73-76
Gross Assets ..................... . .. .$6,185,014 37
.............. 103
1875-76 .
Monumental
Works
61.820
27
Deduct
items
nut
admitted
.
SAP
SPILES
.............. 98
To Every Heart.
1876- 77
187778
50
..............
St
Main
Street
49
JACK STONES
Admitted ........................... ....$6,120,194 10
/
1878- 79
LIABILITIES DE( . 31. 1925
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
............. 105
Thomaston, Maine
Set Unpaid Lowes ............ ........ $ 416.905 31
............. 79
Having read several articles on va 1879- 80
H.
H. Crie & Co.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
Unearned ITemiums ......... .... 3.813.311 30
5-2.
rious to|iies in recent issues of your
45R M»m Street. Rocktard
All other Liabilities............. .... 126.139 29
paper in whicli I was very much in
Total fall .................... ....................978
Surplus over all Liabilities .... 2.063.908 17
terested
—
on
rural
schools,
bobbed
Average
per
year
97.8.
t®, 1928. Western Newspaper Union.)
PETITION OF ERECTION OF WHARF
Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$6,429,194 10
hair, bootlegging and other popular
Total Snowfall (1916-26)
Vinalhaven and Rockland
the Municipal Officers of Vinalha• ci
E \Y BERRY.
Vertical.
Horizontal.
Inches
themes—I wish to say. that like the
hereby re»|»eetfully petition for a permit
40 Broad Street,
Steamboat Co.
3—A burnt sacrifice
1— Wooded hill
Hope correspondent, I miss tlie spring, 1916-17 ............. -........... ....................... 129.3
to erect and maintain a wharf in the tide
Roeklarul.
38 11-11
8—Small couch
2— Preposition
poems.
I realize that in tills uni- 1917-18 ...................................................106
waters of Carver's Harbor at the following loThe
Orpheus
Club
y—Kind of red wine
3— Note of scale
HOLYOKE MUTUAL FIRE INSURANCE CO.
atiun :
verse there are people who do 1918- 19 ................................................. 56
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
11— Ego
4— Young horse
Salem, Mass.
Beginrting at tlie westernmost corner of my
For several years ouc city lias pot care for any of these tilings. As 1919- 20 ................................ -.............. 122.8
Steamer leaves mraiis isiana u; o.3U A. M.,
ASSETS DEC. ; 1. 1925
12— To .wield diligently
6—Preposition
land
on eastern shore of Carver’s Harbor, Stonington 6.30, North Haven 7 30, Vinal
been
without
a
well
organized
band,
97.500 mi where it adjoins land of L. A Comibs. ex
Real Estate ........................... ........ $
for myself. I am really too old fash 1920- 21 ................................................... 30.
14—Expires
6—Grass
and with the increased demand for ioned to care for bobbed hair gener 1921- 22 ................................................ *42
SifK-ks and Bonds ............... ........ 1,064,200 06 tending in a generally northerly direction haven 8 15, due to arrive at Rockland about
7—Journey
16— To make a certain kind of lace
19.175 39 seventeen feet, theme easterly forty-two feet, 9 45.
Cash in Office and Bank .. ........
entertainments where music forms an ally.
17—Colourless liquid
8— Bench
It is not the hair—but usually : 1922-23 .............
Returning leaves Rockland at 1 30 P M ,
Agents' Balantes ................. ........
46,647 6.3 thence southerly fourteen feet, thence westerly
19— To stroke gently
10— To rend
attractive and pleasurable feature, the styles of the present day. the age , 1923-24 ..........
17.195 86 thirty eiglK feet to the point tlri>t begun at. Vinalhaven 3.00, North Haven at 4.00, Ston
Interest and Rents ............. ........
20— Preposition denoting position
11— Anything by which something and at whldt the loud tones of a
ington
at 5.00. due to arrive at Swan’s
10 11 same being wharf already erected and spiled
All other Assets..................... .........
of decidedly short skirts, the movie i 1924-25 ....a.....
......... .............. 05.5
21— Lower cheek bone
ls measured (pi.)
Island about 6 00 P. M
brass band were too overpowering styles, the rapid transit of youth on ,1925-26 ............
al this location.
............................102
22— Ozone
24—Sun god 12— To hock
B. H. STINSON.
dross Assets ..................... ...$1,345,026 03
several of our most prominent musi the stage of life.
.Signctfl '
JOHN BAGGS
25— Ripped
13— Period of time
General Agent.
Deduct items not aihiuoted .
6.072 60
Upon
the
foregoing
petition
it
is
liercby
cians
conceived
the
idea
of
an
or

26— To scoff at
15—One who talks with an Impedi
As for the rural high-schools—we
796.1
Total fall ...... . ........................
ordered that public notice l»c given <w re28— Absence of light
ment in his speech
chestra. and the result of nearly- two- are anxiously Watching the actual
Admitted ......................... ... .$1,238,054 33 juired by law not less than three days before
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
Average per year 79.6.
29— To consider
17— Battle
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1325
years varying success and waning labors of each separate community
Eastern Standard Time
the l«tli day of April. 1926. upon whldt day
These figures show that, on tlie av30— To scream
18— Long, narrow Inlet
26.22702 at three o’clock in the aftenioon. a hearing
Trains Leave Rockland for
Interest, was the organization of the toward tlieir betterment, many small elage. tlie amount of snowfall each Net Unpaid Losses ............. ....$
33—Furious anger
Unearned Premiums .......... .... 480.601 0.
21—Funny stories
will tie given in the Sdectmen’s Office, upou Augusta, A|7.00 a. m., |7.3O a. m., tl.10 p. m.,
Orpheus dub.
Tlie aim of the Club towns striving to do tlieir best along year is approximately 18 Indies less All other Li a Gil kies ..........
13.067 If. above iietltlon, to the end that all persons
35—Note of scale
23—Raised line or strip
was tlie development of classical the laws of education for the than it was 50 years ago.
100.000 00 may have full opportunity to show cause why DangfJr. A§7.00 a. in.. |7.30 a. m., fl.10 p. in.,
Guaranty Capital ................. . .. .
37—Ocean
3? —Single 25—To attempt
Surplus over all Liabilities.
600.156 10 this petition should no; be granted.
music, through which to elevate the young |>e<>ple of today. And we think
27—Confederate general
39— Conjunction
Aside from its observation of snow
Bo .ton. A*57.(‘O a. m . f7.3O a n . tllOp in.
O V. DREW.
40— Kind of blackbird
31—Allow
taste of our citizens, and encourage we can bear witness that there is fall, the meteorology class, under the Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,238,051 33
Bran.wick. A47.00u. in.. 17.33a. in.. tl lOp. in..
H W IflFIELD.
42—Kind of brook fish
I 32—Meadow’ bird
and cultivate the art of music among progress, in many good ways.
CXK HR.V5, BAKBB At ( BOSS Agents.
W F LYFORD.
fl.35 p. tn.
..
As instruction of Mr. Marlin, lias been
4 4—Reverential fear
■ 33—To put to flight
L?wi3ton. A>7.00 a. m.. 17310a. m., |110 p. in*
Rockland.
41-12
Municipal Officers of Yinalhaven.
»C- 'onsumes musical people. The following named to the liquor question we are resting’ observing other phases of tlie weather
,45—A pace
84—Insect
TALBOT
INS.
AGENCY.
TNC
.
1
13.5
p.
ni.
gentlemen compose the present or assured that Americans w ill deal with' and has derived some Interesting
I 33—is indebted to
47— Tool case
New York. 11 10 p.m.
38.41-41
Camden.
ganization :
Portland. AJ7.00 a. m., |7.30 a. ni., fl.10 p. m..
48— Row
‘ 41—To cry
that question in the same noble'way figures.
It has rained .1 ineli or
44
—
Melodies
49— Place where two pieces of cloth ! 43—Lubricate*
E. A. Burpee—Viola and Director,
DETROIT
FIRE
&
MARINE
INS.
CO.
Watc-vilV^ AJ7.00 a. ni., |7.30 a. tn., 11.10 p. m.,
they dealt with the war witli Ger more in one of every 3.83 days in the
j
46
—
Companion
pre sewed together
Detroit. Mich.
A. T. Crockett—1st Violin.
many. that of conquerors.
past 56 years.
In that period of
tl.35 o. m.
j 48—To bind
f»l—Evergreens
ASSETS
DEC
31.
1025
W. M. Purington—1st Violin.
Woilwich. A>7.00a. m . |7.30a. m., tHOp. m.,
Now as to poetry as a child I was time. 1895 was tlie dryest year, witli Kcal Estate
50— This person
.$ 145.113
52—Delights, or Joys
14.35 p. tn.
Albert
t-'mith
—
2nd
Violin.
.
1,479.215
11
51— French (abbr.)
taught the very spirit of poesy by my 1895 and ’96 in second place and 1921 Mortgage Loans .................
ID»ily.except Sundays. § Sundays only.
Walter Tibbetts—2nd Violin
. 1.508.817 09
Solution will appear In next issue.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to
father and mother. With what pleas and '24 tied for third.
'From 1893 Stocks and Bonds ..........
.
139,751 20
Cash In Office and Bank
Mayo P. Simonton—2nd Violin.
Woolwich.
ure they read good poetry. Spring to 1918. each year had more clear Agents' Balances...............
. 263.105
Charles Weeks—Violoncello.
inspires poetry and tlie quiet life T days than the preceding, and then it Interest and Rents ...........
40,515 03
Solution to Saturday's Puzzle
DR. F. H. STAHL
George E. Torrey—Basso.
EXCITER EXTRACTS
lived when a child inspired me to started tlie uther way again, so that
Sure, But What About
3-year Palmer Graduate
.
$3,576.818
60
Janies
WigTit
—
Cornet.
Gross
Assets
...................
write, nnd at tlie age of nine 1 wrote each year now sees a decrease in tlie
|Hl□□1A
9.064 6
Deduct Kerns not admitted
A. II. Weeks—Trombone.
CHIROPRACTOR
Tilt following Buckland items, con
tlie following verses:
•
number of pleasant days.
Tills, ae
1 BI
J. l-red 'Meservey—Clarinet.
400 Main St.
Rockland. Me.
tributed by Ralph Smith, are found
cording to Mr. Martin, is due to tlie
Admitted ..................................... .$3,561,783 95
Spriiig has ■■•nil-.
1
i
Mrs. E. E. Wight—Pianist.
LIABILITIES DM ?I. 1925
Beautiful Spring.
Office hours : 18-12 a. m , 2 5 p. in.
changes in direction of the ocean
ALT in the current issue of the Central William
.$
170.251
94
Vet
Unpaid
Lowes
.....................
Tibbetts
—
Flute.
IS'tle
b'.rds
),<-ghi
In
slug.
Impedance
Coupled
Audio,
the
'"•'I
Mon Wed Fri evenings 7-8
currents and also to changes in the Unearned Premiums ................... 1.453.844 87
Sparrows grey all tlie day
NjE. Maine magazine "Tlie Exciter:”
Arthur L. Torrey—Flute.
Perfect Amplification, Can Be
Residence Calls by Appointment
solar constant is defined as "tl»e AH other Liabilities...................
39.500 00
Rockland's safety meeting was held
Sing their merry song
Office phone 886
Rehearsals arc held on Monday and
Put Into Any Radio Set or
806.000 06
number of heat units wltlcii a square Cash Capital ...............................
March 4. There was a large attend Friday evenings of each week, for
Surplus over all Liabilities ... . 1.098.187 14
Built Separately As a Unit.
Spring is here in all its lieautv
unit
of
the
earth's
surface,
unproteet
ance and many Interesting points wliieh a room has been engaged in
Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
Filling all the Enrth witli so: g
It's Part of Our Service to
ed by any atmosphere and exposed Total Liabilities and Surplus .. .$3,561,783 95
on safety were discussed.
fhecring ail the weary hearted
Pillsbury Block, and appropriately
perpendicularly
to
the
sun
’
s
ray:
Radio
Owners
to
Keep
Your
D
II.
GLIDDEN,
Agt.
Causing wrongs ro seem leas wrong
Osteopathic Physician
Tlie Company trucks X97 and X98 furnished, carpeted, the walls hand
35-T-41
would receive in a unit of time.")
Old Sets Up to Date.
are being overhauled and painted. somely papered, and adorned with
Graduate of American School of
Making lives that In the winter
It has also been found that the av
AMERICAN CENTRAL INSURANCE CO.
Bring Your Radio Troubles
Ifid hut seem tike drifts of snow.
These cars are used in tlie Rockland pictures of several noted musicians
Osteopathy
St. Louis. Missouri
erage temperature is increasing. Each
Like imio the brralli of summer
Here. Our Shop Contains In
District.
and musical organizations. A Bourne
ASSETS DBG. 31. 1925
By Appointment Only
year
there
has
been
an
average
in
Or the rippling waters flow
struments
For
Testing
Every
...$
15
606
00
Mortgage
Loans
.......................
Telephone 323
Tlie line crew is working at Booth- grand piano graces the room, and lscrease of .02 degrees Fahrenheit, and Stocks ami Bonds ................... ... 7.261.579 67
Part Separately.
Idris and boys are picking flowers
38 Summer Street,
Rockland
bay Harbor, extending lines for use used for accompaniments, either to
tills increase would have been great Cash in Office and Bank ... ... 576.1 11 69
Frougtit
forth
by
the
April
showers
Agents’ Balances ..................... ... 1,074.277 11
MAIL ORDERS GIVEN
of tlie many new camps and cottages orchestra or voice. In fact the room
er but for a decided falling off )
Picking
flowers
for
tnaiiiiua
DRrETLSCARLOTT
161.093 58
Bills Receivable .......................
is a muscial parlor, to which all lov
PROMPT SERVICE
in that section.
Sweet as flowers and as purr
tlie yeai> 1915-18.
168.660 78
Interest ami Kents .................
(Successor to Dr. T. L. McBeath)
ers ol' the art may have access, and
Are the lin e children there.
Henry Thorpe of Hie Sales Depart
All other Assets....................... ...
6.897 45
R. W. TYLER
a pleasant und convenient place for
Osteopathic
Physician
A LITTLE TALK ON THRIFT
ment called on us recently.
See the little hrown-eycd boy
holding rehearsals of classes or In
Gross Assets ......................... .. .$9,090,652 68
By Appointment Only Tel. 136-W
Willi Ute rosy cheeks
Sue Carr and Col. Farnum were dividual instruction.
36.657 23
Deduct items not admitted ... ...
Already tlie
Silting hy the blue.eyed girl,
Medicinal Beer, Akin To the Old Pre- in Rockland March IK. for tlie pur
By S. W. Straus, President of the
35 Limerock Street,
Rockland
labors of the Club have resulted in
As io her he speaks
War Stuff, Can Be Sold Legally.
American Society for Thrift.
Admitted
...............................
...$9,043,955
45
Graduate of American School of
pose of organizing a "Girls’ Club." stimulating a largo number of out
Weaving flowers in the hair
LIABILITIES DE( . il. 1925
Osteopathy
t)f (be nig'id so young and fair
Each of Hie girls Is to serve as voting men to greater proficiency
Vet Unpaid Losses ................. . ..$ 659.912 73
Not enough attention is paid t
Medicinal beer compared in alco chairman for one month. Miss Lucy upon instruments to whicli their
At Pillsbury’s Studio
Unearned Premiums ............ ... 1,918 377 66
B
’
esslngs
on
thee
little
ill. n
the better understanding of tl
238.301 25
holic content to the pre-prohibition Ball was chosen to serve first. Mrs. tastes have led. and to the perform
All other Liabilities ............
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
DR. J. H. DAMON
B'essings on ’live 1 i, .e ii id
Cash Capital ........................... ... 1.666.000 00
values of thrift of time.
beverage will be accessible to the Leah Davis is secretary.
May thy goodness never fade
ance of a higher class of music
...
2.197.176
81
Surjiius
over
all
Liabilities
Dentist
Ample effort is being given to th
public for the next six months at
Bor thy life he ope sweet driain
Mr.
Fierce of
Hie
Wetmore throughout our city.
As pure as on this day of spring.
encouragement of money thrift. TIi
least.
The new “health ’booster”
302 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND
Total Liabilities and Surplus .. .$9,043,995 45
To maintain tlie Club, nearly $500
Savage
Co.,
and
Mr.
Harding
of
the
DR. F. E. FOLLETT
1 wisli all children euuld lie taught American people arc not larking for
which the Anheuser-Busch Inc. of
KPWARII W BFItltV. Agl.
Appointments
9
to 2
lias
been
expended
during
the
past
4o Broad Street,
St. Louis and a brewery company of Hoover Co., called on iis this month. year, besides individual expenditures to write poetry and read it well and guidance in tlie matter of savin
Also Saturday afternoons and even
With
Rockland, Maine
35 T It
to understand tile meaning of it.
If money. But all too little thought i
Milwaukee have heen given permis Mr. Harding demonstrated the new
ings until June 1
for inslruments and music. The Op
is one ol the advanced lines of edu bestowed In tlie matter of develop NEW AMSTERDAM CASUALTY COMPANY
sion io manufacture is expected to be Hoover.
DR. BICKFORD
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1925
28-tf
Phone 593-R
Our first Public Relation and eretta of "Pepita ' has for its object cation.
accessible to tlie public at drug stores
Although these lines pos ing greater economy in the use of Real EnUte ................................... $ 59.639 1
the payment of the indebtedness of
Dentists
about the time the 'Senate Judiciary Safety meeting will lie held at
sessed no value as to rhyme or meter time.
Mortgage Loans .............................
1 17.500 00
Dr.
Lloyd
M. Richardson
tlie Club, and It is hoped the merit
committee gets underway witli its Temple Hall Thursday. April 8.
they were much admired by our old
Idleness Is sheer thriftlessness. It Stoeks and Bonds ......................... 12 650.86.
PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY
of the piece, together with the time
( asli in Office and Bank .......... 1.107,271 56
hearing on bills designed to relieve George S. Williams, vice president
writing master. Prof. A. If. Du-- u is just as definitely a form of want
Dentist
Agents Balances ........................... 2,523,725 2
and money expended to make it at
the tdd fashioned beverages from tlie and general manager, and Col.
who had theln printed.
I admire Hie as is the habit of squandering inon
Interest and Rents.........................
92,166
DR. R. L. STRATTON
400 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANC
tractive, may meet -with a pecuniary
present Volstead law restriction.
housewife
who
finds
it
in
her
heart
Ail
other
Assets
.............................
132,683
60
Farnum. director of public relations, response, that will enable the Club to
ey. And like financial prodigality it
Opp. Thorndike Hotel. Tel. 339-M
With
The only restrictions on the sale of will be tlie speakers of tlie evening.
lamong many duties to write a few leads always from peace, content
Office Hours: 9 to 12—1 to 5 •
free itself from debt.
Gross Assets ............................. $16,713,851
the malt tonic will be tlie number of
j lines of spring joy and gladness. Glor ment and happiness.
DR. BICKFORD
Evenings by Appointment
Deduct items not admitted..........
293,527
Industrial Lighting
The Fletcher Club
cases drug stores may handle. The
ious Easter should inspire many such
The liapplest persons in the world
189-tf
...$16,120,321
21
The
Fletcher
Club
is
composed
of
Admitted
...........................
permits granted tlie brewery company
Dentists
thoughts, after Hie long death, new are those who work. How quickly
After siaovneg III had forged to the
LI.LBUJTIES
DEC
31.
1925
“
DR.
B.
E.
FLANDERS
by Assistant Secretary Andrews of front Feb. 4 in tlie Industrial Light thirty ladies, associating themselves life and joy. "Christ has Risen." to time passes when we are in tlie
CHILDREN’S WORK A SPECIALTY
Net Unpaid Losses ............. ....$5,654,467 4
j tlie Treasury allow an alcoholic con- ing Campaign It was never again together for mutual improvement In I give life to the grow ing tilings, new midst of employment: how slowly it Unearned Premiums ..........
5,000,196 9
Dentist
vocal
and
instrumental
music.
Tlieir
I
life
to
mortal,
new
life
to
his
world,
( tent of 3.7.5 percent by volume. From headed and came off victorious in
Voluntary 'Reserve for Contin
drags when we are idle !
FRANK H. INGRAHAM 407 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
636.573
geneics ............................... ......... .
ii live to twenty-five cases may be one of tlie most thrilling campaigns meetings arc held upon Thursday! Then even though tliis spring lie a
This is not said with the view of
All other Liabilities.................,. ..1.129.086
Next to the Rockland National Rank
furnished drug stores weekly, ac- ever waged in C. M. I*, territory. evening of each w eek, tlie room of I little backward, do pot be lute in the discouraging rightful pleasure and Gash
Capital .......................
. 2.000,000 00 Attorney and Counsellor at
Building
:] cording to advices, and no prescrip Tlie winning mark was 366 percent. the Orpheus Club being leased for I spring poesy: It will inspire many to recreation. There is a place in the Surplus over ail Liabilities
. 2.000.000 no
Tolephonc 1008
The membeis con-I better effort, it will make the prosy world for relaxed effort, for laughter,
tions will be required of customers to Lung before tlie campaign entered that purpose.
Law
Total Liabilities aud Surplus ..$16,420.32-4 2'
Office Hours: 9 tn 12; 2 to 5
till tlieir need of better health.
the final stretch )t was seen that trfbute weekly for the support of I more brilliant arid energetic, it w ill for “a good time." along, sensible and
Telephones—Office 468; House 693-F
35-T.4I
Tlie “kick” from 'the healthy wets the quota of 798,U00 watts would he of the Club, and at their meetings I pi ing joy to the sod hearts “Joy to moderate lines.
431 MAIN ST,
ROCKLAND. ME
STATE OF MAINE
standpoint lies not in the alcoholic overreached. A new mark of an each member ls required to render a I the world." Tunc your liepris' lyi cs,
Emery B. Howard, D. D. S.
But it is in our work that we
OFFICE OF SEt ltKTAItV OF STATE
contents but in the warning that the even million v. ais set up and this, too. selection uf music, preparation fur I oh bards of springtime, ami try some should find our deepest and most sat
Augustii, March 22. 1926
DENTIST
It w ill our hearts isfying joy because work Is creative
tonic wont behave prettily if treat was broken. Tlie final figures for w hicli must be previously made. Vp- I simple rhymes.
Notice Is hereby given that a Petition for
L R. CAMPBELL ,
DENTAL X-RAY AND DIAGNOSIS
the pardon of M. Prank Donahue, a convict
on
stated
evenings
friends
of
the
I
w'itli
love
inspire,
and
we'll
forget
the
cd as a beverage.
Instead of con
all districts was 1.096.805 watts.
nnd upbuilding.
in the County«,Jaii at Buckland .under sen
taining seven to 10 malt solids as in Pittsfield took tlie lend soon after the inemliers are invited to be present I times.
Forget the old world’sTcstTelephone 1020
Attorney at Law
Work, and work only, has placed tence for the crime of Illegal Possession of
pre-prohibition years it will contain start and carried It lor tlie greater und a parlor coni « t is given.
lessness.
Forget tin- snow and cold. civilization where It is today.
Intorlcathig Liquor la now pending beforo
Knox County Court House
Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
25 percent. As a result officials ex part of Hie campaign. Then the lead
Forget all wrongs and sinfulness.
The idler has contributed nothing the Governor and Council, and a hearing ROCKLAND,
MAINE
ROCKLAND. ME.
39-tf
thereon will he granted iu the Council Cham
plain excessive drinking of the tonic began to simmer down to ■Skowhegan
I'lease sing ye bards so bold.
GREEN’S ISLAND
to human progress. He has. oil the ber at Augusta, oti Thursday, the Eighllt day
will produce illness.
The alcoholic and Norway with first one district
Snell
songs
have
power
to
quiet
contrary, ever been a dead-weight of April next, at 10 o’clock a. in.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Ted of
The restless pulse uf rare
|| contends much less than in pre-proARTHUR L. ORNE
E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
»DGAJl C. SW1TH.
on society—a consumer but not a
und then another putting in bids for Yinalhaven und Mr. and Mrs. Milton
And eunie like the lu-icdietinn
I hihition days, hut >t contains from
Deputy Secretary of State.
producer—a potential trouble-maker
INSURANCE
Office Hours: 1 to 3 & 7 to 9 P. M.
tlie honors.
Finally Norway sailed Dalzell of Frcnchboro, were guests
Thai fallows after prayer.
36-38-41
»■ three to six percent by volume.
a breeder of Immorality ami crime
Mrs. Mary G. Ames.
Hie position down witli 214 percent. at Heron Neck Light Station Satui
Successor to A. J. Erskine & co.
Residence until 9 A. M, and by
No form of thrift is more essential
Batli was third with 152 percerlt, day.
East Appleton.
I—
412 MAIN ST.
ROCKLANC
tlian time thrift—no happiness more
Appointment. Telephone 184
and 'Rockland was fourth with
Spring is tardy in its arrival here.
substantial than the happiness of
141 percent.
Last Wednesday there were 10
H. M. de ROCHEMONT industry.
THOMASTON, ME.
Indies of snow on a level on this
As a preventive, melt and
106 TLEASANT STREET
A.
C
MOORE
inhale night and morning—
A combined Grange audience of island.
Broadcasting of heat will soon lie
PLUMBING. HEATING
twenty million people describes tlie
PARK STREET
ROCKLAND
a possibility, says a scientist.
Tlie
Piano Tuner
Now Is the time to stock with
total of meetings each year held by
TEL. 244-W
84tf
sun lias been doing It for years.—
Three Crow Brand Dure Ground
this
vigorous,
up-and-coming
farm
▼ varorub
llTtf
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO
Dallas News.
Cloves, for fall and winter use.—adv.
jar, U,rJ Y.arly
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WALDOBORO

SHOULD
HUSBANDS DO
HOUSEWORK?

VINALHAVEN

WITH THE GRANGERS

Miss Madeline Bruun lias returned
At Union church Easter Sunday
to Machias where she is attending
the sunrise service was well at What Patrons of Husbandry
school.
tended. There was special music by
Harold IVInchenbaeh has returned
Are Doing the Country
the choir with -Mrs. Forrest Davis,
from the Knox Hospital, ilockland,
soloist, and the Lord's supper was
Over.
where he lias been for surgical treat
observed. The church was artisti
ment.
cally decorated witli potted plants,
In Wisconsin the Grungcs this
Miss Vera Patterson is spending
and ferns.
Subject for the 11.30 year arc especially stressing service
her vacation from Gorham Normal
service was "The Easter Victory." to tlie local community anil many
School with her parents, Itev. and
and made most Impressive by 'the practical betterment projects have
Mrs. W. R. Patterson.
How Mr*. Dyer Solved the pastor. Rev. Albert G. Henderson. already
been gotten upder way.
Mrs. Oral Ludwig has returned
The music Included solos by Miss Practically every member of the
Problem.
from Boston.
Blanche Hamilton and Mrs. Marga Grange In Wisconsin lives on a farm
Mr. and Mrs. Fred W. Scott re
ret Henderson; a duet by W. <’.
Mrs. Mildred Dyer was lucky. She
and Interest In the home locality re
turned from Woolwich Friday.
Winslow and 11. L. Coombs; an
sponds heartily to the Improvement
Easter Sunday was observed with had a good-natured husband who
thems
and
selections
by
the
choir;
helped her with
program which the Grange ls spon
appropriate services at the local
violin
and
piano
duet,
by
W.
Adelmuch of her
soring.
churches.
Itev. W. It. Patterson
bert
Smith
and
Mrs.
Rawin
Pierce.
housework. Be
• «♦♦
preached on "The Resurrection” at
cause she was in
Mrs. Pierce was also organist. The
Massachusetts Grafige meniliers are
the Methodist church in the morning.
ill health for
evening service was devoted to tlie
A steaming cup of delicious coffee. You can have it if
very proud of the fact that the pres
In the evening a pleasing concert
five years, It was
Easter Pageant, "Tlie Triumph of
ent governor, Alvan T. Fuller, ls a
was given by the children of the
often necessary
you insist on White House—with the flavor roasted in.
LoVe." The cast of characters were:
member (if the order and was one of
Sunday school. Special music was
for him to do
Salome,
Mother
of
Jainca
and
Jahn
.............
furnished by the choir. The subject
this.
But it
......................................... Eleanor Conway the class of 601 candidates to receive
Dwinell-Wright Co., Boston, Chicago, Portsmouth, Va.
of Itev. Guy McQuadee's sermon nt
bothered Mrs.
Mary of M igdaia .................. Edith Nickerson the sixth degree at the recent State
Marv. wte of .Uphaens........ Flarll!a.. Arey Grange session in Pittsfield; that
the Baptist church was "Resurrection
Dyer. She felt
Mary. moJier of Jwus...............J<er:ha MJIter Lieut. Gov. Frank O. Allen has long
that he had to
Love." The concert given in the
A Slate Girl .............................. He'en Arey
work
hard
evening attracted a large audience.
A Jewish tiirl .................. Carolyn Calderwood been a Grange member and was one
enough anyway.
A Homan Soldier........................ David Dunean <f the class of 0838 person Initiated
Following the exercises the rites of
A Blind Man ................................ Louie Sinilh
Into the seventh degree at Boston
baptism were conferred on five can The time he spent in doing her work
John ........................................ ■Charles Libby
was needed for his own. She de
did :tes.
In 1920. Former GoV. Channing H.
Jamwi
.....................................................
Jack
Boss
‘Moana,” the Paramount picture to termined to find the road to better peter ........................................ Albert Henderson Cox was an enthusiastic Grange
at.
’ ‘I’.f’
health.
be shown at the Star Theatre to
The portrayal of the several parts member, while the late Gov. Samuel
Sh« writes: "I think Lydia E.
night, was made in its entirety on a Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is
was very finely done and the whole W. McCall was a charter member of
small South Sea Island without any simply wonderful. My health ls bet
Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.
story made most Impressive. The the Grange when organized In Ills
white players. Its producer. Robert ter than it has ever been. I am getmusic was sung by W. C. Winslow. home town of Winchester.
DISTRIBUTORS
* * • •
I. Flaherty, made “Nanook of the tingstrongerand gaining in weight.”
H. L. Coombs and Mrs. Margaret
North," a film genet-ally conceded to I The Dyers live at Redlands, Calif.,
In
many
rural
communities io the
Henderson.
be the finest of its kind ever attempt Route A. Box 183.
Miss Alice G. Lane has returned Northern and Eastern states, during
ed. It is with no hesitancy that
How often does your husband have
from Baltimore. iMd., called by Illness the past two months, groups of
‘Moana" is recommended to the to do vour housework? No matter
of her mother, Mrs. Susan R. Lane. Orange members have frequently
movic.goer who appreciates the un how willing he is, no woman feels
Hurry Snow left Monday to re turned out enmasse to clear the
comfortable about it. Perhaps you,
usual.
roads of snow, otherwise hopeless
sume his studies at Bates College.
The tenth annual dinner of the loo, will find better health through
Mrs. Susan Hopkins and Miss ly blocked. This has been often an
the
faithful
use
of
Lydia
E.
PinkWaldoboro-'Boston Club was held at
Eliza Patterson left Saturday for unpaid service and In localities
the Hotel Bellevue. Boston. Saturday ham’s Vegetable Compound.
Somerville. Mass.. Mrs. Hopkins to where no means of opening the
evening. March 27. About GO mem
visit her sister. Mrs. Annie Drew, and roads after a big snow storm are
bers of the club, former residents of
Miss Patterson to resume teaching. provided.
EAST
APPLETON
• • » »
Waldoboro or thflr descendants, were
Melvin Young of Whitinsville,
A plan for increasing the effec
Mass., is the guest of his father,
night and Saturday with her grand present, and enjoyed an excellent
ST. GEORGE.
'Robert Gushce has purchased a Jason Young.
tiveness of the Grange, In a national
mother. Mrs. X. 1,egage of Kookland. dinner and a very good entertain
new tractor.
711 rs. Lewis Barter of Walston was
Lois Dalzelle of Rockland Is the way, has been devised by dividing
A goon! number were out to the ment. to say nothing of the usual
a recent guest of her daughter, Mrs. Easter services.
At tlie Grange Saturday evening guest of her sister, Mrs. Clinton the county Into five regional dis
The primary class ood fellowship and State of Maine
Alfred Hocking.
tricts, each to be supervised by a
of the Sunday school gave a post spirit which permeates these gather the men furnished the entertainment Teale.
Alfred Hocking was a business vis card exercise, the intermediate class ings. The Bellevue has become a which was much enjoyed.
The box
Donald Patterson. Ivan Ppole. deputy, acting under orders from the
itor at Vinalhavtn recently.
the responsive reading, and the Junior popular rendezvous and several of social at the Grange was a success Louie Smith, Harold Arey have re national master This Indicates In
Mrs. J. A. Gilchrest and daughter class sang three special selections, the Waldoboro-Boston Club dinners a: I the funds will go to repair turned to University of Maine, hav creasing Grange activity In behalf of
Marianne walked to Willardham last accompanied on tho organ by Edith have been held there The retiring G. nge hall.
ing Spent the Easter recess in town. the rural welfare, and ls to assist in
AVednesdoy and spent the day with Young.
president of the club, Miss Ada If.
Richard Ames visited friends In'
The following students of Gorham promoting several advance projects
Mrs. W. Pratt.
ttUnchenbach, expressed the belief Union Sunday.
Normal School arrived Saturday for which the Grange will undertake
Last Tuesday Mrs. .1. A. Gilchrest
that closer relationships should be
the Easter vacation: Lida Greenlaw this year.
SOUTH BELFAST
entertained Mrs. Caddy's Sunday
• • • •
extended between the club and variHelen Carlon, Cora Vinal. Chaflotte
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Elwell have
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall
school class at supper.
In the eve
ius
other IState of Maine clubs,
Bickford, Louise Hardison. Giennls
Two handsome new Grange halls
ning games and music were enjoyed. moved to Northport where the, lat which are fluorishing In Massachu
Mrs. Elizabeth Hall, 86. wife of Coombs and Margaret Roberts
dedicated within a month ls the
Orange sherbet, sponge cake, cookies ter has employment.
setts. and enthusiastically endorsed Lafayette Hall, died at her home early
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Boman and news that comes from Rhode Island,
School begin in town Monday
and candy were served. Those pres
the big State of Maine reunion which Monday morning after a long Illness. daughter Ruth left Saturday for Lis one of the small Grange states but
ent were: Ina Kinney. Marie Hilt, after the Easter vacation.
is to be held at Symphony Hall., Bos. She was born In Cushing, Feb. 23, bon Falls.
thoroughly
organized
and
very
Dwindle Keeler, 'Mrs. Percy Her
* Marion Kiley and Helen Solberg.
ton. April 12. Ail the State of Maine 1840, daughter of John and Hannah
The regular meeting of the Ladles active.
^Marianne Gilchrest assisted in enter rick, Mrs. Carrie Sellers and Mrs.
Seavey.
She
and
a
twin
brother
•
*
*
♦
clubs will participate and the spons
of the G. A. R. Friday evening was
Fred Herrick are convalescing.
taining.
were the oldest of a family of 12
On the Farmers’ Week programs
School began Monday.
Fred Wade has entered the Bangor ors of this event anticipate that fully children, of whom four brothers und preceded by a 6 o’clock supper.
tOVO former State of Mainers will be
Mrs. Walter Ingerson entertained in nearly all the states the Grange
Miss Caroline Robinson was enter Hospital for treatment.
two
sisters
survive.
Mrs.
Hall
was
present. There will be a dinner and
the Variety Chib at her home Tues is now definitely recognized, with
tained at the home of Alfred Hocking
Harold Herrick has resumed his
At the age of 18
a number of prominent speakers, in twice married.
day evening.
frequently a Grange Day, specially
Kaster and greatly enjoyed the Easter milk route to Bayside.
she
mariied
Robert
Davis
of
Applecluding Governor Ralph O. Brewster.
Mrs. Elmer Simmers was hostess set aside, which large numbers of
sermon and music over the radio.
Joel Wood has returned from a
ton.
Two
children
were
born
of
this
At the election of officers of the Wal
to the Pals Wednesday night.
the organization members attend.
Earl Kinney has a new Ford car.
business trip to Bangor.
Hazel union, liartsun L. and Sadie E„ who
Mrs. Joseph Gerrlsh of Stonington On such recent occasions at the
Mrs. .1. A. Gilchrest and daughter
Ruth Wight visited her grandpar doboro-Boston Club, Mrs.
passed away many years ago.
7n
•were recent visitors at Spruce Head. ents, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Herrick re Richardson Walker was chosen presi later life she was united in marriage is the guest of'her brother. D. A. state agricultural colleges in Iowa,
dent; George Howard, vice president,
Ohio, Indiana and Wisconsin the
Mrs. Lilia 1 lockings has returned cently.
to Lafayette Hall, and four children Gross.
M|ss Marlon Lyford has returned master of the National Grange has
home from Dexter.
The honor students in the gradu and Mrs. George Thomas, secretary- were born to them, two dying in in
treasurer:
executive
committee.
Herb

been one of the principal speakers;
Circle supper Thursday with Mrs. ating class of 51 were announced at
fancy.
Those surviving are Isaac from a few days’ visit In Rockland.
Miss Annice Gross entertained at while he and various other Grange
Ada Jenkins and Emma Gilchrest, the Crosby High School. Belfast, ert S. Weaver, Mrs. Delia Hastings, Hall of Belfast and Mrs. Frances Pea
housekeepers.
Supper served at 5 Monday
Miss Ruth Wright, for Dudley Hovey, Miss Isabelle. Waltz, body of Appleton who tenderly cared her home Friday the following leaders have addressed many other
o’clock.
r.ierly of South Belfast received Edwin A. Flanders and Mrs. Helen for her during her long Illness. Fu guests: Margaret Winslow, Mildred big farmers’ gatherings of state
Alex Hathorne was a business visi fourth honor, with a rank of 9 4 7-9. Jones Benner. The retiring secre. neral services were held at her late Smith. Ruth Snowman, Dorothy Bil wide character.
• • • «
tor in Thomaston Saturday.
She was on the social committee of tary-treasurer, Miss Clara S. Gay. home Wednesday. Rev. Frederic Em lings, Celeste Carver, Charlotte York
Gladys Hockings is confined to tho the students council in 1923-4; on announced a total of $736.34 had been erson of the Baptist church officiat and Dorothy Pelkey. Games and re
One of tho active Orange members
house with a bad cold.
of New York la Mrs. Florence
the literary committee of the Students collected hy the Cub toward the fund ing. Music was touchingly rendered freshments were enjoyed.
Knapp, who. ls secretary of state, the
Council 1924-5; will be in the class for a soldiers’ monument, which it is by Mr. and Mrs. Joseph B. Gusliee.
!
play, “The Prince Cha»p” in 1925-6; proposed to erect in Waldoboro. En Tlie deceased seemed to lie resting
first woman tn the United States to
NORTH
HAVEN
OWL'S HEAD
tertainment
for
the
evening
In
the
and received awards in typewriting as
bold that position. Mrs. Knapp re
peacefully among the beautiful flow
form
of
musical
selections
on
various
Rev. and Mrs. M. G. Berry and eently expressed her Interest In
ers that were mute testimonials from
Irene Strout of Rockland passed follows: I’nderwood 30, L. C. Smith
instruments
and
a
demonstration
of
her many friends and relatives, and family arrived here Saturday morn Grange progress by offering a hand
lie weekend with her cousin, Lillian 30. Royal 31, Remington 35.
magic was furnished by F. O. Har which Included a large wreath from ing.
some silk flag to the Grange of the
laddocks.
rell of Newtonvllle, Mass.
Mathews Bros., Belfast, white pinks
Alice Webster. Emma Parsons state which should make the highest
WASHINGTON
■Miss Leona K. Reed arrived liome
from Baptist church of Appleton (of Clara Leyonborg and Hazel Dickey score for the year 1925. A keen com
rom Kennebunk yesterd**' to pass
The entire community was deeply
which she was a member), wreath are home from Normal school.
petition resulted, culminating In the
CLARRY HILL
er week’s vacation from teaching.
saddened on Easter morning by
from neighbors, several floral pieces
Miss Albra Oakes Is visiting award of the flag at the State Grange
Almost everyone is having a touch news of the death of Willard E.
Sheriff Thurston of Rockland from the grandchildren, and other friends in town
session.
l' the prevailing distemper.
Overlock, which occurred at the called on relatives here last week.
beautiful flowers.
“At Rest" were
Miss Celia Dyer was the weekend
Lewis Arey returned home Thurs- home of John Howard in Union.
Mrs. Emma Whitney of North the letters on the gray casket, seem guest of Christine McDonald
Several masters of State Granges
av after spending the winter in Dor- This marks the passing of a promi
Warren spent Wednesday here the ingly so very appropriate.
ARs.
Joel Wooster. Gerald Hopkins and are trustees of state universities and
lies ter.
nent citizen of this town and of one guest of Alma Lamont.
Hall
is
survived
by
her
aged
and
Elston Cooper returned to Orono colleges of agriculture. Grange in
Mrs. A. B. Borgerson and daugh- whose place it will be very hard to
Montell Ross of Montvllle. Conn., feeble husband. 10 grandchildren and Monday, to resume their studies at fluence thus effectively manifesting
er Margaret were in Rockland Sat- fill. Much sympathy is extended to
visited his parents a few days last 20 great-grandchildren. A kind and the University of Maine.
itself In the administration of these
irday.
the family.
week.
loving wife and mother, a toller in the
David Wooster has returned to educational institutions.
Ask Shan’t about the boat race he
Frank
Jameson
visited
nt
the
busy hive of_a farm life, she sought Shaw’s Business College, where lie
« • « •
ion Sunday afternoon.
Did he or
liome of his uncle, Norrlngton Side- by word and deed to inculcate these expects to soon finish Ills course
A call for the Grange In Montana
ide he not?
linger, recently.
noble virtues in her children. Inter
Easter Sunday was observed with Is to he met by the sending of or
Mrs. Sadie Maddocks spent Friday
Winifred Whitney saw a flock of ment was In Pine Grove cemetery.
appropriate exercises. The pageant. ganizers Into that state, where the
n the city.
robins March 23.
"The Triumph of Love." was pre farmers arc coming to see that the
Mrs. Mattie Maddocks is at her
BATTERY SERVICE
H. L. Tibbetts and 11 D. Hemensented in the evening in a very Grange can do far more to promote
ionic for a short stay.
way of Union were the guests of
STICKNEY CORNER
pleasing manner.
ALFRED P. CONDON
Henry Perry is expected home this
their Interests than some other farm
friends here last week.
At a Republican caucus held In organizations In which they have
reek.
685 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Grierson
W.
J.
Smith
slaughtered
a
pig
re
Miss Beryl Borgerson spent Friday
77-tf
Tel. 837-W
went to South Thomaston Sunday by Library hall April 2, James O. been putting their trust, A few
eently which weighed 236 pounds.
Brown was chairman and Frank subordinate Granges were estab
auto.
Everett Lamont attended Grange
Delegates and lished In Montana several years ago
Mr. and Mrs. Allie Moore haxe Beverage, secretary.
in North Warren Friday evening.
been ill with the prevailing epi alternates to the State and District and the formation of numerous lo
Mrs. Grace Feyler and son Ray demic. Mrs. Moore seriously so. but Convention at Portland April 6. cals between now and July I Is
mond spent tlie day with her par both arc now improving.
were chosen—James O. Brown, L. promised.
ents Mr. and Mrs. George Jameson
....
I). stone,
Stone, Miss Isa E. T5everag«
Beverage and
Amos Sukeforth. who Is staying u.
recently.
Rer
with J. F. Davis, is In very feeble Miss Jennie O. Beverage. RepubllThe company which the National
George Feyler of North Waldoboro health.
can town Icommittw was npp
ppoint Grange created two or three years
Visited friends here last Wednesday.
Mr. and 'Mrs. George Hall and lit ed—J. O. Rmwn, Arthur W. Bcv- ago to carry automobile liability In
Several flocks of wild geese have tic grandson of New Harbor have age. Frank Waterman, Fremont
surance for Grange members only
been seen on their Journey north been spending the past week with Beyerage, Frank 'Sampson. 11. T.
has proved a thorough success and
ward. Should think they would be Mr .and Mrs. Clarence Crnmer.
Crockett, George Beverage, .Willie Is extending its business Into all the
sorry they were In such a hurry to
Miss Annie Marshall of Danforth Sampson, V. L, Beverage, Fred S Grange states. During its last fiscal
leave the South.
returned Saturday for 1 her third Carver, Henry- Duncan, Mrs. W. year this company Increased the vol
term of school In the Hodge district. Sampson. Blanche Cushing, Etta ume of its business, over the previ
Mrs. Florence Overlock is working Beverage, Constance Carver. Jennie ous year, by nearly 70 per cent.
SPRUCE HEAD
for Dr. Jackson.
• » » •
O. Beverage. Mrs. J. O. Brown. Isa
Mrs. William Williamson who was
Mrs. Peter Daueette has returned E. Beverage. L. B. Stone, and Frank
The last session of the New York
routined to the house last week by Ill home after a few days’ visit at Beverage. . Voted to try and ascer
State Grange conferred the sixth de
ness Is now out calling on friends.
Arthur Lelgher’s.
tain which town of the Legislative gree at Watertown upon a class of
Mis. Leland Mann came from Two
The many friends of Mrs. Eliza class of Yinalhaven, St. George, 1087 candidates, establishing a new
Bush Light to her home here (Wed beth Rollins will be sorry to hear
North Haven. Isle au Haut. Crle- high mark In the organization. This
nesday. Dr. Frohock railed to see she has suffered a shock. Mrs. Rol
her In the afternoon and again Sun ling is at Zephyr Hills. Florida, and haven and Matinicus. should have a too in spite of the fact that a ter
day. Miss Ruth Duswald, a nurse her son left Chesterville for that candidate to the State Legislature. rific blizzard was sweeping over the
It seems as though the Republicans Empire State at the time, prevent
from Waldoboro, is caring for her.
place 'March 23.
and Democrats of the class should ing rnanj- from taking (he degree who
Mrs. Myron L. Wilson of Two
Archie
Hibbert
was
In
the
place
TheSeaIedChassis“Showboth have their candidate from the had Intended doing so.
Bush Light was called to Jonesport Friday taking valuation.
» • » •
same town by agreement, as it was
er Bath,” displayed last
the first of the week by the Illness
Word has been received that one done before the primary law came
Every energy of the National
of her daughter, Margaret, and also of our old residents. Giles Folsom,
week in many Buick
In force. That would produce good Grange, barked up by State Granges
her aunt.
showrooms, furnished
had died very suddenly In Taunton feeling and good work from all. We
5 and by subordinate branches of the
Frank
Graves
was
taken
to
the
and that Ills remains were to be
striking proof of Buick
home of Elbert Burton March 38 and brought to West Washington for In do not think one town tn the class order in general, is being concen
dependability.
should
have
the
representative
trated In opposition to the plan at
S'
"
he ls still very weak. Dr. Frohock terment.
(whether It be a Republican or Dem Washington for the creation of
of Rockland was called Wednesday
It may be difficult to beBy subscription of the residents ocrat) all of tho time. United we
national department of education
nnd Sunday.
Mr. Burton's little of the Hodge District a bell has
•
,
,,
, ueve that any motor car
wholly under Federal control. The
daughter Thelma also was taken 111 been ordered for the schoolhouse, stand, divided we fall.
chassis coHld run under its own power for a solid
• • • •
Grange has Invariably been the ad
Thursday and Dr. North of Rock and has been shipped.
week, with water hitting it in a drenching shower.
vocate of home control of schools
land was called to see her.
Frank 0. Crockett
Elmer Cramer has purchased a
Clarence Cline and family and horse.
.
t^C
Chassis did it. Water cannot get in,
Frank G. Crockett, 71, died at his and looks askance at the proposed
brother Harvey have moved Into Susie
dirt cannot reach Buick operating parts. Even the
home Thursday afternoon, after a “Federalizing” of the public school
system.
Smith’s hbuse. The boys have em
short
illness. He had been in falling
LESS POTATO ACRERAGE
electrical wiring is scaled inside water-proof, fireployment at Clark Island.
health
for
some
time
but
was
con

proof, flexible tubing*
Mrs. H. C. Burton passed the
BAR HARBOR ALERT
Maine One of the States That Will fined to his bed only a few days. He
weekend with Mr. Burton at StonBuick is ready for any road and any weather,
was the son of Oliver and Elizabeth
Not Plant So Many Spuds.
ington.
(Ingerson) Crockett. In the passing
thoroughly prepared to give Buick owners thouBar Harbor haseffiall for 1926
F. A. Thorndike and daughter
Potato acreage for the United of Mr. Crockett this community loses still hanging in the balance and the
sands and thousands and thousands of care-free
Lena and G. B. Butler were here States tn 1926 is expected to gain a respected citizen and a kind friend.
trouble-proof miles.
’
from Rockland on business Wednes 4.3 percent over last year, but the A man whom It was a pleasure to directors of the Baseball Associa
tion state that no definite steps will
day afternoon.
North Atlantic group of States expect meet. His pleasing personality won be taken toward organizing a team
Only a Buick could possibly stand
Mrs. Freeman Elwell fell and In a slight decrease.
This ls the pre for him many friends In every day
the “Shower Bath” test. Buick, alone,
jured her left side and foot quite diction made hy the New lEnglsnd life. He was devoted to his home, until there is assurance of the sale
of 400 season tickets und $2,000 in
has the Sealed Chassis with the Triplebadly Thursday.
Crop Reporting Service.
and always willing to lend a helping donations.
Mure titan $1,000 In do
Sealed Engine!
Mrs. Sidney Thompson returned
In the distinctly commercial re hand In any way to benefit others. nations itas already been pledged and
home from Rockland last week.
gions of Maine and Connecticut the
His loss- will be keenly felt by the directors who are conducting the
BUICK MOTOR CO., FLINT, MICH.
The Easter service was enjoyed by growers are seriously considering many In other parts, as well as by
canvass are of the opinion that the
Division of General Motors Corporation
the usual congregation. There was cutting their planting below 1925. our own community. Besides the
special music by Mrs. McLeod, Mrs. Maine reports an expected cut of 5 widow, he is survived by one son. subscriptions will reach the $2,000
mark within the next week.
The
Post and Miss Meservey, accom percent and Connecticut 6.
Pierce Crockett, and two grandsons, next step is to get 400 pledges of
g-is-p-hp
panied by Mrs. Cook at the organ. It
Both of these Slates have Increased Parker and Leon Crockett. Funeral season tickets. This will be on the
seems too bad that a larger number their use of Improved seed greatly tn services were held In the church,
program for next week and solicitor
was not out to hear the excellent the past five years with the resultant Sunday afternoon. Rev. SI. G. Perry will canvass the town with pledg
sermon and the music.
increase In average yields per acre officiating. The bearers were Almon cards.
____ _______
_____ week will tell the
"Another
The community circle meets with of 25 to 33 percent. Keeping acreage 1 Ames, Albert Hopkins. Joseph Bel-‘ story of whether or not Bar Harbor
Mrs. H. F. York .Wednesday after within bounds appears sound man- more and Philip Brown. Interment is to have a baseball team." a prom
57 PARK STREET
noon.
agement, the service says.
in Brow* cemetery................... .. ........ . Jaenl baseball supporter says.

WHITE
HOUSE
COFFEE
The flavor is.

Roasted Inf

Funny

Animal Cookie Cutters!
OW delighted the children will be with
cookies you can make with these animal
cutters! The four—lamb, cat, goose and bunny
—will be sent you for just the cost of packing
and mailing—only 15c.

H

We also send you a Davis Cook Book, with
many recipes for other good things easy to
make with Davis Baking Powder. This pure,
sure baking powder raises food twice—once in
the cold dough and again in the oven, insur
ing feathery light baking. In addition, it costs
you less and you use no more than of any
other high-grade baking powder.

Bake it BEST with

DAVIS

BAKING POWDER

PRINTname in
Coupon and
mail fODAY!

The Public Demands

H

N

SALADA'
TEA
Your Grocer Can Supply It

c Wiiia^a

T&ufyJ _

for any road

, Q&eterBUICK

ROCKLAND MOTOR MART

Romance in the
Packing Business
A world of it! Swift & Company has
issued its 1926 Year Book reviewing the
industry. Not only the story of one year
— 1925 — with its better prices for the
livestock farmer, its advance in the
science of preparing good foods and elim
inating waste, its expansion of service—

But, fifty years of history! The west
ern cattle trails and “cow towns” of the
early '70s! The invention of refrigera
tor cars! The war of East and West
when the first dressed meats were
shipped across the continent 1

And Realities of Today in the
industry! The 1926 Year Book gives
accounts of the growth of an industry
that helps to feed and clothe the nation,
and to fertilize its soil.
Here are the facts and figures that
will interest you greatly. A copy of the
Year Book will be sent promptly (free)
upon receipt of your address.

Swift & Company
Swift ft Company,
Union Stock Yards, Chicago
Please send a copy of the 1926 Year Book to:

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 6, 1926.
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DODGE BREAKS RECORDS

LESS

TbelpwestPrices at Which
These Cars ever Sold

UDSON
ESSEX

nd U5 to $50 Further Saved
on Eveiy Car by the A Y.D. Plan

Jit Your Door
With Nothing Else to Pay

’834
1264
1524
1755

ESSEX “6” COACH
HUDSON COACH
Hudson Brougham
Hudson 7-Pass. Sedan

In Everybody’s Column

SNOW-HUDSON COMPANY INC

FREE

WEEK of APRIL 5th
TRIAL SIZE JAR

ICAB'DE
LUNCH-O-NAISE
FRENCH

WITH EACH 25c
OR LARGER SIZE JAR OF

KAK'DB
MAYONNAISE

POSITIVELY

DIFFERENT!

Rockland Wholesale Grocery Co.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 6, 1926.

______ Wanted

WANTED—(bn- ill at'iiiiiJ iiwcldnktt."TAV
THOMASTON
i s
Retail deliveries of Dodge Brother s , IS«,7*r<W U.lM’kAl’PCBJAtrC0._____
ROCKLAND CHAMBER
Miss Margaret Slfnmons who lias
WANTED- A housekrt'perF*
Motor Cars and Graham Brothers
been ill with the grippe is now able
OF COMMERCE
TruWs for the week ending March 20 work. Apply after live P M’. MRS. ST.tX41*43
bi be at her work again at tlie Maine
broke* all records, it has just been LK^,
Sk______
BULLETIN NO. 10
Stale Prison.
announced.
The total
deliveries' WANT^ft—Girl to
in Benera^ h«u»<H. TOWAttPS, TO Cedar
Artelbert Williamson is ill with
wer* 7223 which is fill? ill excess of.
41-43
Publicity Committee The com- .
Keeps I lair Combed,Glossy’
tho Test previous week, that of L^--—
pneumonia at his home on Gleason
mittee has just had finished a folder’
1 WANTED—-Small family io nrmilff modem
street.
April 11. 192
( onsidei in„ the fact, s?<.
aI.,rInwr h.ivlne e'emjic fish's
which is designed to fit the legal size j
Well-Groomed all Day
that ^he peak of tiie Spring business ere . Thomaston, in exchange for car® of senrfGeorge Bucklin of Portland was a
envelope. If you do a considerable j
Wrko Al E. v., T«e vvtuin-u. is still several weeks in the future, invalid.
recent guest of his mother Mrs. Eve
quantity of correspondence with out i
thl,s showing is regarded as remark- zette.
lyn Barlow. Pine street.
Hair-Groom”
of state people, we would be glad to !
WANTlD—Women' of gcwxi appearance to
ahh(.
Miss Anna Dillingham who has is a dignified
sell Silk Lln&erie.
We give real kwat cFhave you insert one of the folders in :
<*«mpared with the corresponding operatinn and deliver and collect. You can
been visiting friends in town is re combing eream
the envelope. Please get in touch |
week
last
year
the
gain
for
the
week
easily make extra good «a’ary each week
turning to Boston today (Tliesdayl. which costs only
with the secretary's office and aj
of Wipi h 20 is 1718 cars and trucks Address F. care The fcurier-tlaz^te. 41e'4?T
F. M. Robinson of Rockport has a few cents a jar
quantity will he sent you so that j
WANTED— Board in, prljrate fondly. E*fTA
or 3J percent.
been visiting his nephew A. 11. Rob tit any drugstore.
you may distribute them. The com- ■
Week b.v week this year Dodge KINGWHY, K Xo. U. Gardiner, Me.
Millions
use
it
lieHudson
Brougham
inson on Wadsworh street. While
41 43
mittee is also preparing 20.000 j
Brolheis retail stores have climbed
smaller folders which will fit the |
there he has helped his nephew cause it gives that
—Limited number Girls, ages 8 m
Hudson Coach and
steiidrly and have shown great gains 14.WANTED
natural
giosand
Lakeside Farm; good food, care, tutor
split several cords of firewood. • To
regular size envelope. Those can be j
ovqr the corresponding weeks of last ing: terms reasonable.
Essex Coach
MRS. ARTHUR G.
watch him make the wood fly one well-groomed ef
used more generally, as they are in j
JOHNSTON, Washington, N^aine.
40*42
fect
to
the
hair
—
ye®
.
would hardly believe that he had
a little handier shape. Your needs!
Starre January 2 thi.s year Dodge
that final touch to good dress both in
WANTED—Kitchen gir: at wiSiPSDK ttOseen 75 years. He certainly is a
may
he
given
to
us
any
time
now.
4f tf
Brothers dealers in the United TI L.
business and on social occasions.
smart one.
States have delivered 53.293 units
Even stubborn, unruly or shampooed and we will deliver them when com
WANTED—Position as stenograidier t<fh
Miss Shirley Robinson returned to
pleted.
Address “I'.'*
compared with 38,741 during the knowledge of bookkeeping.
hair stays comlied all day in .any
Lewiston Monday after spending the style you like.
38^41
Traffic Committee: At the request
corresponding period last year, an care The Courier-Gazette.
‘’Hair-Groom
is
Easter vacation with her parents, greastdess; also helps grow thick, of the Mayor your President ap
WAHTEO—Man in ryR t.irrtt at Urtrl'n
increase of 37 percent.
Me.: age 25 to 50 years, single preMr. and Mrs. A. 11. Robinson.
pointed a committee to work out a
Dodge Brothers dealers have taken Hvald,
heavy, lustrous hair.
ferretF. must know how to do all kinds, of
I'nlon prayer services of the
possible solution of the severe traffic
orders during the week ending planting, driving car, taking care of stock-1
churches will be held nt the Congre
problem we have in Rockland during
March* 20 for 7927 new Dodge most of all, sober and honest. Will be given
gational church next Thursday eve
References neces
the summer months. Any and nil
Brothers Motor Cars and Graham board ami good wages.
THE OLD SALOON
sary. Write at once to K. L. EMERY, M.
suggestions will he gladly received
ning.
Brothers Trucks, a gain of 25 percent 1) , Winchester, Mass
3B-43
Miss Emma Frost spent Easter
by the committee. The office will Le
over those for the corresponding
WANTED—At all times Stiaggy cats and
with relatives in Belfast.
| With All Its Horrid Train, Is only too glad to pass them to the
week-last year.
kittens. Highest prices paid. TEL 352-14.
Mrs. C. W. Creighton and son
committee. Please telephone them
1-tf
Dodge Brothers production rate of JOHN S. RAXLETT. Rockville, Me.
What Would Come Back. at
Malcolm are returning from Boston
Price* Include
once as the solution must be
WOO' cars per day is soon to he^
WANTED-Genealogical data for the his
this Tuesday.
worked out before the heavy traffic
Freight, Tax and
increased, it is understood, to enable tory of Matinicus which i& now In prepara
Ebenezer Hall the younger with bla
A. D. Davis is confined to the Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
begins. Will you help us help Rock
dealers to build up larger stocks tion.
wife Eleanor and family of ehlldre.i removed
It is evident by the result of straw- land?
This Standard
house with a had cold.
to chfe for the Spring business. Last from Matinicus to Montvllle shortly after
Tho 1-adies’ Aid of the M. E. votes published lately in daily papers
Important Notice: Gne of the rec
week retail deliveries, according to 181(1. Wanted a list of his children witU
Equipment
of births uiul names of persons thef
church will meet at the vestry Wed as having been taken by different ommendations made by tlie Traffic
the official figures, showed a consid dates
married: also similar records of his broth
nesday morning. A picnic dinner churches, that members of such have Committee was that all members of
erable
decrease
in
the
small
stocks
ers:
David
who married Susannah Alien, and
Automatic WinJ*hi»U
will be served. The fair which had lost sight of the main reasons which the Chamber of Commerce, Rotary
which Dodge Brothers dealers have moved to Camden and James who married
Cleanor
brought
about
the
ratification
of
tlie
Lydia Sniitn
Any records of the Halls,
been planned for April 7 has been
Club. Forty Club and Fish and Game
been able to accumulate.
Front anti Hear Bumpcrt
Youngs, Abbotts, Cries, Tolmans, Burgesses,
postponed to a date to he announced lhih amendment and tlie enactment Association agree not to park their
“This is excellent evidence,” says Condons. Amese.s, etc., who formerly lived
Roar Viou) Mirror
of
the
law*
enforcing
it.
It
may
cars.on Main street for an extended
later.
J. G. iSnow of Dyer’s Garage, local here, or of their descendants, will be grate
Tranomitoioa Lack
Alden Merrifield is converting his therefore not be out of the way to period of time.
(b«Ut in>
Dodge Brothers dealer, “of the fully received In particular, Information la
of Jonathan Alien, living here la
Radiator Shattm
bowling alley into a store where he recapitulate them.
Your directors approved of this
overwhelming popularity of Dodge ' desired
1794 Where did he come from? What be
Those who were instrumental in recommendation as one of the things
Moto-Motor
will handle automobile tires, boots
Brothers all steel motor cars and came of him? Address C. A E. LONG,
their enactment saw that the abuse that would relieve the congested
Combination Stop anti
Matinicus.________
10* tf
and shoes.
Graham Brothers trucks.”
Tail Light
Easy and Convenient Purchase Terms
Elliot Copeland, class of ’23. of spirituous liquors had an extreme traffic.
Everyone of
them
has
Summer Cottages and Board
T. 11. 3.. a junior in Chemical En ly injurious effect on those who fall pledged that they will not park on
gineering. who has spent a week at under its domination in every way. Main street.
If you have a couagb to let op dealfe xupi-*
home returned Sunday to resume his They saw that evil was spreading
Will you as a good member of the
nier boarders advcnLie the fact in tUU pa
rapidly and that it was the enemy of Chamber do the same? Tell your
Lost and Found
per where thousands will read of U.
studies at the Fniversity of Maine.
Mrs. Isaac Chapman of Oakland. efficiency and of progress in all things friends to refrain from parking on
FOR SALE - Furnished cottage wiih gsuftge
LOST—Tiro and rim 31x4. between Camden
VHfiPEJt A. LE.V'fl.
and South Thomaston.
Tel.
VEAZLE ut Crescent Reach.
Calif., who has been visiting Miss pertaining to the public welfare. Main street for an extended period
306
Maili Street
35-tf
They
saw
the
well-to-do
victims
fall
HARDWARE
CO..
Rockkand
41*4.4
Harriet Levensaler. left for Boston
712 Main Street
Northentl
Rockland
of lime. I.et’s all help the solution
TO LET- Fumitihed summer cottage at
LOST—Hum of silver in bag. bt-iweeu South
Friday. Mrs. Chapman never saw- from ease to poverty, from poverty of our traffic problem?
Hope and Rockland by way of Rockport Owl's Head. 6 rooms, four bed rooms,
snow before and pronounced it a to destitution and often, to vice and
Information Bureau: The depart
Reward. K I>. UXMOTT. Rockland. T« I screened veranda, large breakfast and Iking
crime. They saw it turn the healthy,
Electric lights, electric store; also
beautiful sight.
ment is fast accumulating Its ma
|12-W.
41*43 rooms.
the
strong
and
ablebodied
into
piti

coal and wood stove. Good water, two car
Chief of the fire department. M
terial for the summer campaign.
LOST—Russet color traveling hag between garage, near postofflee and store, fine suit
ful
wrecks
and
lead
the
gifted
and
AV. C.illchrest has appointed Herbert
Kennedy’s Siore and Rankin R'.ock
Re
Only recently we received a large
uter bathing.
Lobster and flsh easily ob
ward.
If E RICHARDSON. The Little tainable;
Everett, Ernest Gray and Edwin An intelligent into asylums for the in supply of maps issued by the State
about four tulles front Rocfclapd.
sane.
They
saw
it
enter
into
and
Flower
Shop,
City.
41*43
derson firewardens. The fire de.nelson H COBB Rockland. Maine
22-;f
springs ni
ROCKPORT
showing all the routes and numbers ment has been very gratifying to all talk about la;,- and ,
LOST—Ldiie black and whltn femqJe Fax
the past, and in looking over the
pa rtment ift now organlzed with a cause untold suffering anti wretch in the State of Maine. They are concerned. AVe have ut present
Lillian Braun who teaches in Terrier. SHERWODP FROST. 1.2 Obi County
Mi
edness
in
previously
happy
and
conof Crooker’s
Sul
of H
force of efficient and reliable men.
Dial
For Sale
very handy for those who do any very large percentage of pledge
Tvl. 995.M
10-12
l.ivernuee Fills, is sj»ending the Rosel. HigJilaiuLi
Ralph Cushing of Chicago arrived tented families and place almost In amount of driving. Any person who signed and returned. If you have Lin
these entries:
we ran act
Faster
recess
with
her
parents,
51
r.
LOST
—
Bnldoon
tire
ano
rim,
30x5x25.
C.
FOR
SALE
—
A
Torrington vacuum cleaner
2. 4. 7. 12 and
Sunday called here by the serious surmountable harriers into the path would like one can have it for the not signed vours, please do so at 1911. snowed on t
K Cord between Tliomaston and Rockland. wkh attaclunen's complete. New lAsii sum
and Mrs. Charles Brann.
mer
Price
$35.
TEL.
41 43
Illness of his mother, who is in a of endless thousands of children in asking.
TEL.
141-11
Thomaston.
39*41
once, lleve is a goed motto to fol- l«th of April. ...
April 14. 191..
Henry
.
I Maynard Graffam has returned
their struggle for health and ad
poster plautcll beans. April
H.
s,
,, vvll,,,.e he was the
veiv weak condition.
LOST—Boat, taken from its moorings Dee.
FOR SALE—House at 8 Pino 8t., Thom
New
Members:
During
the
past
low:
They saw the
,
;nd
s An(h.ew youn„ 13, 1924. Reward of $300 will be given for aston. Inquire on premises
41*43
Bussell Gray, superintendent of vancement in life.
’ D» not advertise to help a 'cause 1919. Fred McIntire planted peas.
month the following members have
gny information that will indicate who the
the Baptist • Sunday school, has pre unscrupulous supporters of the abuse been added to our roils: Rockland Donate to help a worthy ’cause'
FOR
SALEGne
twin
cjlinder
three
siteed
Camden. th» summer home of Ed- . |n), famiiv lilst week.
guilty parties are. J. A TEEL, Matinicus. motor cycle with electric lights and horn
grow fat and wealthy at the cost of
in
sented three fiVie pictures to the
ward \V. Ilok. was much interested |
\|.< |.;Va Fisa rendered a violin
23*35-tf nice mechanical condition, three tires and side
its victims and the unprincipled and Garage. Harold B. Burgess; Laforest Advertise to help your business.
school, one for each department—
Methodist Conference: During the jn
despatches l istweek aniruincA.
Thurston.
Since
November^
1st
Io
very
pleasingly
Sunday
e'
’
en
>
n
k
LOST—Therapeutic electric lamp—loaned ar in good condition. GLEN COVE GARselfseeking politician gain liis ends to
“Christ in Gethsemane.’’ for the
Baptist church.
Miss Clara to one of my patients. Please return to The AG4C, (don Gove, Me
41A43
the detriment of the public welfare our membership has been increasing last week of April the Maine Meth- jncr niat yjr. BoR w,is establishing a ;lt
Courier-Gazette. DR. A. K. 1‘ HARVEY,
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FOR SALE—1 panel body that we hard
by using it as a lever to obtain suc
Livermore
Falls.
Me.
157-u
’
primary department: ‘The
Rich cess for his corrupt purposes.
taken from a Rpo truck—kind that Deep Sea
They est in our organization is increasing Rockland. la a recent talk with the ;,nq importing Lnalislt nightingales, pranR j». Libby was operated upon
Fisherks are using. mx.SOLIBATKD BAKYoung Ruler.” junior department. saw that it had become necessary to and the result of tlie work lias Rockland committee in charge of the jn an endeavor t » intrndu. e this ! Sal„,.tj.,y at ti,p Knox'Hospital RockLNG FO.
41-46
To Let
Mr. Gray and family are expecting take heroic measures to prevent it made a favorable impression upon convention, they reported a shortage beautiful warbleY
into Amerit t .j j inq
||js many Bockjxot friends
FOR SALE—^Pqir horse?, weigh 3100.
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from corrupting tlie very lifeblood of the city as a whole.
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Good working around,
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Any one having room< fortunate this winter in having he< a wriljng
is ve y comfortable,
John Hanly and family have re the nation.
Ice Breaker: Your hoard of direc gates.
’all ( HARLErt NIEMI. Green Rt.. Thorn
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turned from Boston.
Tlie licensed saloon as it was tors has taken on the task of getting
Rent reiworrable. Adults preferred
E. E
The \V. C. T. V. will meet in th
FOR SALE—Roofktg paper. C K GOTLDknown outside of Maine, was the the Ice Breaker’s headquarters lo of tlie delegates would help greatly beaks who have made Tlnir hetd- will celebrate l.ee’s surrender Friday KTROl'T, 45 Grescent St. Tel. 136
40.46
M. E. church Friday at 2.30 o'clock. ' chief seat of the evil and vanguard. cated here in Rockland. The com in solving the problem by notifying quarters near the home of F. H. evening.
There will be a program
41-43 ING, 54 Pacific Street,.
The Ladies’ Circle of the Baptist I for example, from the respectable At mandant of theCoast Guard reports! the committee of available rooms.
Boynton, a
lover ol had.-. « .midcn appropriate io the occasion followed
FOR SALE—4 weeks old pigs. W. A. BUR
TO LET—Furnished rooms for Hpht house
Tel. J7)1-12.
39-41
church will meet at the vestry Wed lantic Garden in New York City, that
no location has been decided |
Referendum No. 48: A committee bird lovers, and espet iallx lie teai
by a i impure. The meeting will be keeping.
Bath, electrics, hot water heat. GESS. Warren, Me
Apply at 12 ELM ST
41-43
nesday afternoon. Supper to be where you could see it at its best, upon, hut Itockland will receive its of your Chamber is studying a ,re- ers and pupils of our schools have gin promptly at 7.30.
Each member
FOR SALE—Power boat Gertrude L., 33 ft.
served at 6 o’clock. The choir and to the filthy hole on Mulberry Bend full consideration. Since then the cently issued referendum by ue had an opportunity of studying these is asked to furnish something for the
TO LET—Ko< >m at 28 Otis street, comfort long, 8 ft. 8 in. beam. 4 fu draft, hunting
ab’e, convenient. Apply in person or TEL cabin, launched Dec. 1, 1924. Built by Rob
supper and they may invite a guest.
orchestra will he guests of the circle. only a few hundred yards distant, office has written again showing C. S. Chamber of Conimeite. on the birds rarely found so far north.
EPHONE
839-R.
40*42 ert McLain, Thomaston, 10-12 4 cyl. Buffalo
Captain Ernest G. Larnti who lias
Gordon Greenlaw has been spend
i\s is the custom the supper will he where it could he seen at its worst. how much more effective such liead- Merchant Marine. This referendum
Eiig Complete with hauling gear.
Price
TO LET—Tenement. 6 rooms, Rankin $1,000.
open to all members and friends of In this latter place was dispensed quarters would he if here in Rock is very comprehensive and will re been home for the winter left for ing a l'ew days with his parents, Mr.
H. E. AMES, Matinicus, Me.
block, newly renovated, electric lights, flush
_____________________
__________
40isE
nd Mrs. Matthew Greenlaw in Vi closet.
the circle.
lor a few pennies, to the ultimate land. Fsinir Hie recent example of quire considerable study on the part New York Monday to resume yjrhtApply T. J. FOLEY, 52 Summer St
llalba ven.
FOR SALE—New milch cow, Jersey, i>ik
The funeral of Arthur H. Pillsbury product of the system, the lowest type the Cutter Ossipee breaking up the of tho committee. Any help that our
39*41
.Miss Edith Ilerinton. hookkeeepr
Theodore LaFolley was the guest of
was held at his late residence. Green of the human, the stale beer collected Penobscot river to within two miles members can give this committee
TO LET—Two buildings at 65 Liinerock St., milker A. G. ANDBtSON. L. Conic place.
33*41
part of the H. F. Hicks estate. These are East Warren.
street, Sunday afternoon. Rev. J nightly from the beer kegs in friult of its destination, springing a leak will be greatly appreciated. Any at tiie Camden National Bank, is on F I Patterson in Cantden Sunday.
FOR SALE—Stanley . BoMmE Spring Rg
fitliUbie
for
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town
schools
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Monday
her
vacation.
ideas
of
opinions
will
be
received
B. Pitcher of the St. John the Bap of regular saloons.
It wotfld carry and returning to Portland for re
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dangler re .after the Easter vacation of one for electric lights, and have chimnexs so CAROLINE SHKRKR SWKTI’. oftae tft LLnfttist church. Episcopal, officiated. me too far to give a detailed de pairs. Had its quarters been in with open ears on thi- matter of
'
39 41
buildings may be heated by stove.
Apply ro< k St. Tel. 5L4-M.
The attendance was large including scription of the intervening stages. Rockland it could have been repaired vital importance to the whole coun turn to their home in N'ew York this week.
on rtlEUGKKH.
39.41
FOR SALE—200 acre farm, well wooded. 9 J
week.
Mrs.
Dangle.being
much
im

Miss
Virginia
Bean
and
Kenneth
try
and
this
section
in
ti.aih-ttl.tr.
a number from Rockland and near by It was, however, in the lowest stages quicker and saved the long run. It
tiles from Rockhitid, good soa shore priri- '
TO LET—Cosy tenement, mostly furnished
Bean returned Sunday after spend $3.50 per week. Tel. 10“1 or impure of CLARA lege. G. W. WIGOfX. 89 Vnlon St . Rockproved in heal’.it.
Samuel S. Lord. Secretary.
towns. There were many floral of the system when the evil showed is hoped that tlie example will bring I
land.
FfcSKE.
40*42
ing
a
week
at
their
home
in
Greene.
l.ucy
Johnson
stayeil
with
Mis.
tokens of esteem. The hearers were itself in its true colors and revealed quick action in the establishment of I
Harry Itogci < Wc«ln» sda\ and Bertha Enroute Miss Bean was the guest of
FOR SALE—Very desirable housek>| on
TO LET—Store at 229 Main Kt.
Inquire
George Ryan and John Sullivan of or hid, as the case might require, its the headquarters here.
CAMDEN
Rankin street opposite the A. H. Crockett
36 4
pearse with her grandmother Mrs. » Rev. and Mrs. Andrew Young in of MARTHA TITUS. 9 Water St
Rockland. Allync AY. Peabody and real motive.
These places served as
Tourist Camp: The Tourist Camp
held
Special Easter services were
TO LET—First lloor, modern apartment, residence. Apply L. W. BHNNEK, real*.es
Charles tf. McDonald of Thomaston rallying points to the underworld. committee has made decision that in the Camden churches Suml i and Albert Pearse. while Mr. and Mrs. ; Topsham.
six largo rooms, furnished or unfurnished tate dealer. 2 North Hain Street, Rockiaod39.0
Mrs. Frank Ha thorn has been con In tlie backrooms of these places the camp had better remain Just all were prettily decorated witlt Ernest Johnson and dam •«>. Bca- ' Miss Elsie I^ar.e is home from Bar- 91
NORTH MAIN STREET, Rockland, Me.
trice and Mr. ; nd Mrs. Aubrey Pearse | rington. B. I., the guest ot her pafined to ihe house two weeks with the anarchist, the gangster and the wliere it is for the coming year. Easter lilies and potted plants.
FOR SALE—-25 ft. motor Itoat equipped with
35-tf
nnd
soil
Earl
were
in
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at
I
rents,
Capt.
and
Mrs.
George
Lane,
cycle. 12 h. p. engine. WILLIAM BELARfO,
wily politician found their most con With this in view, they have nego
a severe cold.
TO LET—One five room apartment with 4Ship
The special feature at the Con- the funeral service of Mis. Julia Has- I Many of the beautiful flowers used
St., Thomaston, Maine.
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Miss Clara Spear is out of the venient meeting places. Thence stalked tiated with the owners of the prop aregatlonal church morning; servbath, electric lights, hot water
II. B. BAR
Roll
Dennison
in
St.
Gc-.rue.
Mrs.
’
jn
the
Easter
decorations
at
the
BapFOR SALE—Hotue, 5 roams, go<)d: repair,
TER. 227 Main Street
Tel 25.
20-tf
telephone office on account of a had forth nightly vice and crime in search erty for an extension of last year's ice was the admission of sever; '. into
D acre land, water front, wharf, woM^hopDeunison was ill only a few hours tist church Sunday, were donated 1<v
of victims and thereto turned the lease to cover this year.
TO LET—Two tenements on Laurel St In Good summer home. Write P. (X BOX Ml,
cold.
membership and the baptism of nr 1 leaves a ..usband and -*u small ’ Mrs. Josephine Arey and Miss Edith
quire
at
201
MAIN
ST
19-tf
Daniel Pillsbury of Philadelphia corrupt politician when in search
Port Clyde, Me.
3ft*4T
United States Chamber of Com children. The Temple Quartet con children, the infm: son dying with l A.ey of Camden in memory of Mrs.
TO LET—5 room house, electric lights,
attended the funeral of liis brother, of instruments to carry an election by merce: The annual meeting of the sisting of Messrs. Lord. Taylor,
FOR
SALE
—
Complete
equlpniwit
for
mak
! Arey's mother, the late Mrs. Rhoda bath, garage, a large garden snot. ROBERT ing potato chins, consisting of parer. srtcer,
fraudulent means.
There was con 1'. ft. Chamber is to lie held in Wash Brewster and Chandler rendered the mother.
Arthur M. Pillsbury Sunday.
9-tf fryer and tanks, also a large Jot of boxes .
Victor Dennison and C’.i!'! nd Den- • Handley, who was for many yearns a COLLINS. 373 Main St. Tel 77.
centrated
the
strength
of
the
corrupt
Easter services at the Congrega
ington, D. C„ May 10-13. Your special selections. An Easter con nison from Si. G< -•.•■..e nubo a short I devoted member of the church.
TO LET—Furnished room ut 14 MASONIC for packing. Tills etjuipmeut kt absolutely ’
tional church were marked by a rings, both big and small, and from Chamber is entitled to one delegate. cert in the evening Lv the children
KT
4-tf complete, and will be sold at the right price.
caU at their sistea’s, Mrs. Ernest
--------------------there
was
leading
the
main
road
to
large attendance, a fine sermon hv
CONSOLIDATED BAKLN'G (X).
34-45
If you are planning to lie in Wash of the Sunday school under the di Johnson. Mor.diy afternoon.
,
The
corn
belt
is
like
any
other:
TO
LET
—
Tenement.
Inquire
of
MRS
W
the pastor, Rev. J. W. Strout, good Queer street, to tlie morgue, the in ington on the dates mentioned we rection of Mrs. Annie I lari was
FARMS, COjUMTRy HOMES. COTTAGES
Tel
Ernest
Johns <:i lms a >and 32<h) , uncomfortable when too full.—•Detroit 8 KENN1KTON. 176 South Main St.
and estates; up-to-date property, in tlie
music, and a beautiful floral display. sane asylum, to jail and to prison to Would lie glad to have you represent I very enjoyable.
trS R.
142
New*
chickcm
garden spot of Maine—penofawiot Bay. Write
At the Baptist church the early end finally, often, at the electric your Chamber at such an Important
At die St.4 Thomas Epi cofial
us what you want. ORRpi J, DICKEY. Belmorn saw the gathering of a score switch under the hand of the execu meeting.
fast. Maine.
22-tf
church the members of Camden
Miscellaneous
at sunrise to witness a baptism and tioner.
Maine Development Association: Commandery. Knights Templar, were
The victims of the saloon came Al a recent meeting of the directors In attendance and enjoyed an abb:
BARKER'S POEMS—A copy in excellent
join in worshipping the risen Christ.
conitt 1on for .sale. Also a copy of • •Begin- luratlon elo» t>» lhot».
Omab* *»d outAt 11 o’clock a good sized congre from every strata of society, and the following resolution was voted sermon by the rector. Rev. Ralph H.
nhi.T-s
of Co’.onhil Mia'.tte.’’
R T FATTEN. building,, water In hnua*.
A^rt a«d Ball
gation enjoyed the music by the represented all grades of intellect. on in the affirmative. “That while Hayden. Miss Elizabeth Calder, a
Kkowhegnti
_____
ll*»f
or
land.
Fine
plana
for
tutafliar
buina. At
choir and orchestra and listened to The children of the rich and the poor the directors of the Rockland Cham High School girl and daugter of Air.
a bargain.
Addraia »K l.Tt
At
PfjPER
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INSIDE
PAINTING
lantic.
Ma
'
"
” Qtt't
an instructive sermon by the pastor. trod its trail and suffered the same ber of Commerce are thoroughly tn and Mrs. Findlay 11. Calder, made
—F.»r such work phone 34:- M or call a’ 16
deha
sing
c<
>
nseq
uences
.
Rev. J I. S. Kilborn. Holy com
Pleasant Rt., Rockland. C. C. JOHNSTON
favor of Mayor Carver's policy of her first appearance as oiganis: and
THE SK0WHE6AK
l»EA determined effort is being made economy in city affairs, they would showed much skill and talent in her
41*40 PORTFJt la for aala a|
KH'8,
munion was observed, 'fhe service
RocMand
IM
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time
to
resurrect
the
WE
HAVE
ONE
ROLL
of
heavy
water

closed with an interesting Sunday
recommend that Ihe City of Rock- beautiful rendition of the musical
TBUCKIHU, *0*1*0 AHO fcMUMIHJ
proof canvas left over- txist obtainal/ie stock,
school concert which reflected great system by making the manufacture, la ml appropriate at least the same program.
done
pramptlj.
O«
an/Where
c.
0
BABand will make truck covers from if at eoat
t,i im-ai ..i «».,
honor upon those who had part as sale. etc., of light wines and of beer, amount of money to the Maine De
The Methodist church, in addition
rather than carry it over.
ROCKLAND ani«N
Should this succeed it would velopment Association as they dbl to the regular decoradons, had . ages
AWNING 4 0
Tvl. 1072-M.
40*42
well as those who planned it. The legal.
mean
nothing
less
than
a
marriage
last year, namely,
This action of canaries, giving a joyful touch to
decorations at this church consisted
BRASS FOUNDRY AND MACHINE SHOP
—We do machine work of all kinds and make
of fiaster lilies, ferns and plants, between the licensed saloon and the was taken because the city only ap the May. The pastor’s subject was
SEVERAL GOOD USBB CARB at hargani
blind
pig
so
prevalent
now.
If
a
brass
castings.
Repair work done and
the chancel rail* covered in green.
propriated $109 this year as against “The Essence of the Eas,t< r Joy.”
Among them.
household brasses jxdislied $1.50; lacquered prices—We need the roAin.
1924
Fonl Touring. Buick five-passenger Se
Mrs. Leon Haupt leaves Wednes choice between the two should be $250 last year. Rockland is the There was hap;ism and reception of
50 cents extra. CARLETON (XH’PLIXU CO.,
come necessary the preference ought
Manufacturers of Firo Nozzles, Camden. Me. dan. Mqbu Kcdpn, AppersoJi Sedan, Na«h
day for Portland where she will re
county seat and metropolis of the members in tlie morning and an
to he given to the blind pig, because
Shops In Roekporf.
39*44 Sedan and a few open models. See them and
ceive surgical treatment from Dr.
Penobscot Bay. therefore, should be Easter concert in the evening.
be convinced of their value. JONES. MIJ^’tiR
its would-be patrons must of neces
KENTUCK'S best leaf TOBACCO. COMPANY Bicknell Blqsk, Ro. IJan<). Wione
At the Baptist church tlie chil
the leader of the district in such
Abbott. She will return Sunday by
sity go in Search of it, while the li
Guaranteed 3 lbs chewing $1 ; 4 lbs. best 100034*tf
movements. Camden gave $150 last dren’s concert followed the morning
train.
smoking $1 ; G lbs medium smoking $1. Pay
censed saloon goes openly and bra*
year and $300 tills. Rockport Is giv service and a cantata b.v tiie <dioit
Several were received on probation
for tobacco and iiostage when received. CO
zenl.v in search of its victims.
ing $100 and at least Itockland should was given in the evening, follow*d by
OPERATIVE TOBACCO GROWERH, Hawes
and into full membership at the M.
The existence of either or of both
ville. Ky
35*43
give what she gave last year. Since a talk by the pastor and baptism ut
E. church Easter morning, and two
tests with you, Mr. So and So. and
PALMER MARINE ENGINES.
Send for
were baptized. Boy Scouts were in with you, Mrs. So and So, no matter this action was taken, the various tlie close of the service.
catalogue showing Die new ZR line.
18
Special programs were also given
attendance to witness the baptism if church members or not. of this civic dubs have passed like resolu
h. p. $475, 30 h p $700 40 h. p. $)’O
and reception in tlie church of their faith or of that faith or of none at tions, copies ot which were sent to at the Christian Science chnr< h.
THE NEW
SANDWICH SPREAD Other sizes 2 to 80 h p PALMER . BROS.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Heald have
39 Portland Pier. Portland, Maine
26-tf
scout master and one of their patrol. all. because potentially the gamble is the Mayor.
These sevices were followed by holy for your sou and for your daughter
Community Chest Drive: The di returned to their home at West
PAINTING—DECORATING — Whitening
ceilings. Outside painting a specialty; also
communion. The evening program no matter who or what you may be. rectors of the Community Chest held Rockport.
wall pajiers for sale.
A. E. MORTON. 4,
Albert B. Bennett of the Yacht
consisted of a story and song service They anl their children and their a meeting recently in the Chamber
lames St
Tel. 941-W
2«l-tf
offiee
and
voted
to
hold
the
drive
for
j
Lyndonla
spent
Eister
with
his
beautifully carried out by a lar
children’s child-reft will pay the hill,
FURNIIURfc REPAIRING. Ai.su pami.ng
choir and with Miss Jessie Stewart and if you « are for them, as you cer funds, starting July 12. This year family.
.1 II MELVIN. 21 Gay St.. Rockland Tel
Capt. Y.".'.'Jam Richardson is home
as reader. Tlie story was illustrated tainly do. you will set your faces like the Chamber of Commerce is direct
624 M
10 Mf
FOR SALt—Trey Tr*1!ofb‘* Gow
for
by 40 lantern slides. The church or adamant against the scheme.
ing
the
drive
which
will
mean
a
savfrom
a
cruise
to
the
South
const.
GRACE IL
PAINTING. PAPER HANGING, WHITEN hutching, bnjy 25 eehtn' 4li<h.
Yop
Joseph Emery and Albei t Rev* rage
chestra accompanied the hymns and may possibly assist, hv default on
to the Community Chest Associa
ING CEILINGS. Clean and• Polishing Hard .IORDAN, 151 Pleiksant Kt„ Rockland,
wood Floors
Outside work a specialty
furnished prelude and offertory in your part, those who strive by might tion of over $1,000. The office is are in the cast of tlie amateur play.
FOR SALE—Large Mamnudh hiulquse gan
k >
SIMEON M DUNCAN, 602 Main street. Ran der, one pair rif geese, also goose eggs for
their usual efficient manner. Miss and main to bring about success for steadily preparing for the work so as -The First Year." given at the
i &
kin Block. Rock'aml. Me.
8*tf hatching.
7 BGORKR ST., tt^oroasthn.
Margaret Crandon who has had their effort, imt in that case don’t to eliminate the last minute rush Strand. Rockland, Monday and Tues
38*40
LADIES—Reliable stock of hair goods at Tel. 48-11.
charge of the beginners and primary kick or grumble, if it hurts you. It’s which is very expensive and not as day.
the Rockland Hair Store, 236 Main St. Mall
FOR SALE—1 Bqckeye incubator. 350 Vgg.
departments in the Sunday school up to you and up to you alone, first effective.
It is hoped that tlie
Miss Nan Mahoney will give a
orders guild ted HELEN C. RHOADES. -Iff I Queen Incubator, 150 egg, l'Coai brooder,
for several years, has resigned, and and last.
Chamber of Commerce members will demonstration of home econoifiics
AU
HOW TO BUY A USED CAR RIGHT— 500 chick; 1 (>;1 brooder, 2 »0 chick.
John Kellenherger.
39-41
is to conduct Sunday school work as
he
glad
to
give
both
time
and
money
Get this valuable booklet free.
It tell* new W. A BESSKV, I’nion. Me.
at the Grange hall Wednesday at
Rockland, April 2.
why it costs no more to get a good used car
sociated with the Penobscot Bay
to this very worthy cause when ap 10.39 a. m. Dinner will be served
BABY CHICKS at, t)i< Lit)by Home Fa.rm.
than a poor one—If you know how.
It Stale tested for white diarrhoea.
ChlcK
Bethel Mission. Miss Stella Robin
•l
tells how to locate the real bargains.
B every week after March 20, $20 per 100/bpTwelve dozen Radium Silk slips in proached fop such, so that the drive t»y the ladies at noon.
son Is now in charge of those de evening ami costume shades.
saves
you
many
dollars,
but
costs
you
nothing
Alice Waterman has been elected
tier
early
so
as
to
have
your
chicks
Hem will go over wilii great success.
I .
ifc
Send us your address, and your copy of this you want them. 0 B LLBBY, Warren.when
partments in the Methodist school.
Lighthouse Depot: Nothing new captain and Elizabeth Calder mana
M?.
stitched top.
Three rows niching.
money-savlag booklet will be mailed to vou Tel. 173 5.
27*44
promptly. ATLANTIC HIGHWAY SERVICE
Special price until sold. $2.95.
'Fhe has developed on this matter. The ger of next year’s High School bas
Old
Cirrus
Grounds.
Rockland
1-tf
S. C. R. I RED HATCHING EGGS, Pa
white number is a dainty conception decision as to the starting of the de ketball team.
UNION
pot here rests with the superintenMASON WORK—Cellar wall* built aurt r« rent stock certified and tested bir White
The Monday Club met al the home
Diarrhoea. $6 per hqndreri. H. C. BUBER.
Rev. Best-ie I’- Crowell went 1- Pon- for graduation gowns, fullci^cobbpaired;
also
cement
blocks
for
sale
G.
R
dent of lighthouses in Washington of Miss M. Louise Codman in .Monu38*45
iniiiy. Mass.. Monday called tla-i c by davis.—adv.
SKINNER. 14 Hall St. Rockland. Me.
l-tf Warren, Me. Tel. l.d-31.
and to date h#» has not made avail ment square.
’ BABY CHICKS—H C It I. Reds from
the illness of her friend Miss l-'liii cni-c
_
Member
of
Boston
Pure
Food
Council
BUILDINGS
BUILT,
altered
or
repaired
Mrs. Emily .Tagel entertained the •
Class attendance will not be com able the necessary money l’or this
Painting and paper banging, ceilings whitened heavy laying strain State tested and free
<i. Packard.
The many friends ,,f
work. The directors are at present Friendsjn-Council Tuesday after-J
Tel. 538-3. L. C. FIELDS, 1» MeLOUD RT front while diarrhoea. ’ Price $18 per 100
Miss Packard wish for her a s|iccd\ pulsory during tlie second sem^-ter
l-fl for May. M. M. KINNEY, St. George Road.
waiting to see if the money will be noon.
Exclusive Distributor
for
senior
students
of
superior
«-lu»lrecovery.
P.ox, 49. Thomaston, Me.
36*45
Tiie Ladies’ Circle of the Congje- J
FISHERMEN AND BOAT-OWNLE8—
arship in the Kansas State Agricul available this summer. If not, the
for prices cn the FORD MjOTOR with BABBABY CHJX—Wylite’n *r»ln S. V. Keda.
directors
will
try
to
have
tlie
ex

Rational
church
will
have
a
sapper
j
tural
College.
This
is
an
experiment
Luther Burbank says lie is an in
FORD attachment for all Boats
Compare Bred far type and rdjnr; trap neeted JStaln
penditure approved for tiie next and entertainment Wednesday for
• lie KURD MOTOR and parts prices to the aecredtted for White Diarrhoea.
$22 tier
fidel.
Well, maybe some of the ait this institution, and if successful
budget.
motor
you
are
now
using.
KNOX
(OUN^
of
the
members
of
their
families
and
lee. safe arrival guaranteed.
V. H.
clods in his g: iifletis don’t believe it is probable that the privilege
MOTOR
KALI'S
COMPANY,
Authorized
Ford
ROCKLAND,
MAINE
WVELIK,
Thomaston,
Maine,
Route
1.
Phone
Advertising
Agreement:
The
re

c.Xattendanco
will
be
friends.
Unitary
there is any Burbank, either.—Dallas
1-tf
199
6
Dealers, Raekiaad, Maine.
Ilf
sponse to the new advertising agreeIt is now the season of (be year to
tended.
News.
I

ii HAIR-GROOM

Evefy-Other-Day

WOMAN'S
Tn addition to personal touts recording de*
partures and arrivals, this deiwinment es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings. parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent
by maU or telephone will be glndy receded.
TELEPHONE..................... . .................... 77f

Cutler-Cook Co>, 346 Main St.
ROCKLAND

AGENTS FOR RUBY RING HOSIERY

Guaranteed
Mrs. E. b. Toner_hus returned to
her teaching In FHyfieM after spend
ing the Easter recess here with Snpt.
Toner. She tvlll return to this city
In- June.
#

Six

New Shades

Donald Small, who its a student at
Orono, was a guest at Warren Gar
diner's Friday.

*1.95

Miss Mary CoughUn ts home from
Brooklyn tp spend the Easter recess
wtih her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles S.' CoughUn.
There will be a circle supper at
the Universalist church Wednesday:
Tile housekeepers are Miss l.ucy
Ithodee, Mrs. Augusta Tibbetts,' Mrs.
Mabel Rhernian. Mrs. Margaret Ames.
Mrs. Xlna Beverage. Mrs. Cora Kit
tredge, Mrs. Lizzie llatnes, Mrs. Caro
Knickerbocker, Mrs. Ella Bird, Mrs.
Loreta Bicknell. Mrs. Xora Cooper,
-Mrs. Mary Bates, Mrs. Evie Loring.
Supper will be served at the'usual
time. 6.30.
Miss Emma Milligan, daughter o£
JSbv. H. F. Milligan of Portland, ts
▼Isttttig tier sister, Mrs. Ralph Hanna
on Elm street for a few weeks.

The business meeting of the Wo
men's Association of the Congrega
tional church will be held at 3 o’clock
Wednesday in the vestry.

The single greatest

hosiery value

the

city.
Stop Runs
FULL FASHIONED

SILK

WAS OUTSTANDING

HOSIERY

SUCCESS

“The First Year” As Presented By Knickerbocker Players
Proved Sensational Hit—To Be Repeated Tonight.

Mrs. Amos Ftsfee, who spent the
Tonight should see another crowd
winter with her danghter, Mrs.
Hurry Leon In Washington, B. C.. ed house to enjoy the stage work of
has opened her home at the Head of a, notable group of local actor*
the Bay.
Success beyontPtlic fondest dreams
of the promoters was fhe lot of
Hr. and Mrs. F*. V>. Xorth and
daughter Alzada are in Boston and "The First Year" as presented last
Xew York, returning home Friday or night by the Knickerbocker l’ltiyers
before an S. R. O. crowd at Strand
Saturday.
Theatre. Literally taken hy storm,
Miss Eleanor Hatch of Hark Har the audience was enthusiastically
bor, who was In the city last week in generotis in its applause and laughed
the interest of the Isleshoro High at the play's delicious humor until
tear filled eyeS were suddenly
School paper, has returned home.
sobered hy some bit of homely
pathos.
Tlie
play's
Tlie Indies’ Aid of the Littlefield every-day
Memorial church will meet in the Strongest claim of greatness lies in its
vestry Wednesday afternoon for a unimpeachable realism, so sharply
tacking and a monthly business meet (rue that it brings vivid pictures of
every man's own "flytt year" to-Jiis
ing.
mind and so poignamt in the por
Mr. and Mrs. Philip A. Jones have trayal of those sweetly sad domestic
returned from a trip to New York, near tragedies, lhat every auditor
Hartfdrd, Boston, Providence and rendered honor to playwright and
SprUigtield. in the interest of Hatchet players.
Y'et 'The First Year" is outstand
Mountain Camp. Mr. Jones visited a
number of schools. Including the ingly a comedy of tremendous laugh
High School in Bristol. Conn., which producing power. As a moving pic
cost $1,300,000, and which Mr. Jones ture it created a sensation in a .Jjjga'
found to be a wonderful Institution. theatre a month back and the spoken
play douhly enhanced the laurels al
Mtss Abbie Hanscom is home from ready won. As a matter of delight
the New England Conservatory of fully humorous fact the lines, are
the making of the play. The story
Mu eld.
is peopled with neighbors one seems
Miss Harriet Asbel Hall, who is to know saying those words one
reaching In Middle-town, Conn., is al senses in every day. hum-drum"ex
the home of her parents, Mr. and Mrs istence yet deliciously funny as
Charles S. liali, for the Easter va- presented tn "The First Year" -se
quence.
calipn.
Worriment because tlie Sunday
Mr. : nd Mrs. Arthur It. Riehard- paper hasn't come; perturbatiort tief iu cad their tiuee children are com cause father Isn't ready for chul-cli;
ing from England to spend the sum the pestiferous telephone call that
interrupts the rubber at bridge.
mer. They leave London May 22.
Tommy courting liis girl, and too
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary agonizingly bashful to kiss iter when
Society of tho Methodist church will site says yes. Tommy doing his
meet Thursday afternoon at the home darndest to be the suave host at
of ifrs. Ivy G. Chatto, 33 McLoud dinner, and scared xolceless. Tom
street. A picnic supper will be my the teetotaler growing boastful
served at 3.36, followed by the usual and defiant on a pitcher of cocktails.
39*44
bttsiness meeting and a. special pro Little tragedies in succession, and al!
infinitely comic. All acted out to the
gram.
life too by players with a keen sense
Mrs. -Mabel Wiley, who has been of quiet fun und no delusions of
spending the winter with her sister. grandeur. That bridge game in the
Mrs. Adeila. Waldron, and nephew flitit act with the frantically jealous
R. Ei Waldron, In Woodside, Ixing Tommy and the slightly deaf and
Island, has arrived Home.
inattentive Air. Livingston is amus
ing heyond words and the flurried
Mrs. MAttie Maddock*, who has efforts of Grace to prepare the din
been spending ihe winter in this city ner under difficulties. is too true to
life as are poor Toni-ty’s efforts to as
has returned to Owl's Head.
sist. "Tlie First Year" is truly un
M-fsy Myra Fitch who spent the common in a penetratioa knowledge
weekend it her old home’ on Warren of life home on the wings of an airy,
street returned to Worcester yester farclal tale of Thnjmy Tucker whose
day.
wile- went home to mother.
The cast was of such unquestioned
The- Woman’s Missionary meeting
connected with the Baptist church
Miss Christine Norwood has re
occurs Wednesday at 3.30 wttli Mrs.
Entfly Brainerd, Masonic street. The sumed her studies at tlie 17. of M. af
SuWect for the afternoon will be ter spending her vacation with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Nor-The Negro In America."
W'ood. Blake block. 'She had as her
Kellocli Class will meet Thursday guest while in the city Miss Kathar
afternoon In the Baptist chapel, up ine 1-arcliar of Oldtown.
stairs* to sen-.
The Harmony Club will meei
The- Circle supper at the Cnnfcre- Wednesday evening at 7.15 at the
pational vestry Wednesday will he 13. A 1’. W. Chili rooms.
in charge of ihe men, with Ernest C,
Henry A. Howard and grandson
Havis chairman, assisted hy Jarvis
C. Petrv, C. I. Burrows, John O. Edwin R. Edwards are on a lfi() to
Stevens, Henry B. Bird, J. Albert Poston anti New Y'ork.
.lunieeon. Carl H. Duff. W. W. Spear,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Cottrell of
Willis I. Ayer, .iTL At Ruffian. W. 8.
Wliite. E. H. Spear. A: J. Bird, F. H. FYamlftghani. 'Mass, spent the week
Spear, E. L. Brown, H. B. Kales, K. end at Mr. Cottrell's former home in
this city. On their return yesterday
)L Edwards and A. F. Keyes.
they were accompanied b.v Austin L.
Mrs. Nellie. Wada will entertain the Richardson who was down from
E. F.-A. Clnt a:t her home on Cam Boston to spend Easier.
den street Wednesday afternoon.
Cedric Ffench spent (lie Easter
Miss Marlon Richardson has en vacation In Belfast, the guest of
tered the employ of C. E. Daniels, liis father, AV. C. French.
jeweler.
Misses Winifred Coughlin nnd
The circle- supper ot the Sons of Emma Dorgan are home from Gor
Veterans AtiXlHury will he held at ham Normal Schoo!.
-----“v
<!. A# IL lra.il Wednesday, followed ’
Opportunity Class of the First Raty
hy meeting-.- Thfte wiH lie initiation
and ofttyers are requested to wear Hst church met Friday evening at
the home nt Mrs. Nina Marshall,
white.
with 25 raerahers present. At tiie
Mrs. Raymond. Smith Is in Boston close this program was offered:
for a week, gnest of Mrs. Fred Batt.s. Rending. Alice Angel; sinsing. class:
reading, Maude Mather: solo, Lillian
Th* Easter pageant at-St. Peter's Jpyce: reading, Susie Pendleton:
church will lie-given in the aauli, reading, Alice Earl. Two Easter
torlum tomorrow nigitt. The young bunnies were< waiting to lie taken
people of fhe church are carrying the home by having their names guessed
parts In the pretty story. Ber. J. R eorrectly. Mrs. -Susie Pendleton and
1’iteller Is reader and the- choir will Alice Karl proved to be flip lucky
furpish ihe musical hachtp-ovn l. ones. Dainty Easter bu.skcts, filled
Mrs. J. B. Pitcher is directing; Mrs' ‘With eggs, assorted nuts and candies
1‘. (Tit. C.onia volunteers the (Towers; nier* served by the hostess, assisted
Mrs-. A. V. Bird has painted,the hand by, Gertrude Brown and Alice Angel.
some back drop nnd I.. C Joues is The May meeting will be held at the
looking gafter the electrical effects. home of Mrs, Clara Gregory, 421
The public is Invited.
i
Old County road.
A tremendous hit was registered
last- nl®ht hy "T>ie First Year" as
presented at Strand Theatre hy tlie
Knickerbocker Flayers. Seats may
el Ilf'In obtained for tonight's pre
sentation. Phone for yours now.—
Jdv.

in

Twelve dozen Radium S41k slips in
evening and costume shades. Hem
stitched top.
Three rows rtiching.
Special price until sold. $2.05.
The
xt-hite number is a dainty conception
for graduation gowns, fuller.cobh,da vis.—adv.

merit that hohors must be declared
even. Joseph Emery of Camden car
ried the heavy male lead of Tommy
Tucker and was letter perfect in an
extremely difficult part.
His wife
Grace was ideally characterized, hy
Miss Doj-is Black whose splendid
training stood Iter in good stead in
portiaving the coquetting sweet
heart ami the distracted wife;
Elmer Joyce as the confident but un
successful suitor had a most amus
ing part showing tip especially well
in that line light in the last act
wlien the unfortunate Grace smaslted
a heavy vase over tlie head of her
spouse by mistake.
Mrs. Florence Thurston as Hattie
the maid wli« "washes best" kept
the audience in a continuous uproar
nnd her pantomime during the serv.
ing of tlie dinner was high art. Mrs.
Evelyn i'easlee has a brief but ex
quisitely amusing appearance as eXr
actress bride of the dignified realtor,
Mr. Barstow- (Al. Beverage). Near
tragedy is enacted at her elbow hut
site jicver misses a mouthful except
when Tommy jams he.- toe instead
of the liuzzer. Clarence E. Daniels
and Mrs. Caroline Knickerbocker are
delightfully suited to realistic parts
and fairy them off to perfection. C.
A. Knickerbocker as Dr. Anderson
is .just ills big hearted, jovial, sym
pathetic self and wins the hearts
of liis audience as liis arms were
ever a refuge for tlie despairing
Grace.
James J. O'Hara gave a highly en
joyed series of organ numliers and
Miss Olive Norris, aesthetic dancer,
presented most
pleasingly "Orientale." J<?nnishawa, and “Polish
Maid of Honor," Chalif. Miss Marion
Marsh was at the piano.
The furnishings were supplied by
the Stonington Furniture Co.; men's
clothes by J. F. Gregory Sons Co.,
and lighting effects by A. T. Thurs
ton.
A. T. Thurston is the manager of
the show. Mrs. Evelyn Peaslee press
representative. Arthur F.
Lamb,
Stage manager and Raymond K.
Greene chief electrician. Tire ushers
under Chief Angela Fossett are
Marguerite Cnid, Marion
Marsh.
Mary Bird, Evelyn Greene. Delma
Greene. Helen lilrd, Barbara Wiggin,
Alice Merrick.

PAINT UPTIME!
MONARCH PAINT
MASURY’S RAILROAD PAINT
MASURY’S PERFECTION PAINT
KING’S PAINT
KYANIZE ENAMELS
KYANIZE VARNISH
VALSPAR ENAMELS
VALSPAR VARNISH
CARMOTE FLOOR ENAMEL
BUTCHERS WAX
JOHNSON’S WAX
OLD ENGLISH WAX
GOLD A ALUMINUM BRONZE

BRUSHES
OIL STAINS
LINSEED OIL
TURPENTINE
PUTTY

GLASS
SHINGLE STAINS
WAGON PAINT
MURESCO
PASTE

DECALCOMANIAS
NU SILVER PLATING FLUID
ROOF PAINTS
COPPER PAINTS
SAPOLIN ENAMELS
SPONGES
BOAT PAINT
SCREEN PAINT
PATCHING PLASTER
FURNITURE -POLISH
DUTCH BOY WHITE LEAD
STEEL WOOL

DAYFAN RADIOS
KENNEDY RADIOS
THIBAUT WALL PAPER
SHELLACS
PAINTING IN ALL ITS
BRANCHES

JOHN A KARL & CO.
Telephone 745’W

305 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

41-T-5I)

EDUCATIONAL
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CLUB

Continued Interest and Enlarged Membership—Sara H.
Bates Discusses Some Timely Questions.
Interest in the Educational Club ’ who have her n cose observers of the j
continues and it now boasts* a mem- Prohibition movement for the last 30 i
bership of over 400. Every meet ing ?'ea.ls
awnrp lll:,t *’ Wils 11 sl,,w !
.
„
,
an<l steady growth against powerful 1
there are line speakers on a variety ; opposition, and won its way onlv ho
of subjects nnd any member who cause it was in itself everlastingly
does not attend misses a great deal. r|Kht. The trouble with any kind of I
It is nearing the end of the club year
.‘I* a1leo,ho,1 ,in j1' a’ul l),e !
.
, ,
trouble witlt alcohol is thal it is a
and annual dues are now payable and - p,(|?f,n M- lnosf insi,,ious
,io.
requested.
.veinping a craving for itself by tlie
There was a good attendance Fri- uf*r- wliicli can and will become an- !
day night. After the opening exercises, controllable.
It injures the blood.
led by Mrs. Sawyer of Thomaston, the tissues, and nerve cells of the
eight new rvimes were presented. A body, in proportion to the amount
violin and piano selection, “Love’s used, and moral and physical degen
That is not all.
It ’
Greeting,” bv Elizabeth and Alberta eracy result.
Knight, was very much enjoyed. has been the mo.*t potent factor in I
Miss Mabel Holbrook gave a fine the poverty and crime which lias
report as critic of the last meeting. cursed the 'Nation: next to syphillis, |
.Mrs. Millet’s report will be looked (a twin evil) it has done more to de
forward to. Remarks on the petl- ^Vn..lhP ph?^CaI staniina an<1 nH‘n'
oral Education Bill were made by tal fitness of ihe race, than any other
agency.
Miss Holbrook, Mrs. Mary Adams
Perhaps even worse than all this
and Mrs. Grace Armstrong. Discus
sion on “Compulsory Military Train were the powerful organizations of
ing in High Schools” was continued,; liquor dealers with plenty of money
to carry out their evil plans who did
the general verdict being iga . nsu* j -noI
to become dictators in
such training. Mrs. Harriet Knowles iL’-Vi•»
11s
and even ill the Con
and Miss Emma Knowles delightfully
H
gress of the United States, to*secure
rendered a piano duet “Autumn
legislation favorable to their tiade
Days” by Lindsay. Mrs. Mabel SteAw
and against the welfare of the people
en‘s makes an admirable teacher of
| In the years before the prohibition
the Catechism of the Constitution,
I amendment was passed, this situation
and brings out the questions in a
was a constant menace to good gov
manner that makes them very im ernment.
In view of these things,
pressive. The next lesson is No 9. What would a sane. Intelligent people
The following were accepted to do. hut prohibit the manufacture nnd
membership: Mrs. Rosa Peterson, sale of alcoholic liquors?
Mrs. Myra Blackington. Miss Avis
Now we come to the enforcement of
Blackington. Mrs. Nettie Rising. this law, which was finally placed in
Mrs. Sara Tibbetts,
Miss
Edith
I
cen

,r
,
, our Constitution by the largest vote
fMt. Mis. Marga.-et Ktewart, Mrs. eve,- given to any amendment.
The
Antia Aylward, Miss Anna Green.
Federal Government has been itnihe speaker of the evening;. Sara proving its enforcement maehlnerv
it. Bates. State vice president of the and is doinsr excellent work along
IT. ('. T. I', and a trustee of tlie some lines, notably that of tlie Coast
Woman's Reformatory at Skowl.e- Guard.
There is still room lor imgan. won a warm place in the. hearts peovernent. as the penalties lor violaof her audience by her sweet, digni- , lion of tiie Volstead Act should Im>
(led manner, complete knowledge of made more drastic.
Deportation of
her subject, and the earnestness with foreign violators ol' tlie law would
\riiich she presented it.
Mrs. Fkites grenily lessen ihe number of violasaid in part:
( lions; and piaelng tlie enforcement
* ‘
*
cdflei-rs under tlie civil Servile rules.
Many years previous to the estab- so that promotion would lie granted
lishment of the reformatory for wo- for meritorious service only, in.-aead
men, very many people in the State of through political intfuence, wotfld
uete convicted of its need, realist* tend to raise standard of tlie service
ing that young women were being Iaist Imt not least, the loyal co-opconfined in the jails with older and |t ration of the jseople every wliere in
more hardened women delinquents. . observance of the law which holds
wliere in idleness they acquired a ■ such untold blessings for tlie future I
more intimate knowledge of evil, anil of our country, will do more than all (
ytent out worse than when they en- other forces combined to make tlie J
tered jail.
iqn- what It Is designed to he. tiie
It was found that confinement un- lrrotector of the people’s welfare,
dor such circumstances accompiislied
No drunken nation can hold its
nothing in the way of reformation in j own under present day conditions,
the- majority of eases, and these when the mechanical world is de
jouthful delinquents became steady manding accuracy in judgment and
lepenters in offenses against law and a higher skill than lias ever before
order.
been required; the intellectual world
» * * *
lias no place for alcoholics: the brain
The Woman's Christian Temper must be clear anti the mind keen to
ance I’nion was the first organization meet the intellectual needs of the
in the ’State to take active steps to- times.
The day laborer must be
wards secuiing a reformatory, and sober or his place will be taken by
maintained a committee for many the man who is.
years which presented this cause to
'Beer, which constituted 93 percent
each succeeding legislature.
Miss of-the-liquor business before the days
(’lata Farwell of your own city was of Prohibition, aftd was therefore the
for a Ion** time an active member of cause of 93 percent of the sin and
this committee: if I am not mistaken misery resulting from alcoholic drink,
serving thronghoiH the life of the has no place in our world of today,
committee and working unceasingly
The Direct prim,..y Law
for this worthy project.
At last.
.
szv,.:
r
if
*
lew
years , ago ccriain uneasv
when the sentnnent of welfai'e workers was known to be setting st.-onglv ‘n'hyiduals tn the Mate, miss,ng the
in favor of a reformatory, the Maine
*t».'e the cm. „eni
Legislature passed, in ]R13, the act of the Primary .Law, decided it would
he a fine thing for themselves, if that
establishing the institution.
Gov.
Curtis and his council appointed a law could be repealed, and set about
For good and
board of trustees to select a site and trying to get it done.
prepare a. building for the care of sufficient reasons, all such efforts up
Kiris and women over Iff vents of
Il,e
have failed: but
age of a reformable type. This lmard (l,r'e a,'° s,“l so,nP
souls
after examination of two or three lo who hope Maine may consider their
cations, chose a 2M acre Jarm in feelings and change back to the con
vention system.
Skowhegan about a mile from tilt- vil
Our younger generation is not fa
lage, and were ready for tlie recep
tion of inmates in December, 101G. A miliar with the convention method of
set ol' lmildings consisting of 2 Igirns, nominations, and it is left for us who
wagon-nonse,
hen-house.
7-room are older, and who have some very
dwelling with shed, an attic and un disagreeable memories in connection I
finished sited chamber, provided tlie with that system, to draw a contrast )
equipment in the beginning.
At between those days and the present.
Without doubt when the convention
I present besides the farm buildings we
I have one large 3-story brick building system was adopted, it was the best
known as Stevens Cottawe. with a plan that could be devised, and prob
normal capacity for ahnut 50 girls, ably functioned very well for a time.
(though it often ileuses over (SO when In later J»ears, when as a young
crowding is necesstu-yt, an Isolation woman I became much interested in
cottage for 14 inmates and two ma political matters, and observed closely
what was being done, questioning
trons, and ixmse for mothers and ba
bies. for tho same number.
The ad men who were participants in con
ministration building provides a home ventions and committee meetings, my
pride in my State suffered a great
for the superintendent and parole of
ficer. with offices for each and an of fall, as I learned that 16 men prac
tically chose the candidates for State
fice for live bookkeeper.
A house
,
matron and four Inmates take care of "n'c^ a"!'
tl,e
1’"ll, les
for
the
State.
These
16 men were
this building wiiich also serves as an
honor collage to which girls fitted for the political over-lords of the army of
parole may go for a. time previous to county and town committees, who
going outside for employment.
In were instructed by them in all mat
the central building is an industrial ters pertaining to the choice of dele
room where sewing and rug making gates to State Conventions and even
are done, and more- artistic things in the choice of county officials. Any
sucJi as luncheon sets, ubJe. runners, county official who bore the seal of
towels, pillow ca^es, etc., are made. the State committee, was a hard man
The laundry work is done, in the to get .rid of if the people of liis
I
basement, and. a large recreation County’- wished to do so.
room offers opportunity for games, doubt if such autocratic powers were
duneiji#,— for t’hristmas entertain intended to be any part of the origi
ments and plays, given by the girls nal system: but as time went on the
themselves.
Sunday services are possibilities, of political manipulation
held, the ministers in town taking were so many and aspirants for office
turns in conducting them; and a Sun were so often equipped only with
day school is conducted by the ma great desire for office, that like a sled
on top of an icy hill, the system ran
trons.
away and became a method of de
* * ♦ *
The courts have made use of the feating instead of fulfilling the popu
lar will.
Institution in the disposition of over
Tite Primary Law gives the voters
400 cases in the ten years of its ex
istence: and those closely connected more candidates to choose from, in
with the Reformatory know of many stead of giving them no choice as
who passed through its doors who under the (’on vent ion System ; it also
have been settled in normal life and gives to individual voters everywhere
ceased to be a menace to the com a chance to indicate their choice of
candidates, which in most small
munity.
Those who are In closest touch with towns rarely occurred under the old
For thousands of voters in
the work believe the Reformatory has system.
such towns that did not send dele
fully jftsfified its existence.
gates-to the conventions never had an
Prohibition and Its Enforcement
opportunity to choose candidates.
TJie subjfcpt of Prohibition is ever
The ITimary Law has also done
before us, as in the days previous to away with the., packed caucuses which
the passage of the 18th Amendment, generally operated in favor of cor
i This discussion is now taking a new rupt politicians, and places the reform, and is waged around a propn- spniwHrili'ty dircr-tly upon tlie people
sllion put forward by the liquor in- themselves, which seems to lie in
terests, who have trover yet shown liarmony with tho principle laid down,
any inclination to obey thia Ar any ro- hv Lincoln, "a government of the
strietive law.
Their proposition is ; people, by the people, and ior the poo, that tlie Volstead Art passed to earrv pie."
’ into effect the IStli .Unendment, is
._______________________ _ ____
i unenforeible, and therefore should
I be repealed or modified.
And the
stress nt tlie present time is laid up
Apply over throat and chest
on “modification."
—covet with hot flannel cloth.
There Is stteli an amount of arRiiment on tlie patt of the wets, that
we may be in some, danger of forgettinsr why we have the ISth Amend
XYAPQRye
fcfowf Xetrrgp I
ment and how it was enacted. Those

COLDS

I his little sign will lead you to summer comfort and health if you will but
profit by it. We have on our floors today the Greatest Stock of Refrigerators
In All Knox County.

We carry a line Com

All

plete in every detail.

Oak

Cases—all

Heat

We have Every

Proof.

Style and Every Finish.

Bright or White

We have a size for ev
ery home and a price for
every pocketbook in these
efficienteconomical health
bringers.

Stonington Furniture Co.
313-319 MAIN STREET
Full Service

Transparent fabrics con iiyit in ihe
realms of fashion and are used to
develop coats as well as frocks for I
all occasions.
The crepe .georgette 1
coat is an important one this season,
as seemingly endless ways of dcvel- ,
opment present themselves in the de
signs exhibited in tlie Fashion Shows '
that have been held in the Avenue
shops during the past week.
Black
crepe georgette is posed over pink
crepe in a coat design from one im- j
portant store.
A (out designed by 1
Chanel and imported was entirely J
shirred and developed in beige crepe j
georgette.—Dry Goods Economist.

Mrs. Christine M. Dorman

TEL. 980

ROCKLAND, ME.
Free Delivery-

FRI..SAY.
CLEANOR BOARDMAN
□ nd CHARLES RAY in
"THE AUCTION BLOCK"

PARK

EETTY COMPSON in
COUNSEL FOR DEFENCE"

PHONE 409
TODAY

“THE

WANDERER”

With ERNEST TORRENCE and GRETA NISSEN
LATEST COMEDY

CURRENT EVENTS

Regis. Spencer Corsetiere
154 North Main St.

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Tel. 1014-M

ROCKLAND

25-63

4 W W U 4 4 "4

I '4 4

Wednesday and Thursday

Hey !
babies.

Hey !

Charleston

Parked perambula

tors Dancing Mothers. Jazz!

Class !

Jazz !

ADDED ATTRACTION
Miss Lenore Renner, winner of the Park Theatre’s
New York Contest, will be seen on the local screen

»

M5GRIW WII LIS

‘1HOKOVGHDREOS*
„. ¥% A F »tASI H

EMPIRE
TODAY

FRI. SAT.
HOCT GIBSON
In
"THE
ARIZONA SWEEPSTAKES”

MARION DAVIES in
“BEVERLY OF GRAUSTARK”

i

"THE GREEN ARCHER" No. 8

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

Friday and Saturday

“A Connecticut Yankee
in King Arthur’s Court” I
The Greatest Comedy Ever
Produced
The Greatest Satire in the History
of Literature.

WICKS

Reginald Denny
In

“What Happened

To Jones”
The Fastest, Funniest Farce on

—

Record—Don't Fail to See It

® ‘Fighting Courage”
A picture that l-as nothing else
but fast riding fist love mak
ing and fast action

SEE THE NEW WHIRLWIND
STAR

Ken Maynard
Coming Soon
“TRAMP, TRAMP, TRAMP”

A
For homes without elec
tricity, the Maytag is
available with in-buill
gasoline motor.

Every-Othcr-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 6, 1926.
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BOOM

FOR

CEMENT

Mills Working At High Speed To Keep Pace With the
Demand For Roads.

CORNS

QUARRY AND KILN
All Branches of Big Industry
Now Booming—Some Bulletinettes.

The Kineo
Furnace

Gregory
George Freeman has returned to
work and Is trimming with Park
Burns' crew.
The following men
have been added to the Jobbers'
No Furnace Marketed Today Surpasses the Kineo
Crew;
William
Decrow, George
in
solid value and in satisfaction to its owners. It
I’age, Fred Knight. William Heath,
John Mears, George Wing and Mccombines all the tried principles of a generation
Caslln.
stone building with the newest ideas and produces
Frank Ulmer returned to work on
Monday after several weeks' illness.
the perfect heating unit.
The plant is in full operation now.
with the exception of No. 11 Klin,
ECONOMY, EFFICIENCY,
which is waiting for the new stokers.
Nos. 1. 7, 8. 9 and 10 kilns have been
EXPERT INSTALLATION
set afire during the past two weeks,
with tiie following crews:
The Kineo handles as easily as a clock and is
No. 1—S. Daniels, S. Timponi and
F. Leo.
furnished complete
No. 7—M. Evanski, W. Luizxa and
A. Delmonico.
No. 8—8. Franowskl, J. Timponi
Doesn't hurt one hit! Drop a little
and J. Carverson.
We have Furnaces of all grades and sizes, costing
“Freezone" on an aching corn, in
No. 9—J. LaGrasso, J-. Kowalski
stantly that corn stops hurting, then
installed
from
and
Tony
Gustin.
shortly you lift it right off with
No. 10—G. Merritliew, W. McKen
fingers.
MADE IN BANGOR
Your druggist sells a tiny bottle of zie anil M. Anderson.
Augustus Delmonleo, who lias been
“Freezone” for a few cents, sufficient
sporting trie past winter In New
to remove every hard corn, soft corn,
York, has returned home and is now
or corn between the toes, and the foot
calluses, without soreness or irrita working on a kiln.
• • • •
tion.
Hydrate Mill
Just phone us — we'll
283 MAIN STREET.
ROCKLAND
Xieolo Leo and Ralph Fowler have
place a Maj-tag in your
Brookhart's Democratic
opponent. been added to the Jobbers crew.
Steck. contested tiie election.
Tiie
home to do a week’s wash
Tiie mill is turning out 200 tons
contest hangs chiefly on the intri of Pilgrim and 100 barrels of Chemi
ing free. Then you'll know
Two more air dump cars have been
cate marking of some ballots.
The cal I.ime for shipment on the barge
ordered.
cleaner clothes — know
issue was carried to tiie Senate: tiie Koekhaven.
. . • •
washday at its best.
Senate referred it to tiie Committee
Tiie land lime business is making
Rockport
on Privileges and Elections: the com some rapid strides now. The crew
Elihu Larrabee lias returned to
You will see clothes
mittee referred it to a sub-commit- started loading 20 ears tills week for work again after several weeks of
washed cleaner in half the
Is extended to you to open a
tee.
various destinations.
rest during the winter.
Upon what tho Senate decides
time that other washers
The repair crew is building over
savings
account with one dol
William Carleton, who has been
much will depend that will affect the guards on the separators and
take. See twice as much
working at the Carleton quarry, has
lar
or
more.
To start saving
Cummins's fate. If Brookhart should the gears on the separators will be
washed per hour as other
left for parts unknown, and Kenneth
be declared not regularly elected, if entirely enclosed in a metal housing
is
the
main
thing,
after that
Jarvis
is
taking
his
place.
washers do. It costs you
the Senate should send Brookhart
A new locker has been Installed in
The O. P. kiln went afire last
nothing—obligates you in
it is easy with the use of a
back 4o Iowa without a Senatorial the repair shop for storing tools.
Thursday with Charles Brann. K.
seat and without a Senatorial oppor
no way to try the Maytag.
* • * *
MONEY BARREL.
Hendricks, A. Abbott and C. Childs
tunity to give expression to the sec
Point Kilns
as tenders. This makes a change in
If It Doesn’t Sell It
tion of Iowa opinion which he re
No. 2. 3 and 4 Kilns started up
Call at this Bank and get your
flects—in that event Brookhart will March 24 and the prospects look the crew at the Enterprise, t »wen
self, Don't Keep It.
Wellman, B. Turner. Bert Lowell
not be content to remain long out of
good for 0 busy season. Following and Alvenus Cross are now tending
MONEY BARREL
the Senate, nor will his Iowa fol is a list of the crews:
the Enterprise.
lowers be content to let him.
No. 2 Kiln—Charles Itohishaw, TV.
Orrin Jackson has entered the em
Moreover, however, judicial the Dudley, Philip Robishaw.
ploy of the Company and is cooper
Senate may he in deciding BrookNo. 3
Kiln—Fred
Townsend ing In place of Basil Turner, who iias
hart's case, there always will be Marcene Armstrong, Charles Rlake.
gone onto the O. I’, kiln.
some who will regard the decision
Rockland, Maine
No. 4
Kiln—Joe TViddecomb
We are rejoicing over the fact that
as political. If Brookhart should be Dewey Ililgrove. Eugene Dyer.
on March 26 we completed our two
ROCKLAND
CAMDEN
rejected, many of his followers will
PRIMARY ELECTIONS ON
Jobbers—George Christo,
Percy year record at this plant without a
Insist on attributing the decision not
♦
——
Roscoe. Fletcher. Wm. Brann, Her single lost time accident.
to the figures of the election, but to man Lunt. C. If. Abbott.
Duffy Pemmons has left the mill
Brookhart's well
known
beliefs.
South Dakota Heads the List—World Court, League of These and other considerations will William Flagg has been trans and Arthur Marriner is taking his
ferred from the hydrate mill and is place on the riveter and flarer.
have weight against Cummins's ef
tending boiler.
Nations, Prohibition, the Issues.
The masons crew are repairing No.
fort to retain his scat in June.
• • • «
9 kiln putting in new arches and re
The broad question of whether
Quarries
lining.
Cummins is successful or unsuccesHard Rock No. 4 started up last
....
FOR
Primary elections for the selection poses have more to do with local pa ful in the June Iowa primaries, and
Limerock Railroad
of candidates to be voted fpr next tronage and local Issues of practical the subsequent question of his suc Thursday with the following crew:
/lluminum * Wisher).
YOUR
Oliver Jackson is with us again
fall began Tuesday In Soutli Dakota. polities, than with Europe and the cess in Novemlier as against a Detn- Albra Perry. E. Condon. J. Welsh. M
Incidentally, this whole institution world Court.
erat, will go far toward letting us Johnson, J. Appleby. U. Ileonen. J after being cut nearly all winter. His
CONVENIENCE
R
ucklano
national
b
T
n
Y
of direct primaries for the nomina
After the Illinois primaries the know just what is the present sen Staples. It. Garrettl and R. Burkett health has been very poor, but is
Maynard
Brazier,
Frank
Smith
much improved now.
In timent of Iowa—whether Iowa really
tion of party candidates is at an in next is in Indiana, on May 4.
We have assembled in our
John Pray. John Paulson and
teresting stage, writes Mark Sulli those primaries a veteran Republi is rebellious, as we are told it is by ind Harold Armstrong have entered
297
he
employ
of
the
Company
anil
are
George Callahan have joined the
equipment every facility that
van. It has had a place in our po can. James E. Watson, comes before those who composed the Des Moines
litical institutions for less than 25 the voters of his party. All last win Conference to protest against the working on the pile at Lower Hard crew. Pray Is working In the upper
Ijas for its object the prompt
shop. Paulson is on the shifting train
years.
It was started In a local ter there was expectation and ru situation of the farmers. There used Reek.
and accurate dispatch of your
Lower
Hard
Rock
has
been
shut
city election in Minneapolis In 1900, mor that Watson would be opposed to be a saying. "Iowa will go Deni ias apprentice and Callahan is work
banking businoss. We will be
gained momentum the following veai- by ex-Senator Albert J. Beveridge. eratie when Dell goes Methodist.'' down for a few days on account of ing with tiie section gang.
i
CRACKS AT FLORIDA through Robert M. LaFollette's es Beveridge probably would have beat That is a smart saying but the aus water. The crew was transferred to William Heed is on the sick list
pleased to have you and your
pousal of it in Wisconsin. and grew, en Watson, but he ivottld not run. tere statistics of the Election returns Hard Rock No. 4.
suffering with the grippe.
friends open Checking Ac'
Ralph
Burkett
has
returned
to
largely through LaFullette's energet Those who wanted Watson beaten show that Iowa has been within 5
An extra train lias been on duty
counts with us.
Satirical Pen Describes Char ic propaganda, until Roosevelt and and those who wantod Beveridge to percent or 10 percent of going Demo work after several weeks absence. since March 19th owing to increased
He has been chopping wood during traffic.
acteristics of "Chin Whis the old Progressive party took it up. be I'nited States Senator again were cratic on a good many occasions.
the winter months.
and until practically every State In unable to cajole him back from his
No. 5 “ ’gine” is on the road with
kers” State.
Guy Stockbridge has been out sick tiie following crew: Smith and Dowthe Union adopted It. Just now and i new career of authorship,
4 7 INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
Beveridge finished some two or WAYNE WHEELER SAYS since Mareli 16 as a result of an ab- on the engine, Galon Dow conductor
lately there has been a tendency to
cess in his throat.
Somebody who has .been viewing ebb back toward the old method of three years ago the four-volume life
witli Chaples, Miller and Malik as
Tom Libby has left the quarry and
Florida through the eyes of a humor nomination by party conventions. In of John Marshall, to which he has That If “Wets Want Refer
Brakcmen.
shipped on a beam trawler for the
ist writes:
New Jersey at this moment there is devoted most of his time since he left
• * * •
East
Coast
Fisheries.
It whs success
discussion of abandonment of the di the Senate in 1910.
endum Nominate Wet Sen
Ernest Wotton has gone to New BUYING CARS ON TIME
Florida forms the chin whiskers rect primary.
In Maine, in Indiana ful In the sense that scholars ap
York
to ship on a yacht.
ators.
proved
it
and
gave
Beveridge
high
of the nation. The state is 600 miles and in other States there is discussion
Jimmie Lillie is on the Job again Financial Authority Says It
long. 200 miles wide and three feet either of abandoning tiie direct pri elevation in the world of academic
The proposal of Senator Edge, Re after s»veral weeks disability.
It was successful also in
Some historians.
high. It is bounded on tiie north by mary or of modifying it.
Is a Sound Business Prac
Sid Wall and Harold Honhlla have
the eighteenth amendment and on States have modified it, preserving it the sense that the public took kindly publican of New Jersey for a na
Thereafter Beveridge under tional referendum on prohibition was joined trie crew at Hard Koi„ No. 3.
the other sides by the three mile merely as an alternative in the case to it.
tice.
* * « «
a
of unsatisfactory nominations by the took a two-volume life of Lincoln described by Wayne B. Wheeler, gen
limit.
Gas Kilns
Florida is inhabited by Indians. party conventions or In some other For more -than a year he has been at eral counsel for the Anti-Saloon
"Buying an automobile on time is
No. 5 Kiln went into commission
work on it.
He spent several weeks League, as a "vain attempt to wring
Americans, white men and feed bag modified form.
not
only the shortest route to a
tourists, sometimes called
tinThe second primary election come? reading the old debates of the Illi booze from a bone-dry constitution." last week. This puts trio plant onto
cherished objective but it is a sound
canners.
April 13. and is attended by nation nois Legislature at Springfield dur It Is impractical and meaningless, he full time operation.
fe A1 the S’i g n of_
£1
A Snow crew lias been reinforcing financial transaction and good busi
The reds live on the everglades; wide interest.
Senator William B. ing the years when Lincoln was a said, and "it Is probably merely In
iNorth National Bank?
ji
When certain Indiana pol tended for propaganda, without any the tops of the kilns at the monitor ness," says Herbert Johnston, Comp
tho blacks live on the whites: the McKinley comes up for renomina member.
whites live on the tourists and the tion to the Senate in the Illinois Re iticians approached Beveridge to ask hope that Congress will seriously platform.
troller, Rlckenbacker Motor Com
• • • •
tin-eanners on municipal
camp publican primaries, lie already had him to run against Watson he re consider It."
pany.
One other statement, coming from
Northend Cooper Shop
grounds.
He is ait
formidable opposition In the person plied that he could not.
It used to be considered that the
Leroy Thomas who has been out
Florida's principal source of rev of Frank L. Smith, but McKinley’s just that point in his writing of the the joint legislative committee whose
PLEASANT
enue Is from its hotels, fruits, alliga campaign was confined to local inter Lincoln biography where interrup counsel. Julian Codman of Boston, for a few days on account of rheu man who would buy an automobile
tor skins, tourists and vest pocket est until he voted in favor of Amer tion would be too serious a delay and will discuss the legal phases of pro matism. has returned to work again. before he had all the money neces,
SURROUNDINGS
hibition before the coming Senate
press agents of California, but the ica's adherence to the World Court. inconvenience.
The shop is running to full ca sary to make the full payment was
one big outstanding feature of Florida Thereupon the irreconcilable leaders
Following Indiana, the next State committee hearing on modification, pacity now and is turning out 120Q a most improvident person and cer
The atmosphere in the North
tainly was lacking in business acu
Is the fruit, orange orcharding com of the light to keep America out of to hold primaries is Pennsylvania, on comprised the weekend diseu <lon barrels per day.
National Bank is pleasant;
The statement said
In Pennsylvania George on the subject.
ing firs't of course.
the Court. Senator Borah and his .May IS.
Earl Jones. Benjamin Bisbee, Fred men." says the Rickcnhacker finan
officers, tellers, clerks—polite
Cultivating oranges in Florida is group, declared war on McKinley.
Wharton Pepper is tip for renomina- Dr. Codman's witnesses heal not been Sislare and Herbert Falcs, who were cial director. "Most financial au
a cinch.
All that is required is
tiun.
The Republican hierarchy in decided upon but that his "assocl laid off several weeks ago on ac thorities now agree, however, that
and glad to see you: service—
enough money to live on w hile l Ris
the nation wants to see Pepper stay ates have prepared a very strong count of decreased production, have the really unsound business proposiPROMPT. YOU—our Custom
tlon is for a merchant, contractor or
ing them. Next in popularity is the
If McKinley should be defeated in the Senate, for he is one of the case," adding "The people of this returned to work.
er-will
be PLEASED.
country
know
that
the
law
as
it
other
business
man
to
pay
cash
in
grape fruit.
A grape fruit is a cross next month it will be interpreted as ablest Republican Senators— in a
Wendall Chaples has entered the
between a lemon, a dose of quinine tiie repudiation of a Senator by his period when neither the Republican stands hus been a complete failu
employ of the Company again and full for his automobile and thus de
♦% INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
prive his business of necessary work
and a pumpkin.
It has the color State, because be voted for the World party nor the Democratic party is and are now looking for a remedy,
is jobbing in the shop.
and disposition of a blonde ticket Court.
Tho opponents of tlte Court. any too rich in able Senators
Pep am sure that we can propose chang
Fred Walsh. who has been work ing capital w hen he could just as well
Limited United States Depository
seller at a moving picture show.
It Senator ltorah and others, will an per is one of the few Republican es that will be. If adopted a long ing with the construction crew all buy the ear on time and let it. by
Member of Federal Reserve Bank
is usually eaten at breakfast, thus nounce such a result as an expres Senators who can stand up in a de step in the right direction.''
winter, is now at his old stand in the increasing the owner’s efficiency and
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET
"If the wets want a referendum," shop.
combining the advantages of a meal sion of opinion from tlte public bate on a Constitutional question
conserving his time, pay for itself
and morning shower bath, at tiie averse to tiie court. Politically. Mc with such a Democrat as Senator Mr. Wheeler's statement continued,
faster than the installments accrue
same time.
Kinley's defeat, if it should come Walsh of Montana— or with such a "let them nominate wet Senators and
"Of course if you look at an auto,
Coal Tower
The Kumquat is tiie only tiling in about, will be interpreted as a warn Republican as Borah, of Idaho, on Congressmen, as they have been do
Barge Rockhaven is being loaded mobile as purely a tiling of pleasure:
Florida that lives up to its name. It ing to Republican Senators to stay the occasion when Borah Is on the ing the past six years with tiie in nt the Gregory Wharf.
The cargo and if you consider pleasure as some
looks and acts just the way it sounds. strictly in tiie position of isolation ar.ti-Bepublican side of issues in creasing number of defeats at eacli will be chiefly haskote and selected, thing to be despised rather than en
successive election.
What jirotisioiT with 200 tons Pilgrim hydrate in couraged. perhaps this contention Is
that tiie Republican party took in the the Senate.
height of the Harding Presidential
On March 13 Governor Gifford of the Constitution authorize Con paper.
right But if you look upon it as the
A THIRST TEST
Pinchot, and on March 14 Represen gress to lake such a referendum, or
campaign six years ago.
Barges Rockland. Rockport and greatest contributing feature to
Illinois Is a State In which a Sen tative William S. Vare announced to command the governor of a state Rockville, in tow of tug Wyoming healthful and happy living, to social
are hound east. Tiie Rockland Is intercourse, education: and especial
Kerosene and Pyridine Added ator or any candidate for office their respective candidacies for Pep to certify returns of the vote?"
Mr. Wheeler also attacked the pro loaded with fertilizer for Bucksport, ly to the increased efficiency and so
might readily be defeated on the per's seat in the Senate. Tills means
To the Ingredients of World Court issue. Illinois was the a three-cornered fight that will focus posal of Senator Bruce. Democrat tiie Rockport w ith coal for Rockland cial standing of its owner, then cer
State, and Chicago the city, in which National attention on Pennsylvania. Maryland, to repeal trie Eighteenth and the Rockville with fertilizer for tainly the car should be procured as
Canned Heat.
Ike Republicans, in the League of Pinchot is now Governor of the Amendment and to substitute Feder Searsport.
soon as possible and paid for while
Nations fight etX years ago. most State.
His term ends on January 1. al control of liquor in States having
Barge Rock llarlior docked in it is being used. The big develop
lio
prohibition
laws.
''Such
a
eondt
e
lergctieally
carried
on
the
work
of
Under the Pennsylvania Constitu
Sterne, or ''Canned Heat" has so
New York Tuesday with load of ment in the automobile industry a nil
long been a popular beverage with educating the voter to believe that tion he cannot succeed himself. lion." he declared, “would make Un lime.
tiie greater appreciation of the mani
ele
Sam
the
greatest
brewer
and
bar

the ultra-thirsty denizens of Bock- association with European na’ions is Pinchot is unwilling to quit partici
Barge Pr.-ip'-r is bound for Rock fold benefits of the motor ear lias
It is lc.-isla land with a load of coal.
pation in puldic affairs.
Pinchot tender in the world.
laud that the following from Thurs dangerous.
come since the industry' adopted the
Illinois, and Chicago especta'lv, lias has two National Issues tliat he is tive monstrosity to give the liquor
day’s Lewiston SSun will be read with
Barge Sllverbrook w 111 load a method of selling cars on deferred
large groups of foreign votr is who zealous to fight tor. One is the ex barons a perpetual lease by which cargo of kiln wood at New York (laymen Is.
interest:
» * » •
think and vote to some extent ra treme "dry” position on prohibition. they could drench tiie nation in al loading piers shortly, for Rockland.
“At first this was considered
Not six States in the union
And it was in till: State Pepper is "dry”, but Pinchot is mil cohol.
• • • •
Chief Ashton and Capt. l’teard cially.
risky proposition from the standpoint
The other is would give It serious consideration.'
raided the Chestnut Street Fruit Co. more conspicuously than in any itant in "dry-ness."
of financing companies. This was
New England Hotel for
By-Products
nt 79 Chestnut street, last night , ether that the Republican campaign sue which Pinchot wishes to get be
Robert Bridges, who has recently only another case In which persons
New England People
seized several cans of Sterno, and leaders in 1920. and the irreconcil fore tiie country is a larger degree
been employed in the Railway- Mail who thought in terms of former days
ai rested trie proprietor, John Janakos, able leaders of the whole League of ef public control and public partici
Service, has joined Bill Gahagan’s were w rdng when ^[lplying their
organized
racial pation in that development of elec
ARTICULARLY convenient for
for Illegal posse-sion and nuisance. Nations tight.
theories to the automobile. Statis.
crew on the Northend trolley.
Sterne. alias canned heat, has been groups to opp se Anierl-an partiei- tricity. that consolidation of the wa
out of town persons desiring a
lies
show
that
of
all
risks,
that
of
Earl
Grant
is
now
on
duty
at
the
of the three ter power and electric systems of
altered for Maine consumption. or nation In the League.
Boston home for a short time. At
financing
the
purchase
of
an
auto

laboratory
doing
clerical
work
for
rather altered Inf ale in Maine so most widely cil'cuiuted newspapers the country Into a few large nation
mobile—whether for a business man
Mr. Randall.
this distinctive, transient and residen
i i Chicago two. the Hears’ paper wide groups which is just ahead of
that it is unpalatable.
The steam shovel is being repaired of standing or just a workman with
tial hotel "Service With a Smile"
Chief Ashton of the Lewiston po and Tiie Tribune, are violently antl- us.
at the Limerock Railroad shop. a job—is the safest'and surest. The
lice has been advised by Portland League of Nations, violently in favor
is a feature. Convenient to the
losses
through
default
are
only
From
the
shop
it
will
go
to
the
chip
attorneys for tiie New York firm of the foreign policies advocated by
theatres,
shops and churches.
fraction
of
one
per
cent.
dump
at
the
quarries
where
it
will
After Pennsylvania and Pepper,
In Illinois there
y^-o/z,
which makes Sterno. that alter much Senator Borah.
"The possession of the automobile
be used for shoveling chilis to sup
Topular with ladies traveling
experimentation two substances have probably is a larger proportion of the next primaries involving a se
is one of those desires which grow
ppyVarsItys ply the new flux-stone plant.
alone.
an Li-I-eague, antl-Court sentiment rious and important contest come in
been added to the product.
Iowa, and deal with another Repub
These, the Chief is informed in a than in any other one State.
to the oldRohable I The new flux-stone plant is nearly- by what it feeds upon: the longer
TARIFF
completed.
The construction work you own an automobile the more you
Cummins.
Senator McKinley's defeat, if it lican veteran. Senator
letter front Seth May are kerosene
Hotel Operated on American Plan.
Reflex Slickers is all done and the iron workers ex prize it and the less you can get
will
be
ascribed
to
;
Here,
as
in
Pensylvanta
conditions
Tiie
latter
is
a
c-olorshould
happen.
and pyridine
Charges Host Reasonable.
pect to have the machinery in op along without it. That being the
It will be ' are at tills writing still in the makless liquid with a pungent odor.
It ' his position on the Court,
eration soon.
case—and the buyer Knowing that if
Much depends on what the
is obtained by the distillation of bone necessary, however, for conipelent ing.
FRANK H. ABBOTT & SON
Tiie Baby Murphy furnaces have he fails to make' his payments and
oil or coal tar, or by the deconiposi- observers to find out and make clearr! Senate does about Cummins's colunder direction of Karl P. Abbott
arrived
for
installation
on
No.
1
kiln
the
car
is
taken
back
lie
ea-nno-t
purjust
how
large
a
part
will
have
been
league.
Brookhart.Brookhart
was
lion of certain alkaloids.
at
tiie
Gregory
shed.
These
furnaces
chase
another
from
any
dealer
—
lie
(flayed
by
tiie
Court
issue
and
how
,
elected,
or
at
least
was
awarded
the
The Treasury department is anx
are similar to the one in use on gas will make any sacrifice to pay rather
A.J.IOHIR CO. HOSIQN
ious to find how extensively tanned much by the highly organized politl-' election. for a six-year term two
w
nj
kiln boiler.
than let the car go.—adv.
Thereafter
lieat is used as a beverage in Maine. cal machines of Chicago, whose pur- years ago, in 1924.

Wash with the

MAYTAG

“knout washday
at its best

America's cement mills winking
it record speed, expect to turn out
enough cement in 1926 to lay 8.8 feet
of new concrete road for each new
a u tomb 1 flic built,” writes J. U. Royfc
of the Consolidated Press Associa
tion in a copyrighted despatch to
tho T'.ingor Commercial.
Between 6,700 and 7.000 miles of
concrete rural highways will be
built in the laying of over 100.000.000 square yards of pavement, or
enough to equal about tiie same
mileage as tlte country roads. As a
esult. cement manufacturers are
prepared to furnish an extraordinary i
tonnage do ing the year.
The building requirements alone
probably will be fully as high as In
1925. the greatest building year ever
known. Already the volume of con
struction since Jan. 1 has approxi
mated two billion dollars.
The acute necessity for more
paved roads is evident from tiie
present volume of automobile output,
onservatlve engineers estimate that
1.200.909 automobiles may be turned
out this year.
This would mean
COO new cars for every mile of new
paved highway, or one ear to every
8.8 feet. The added congestion will
actually be only half as great as
that, however, for about half the
automobiles made will replace cars
r.ow in use. which will be retired.
The extent of the automoiflle in
dustry can he gaged by the fact that
the employment barometer in De
troit shows a total of workers of
271.927. the highest figure ever re
ported by thp employers' association
and 60.456 more than were on pay
rolls at this time last year.
Despite the enormous demand, ce
ment Is selling at the mills at an
average for the country as a whole
of less than half a cent a pound.
Since It is a low priced product, its
transportation is an Important fac
tor in cost to consumers, and it Is for
this reason that mills are reducing
the extent of their territory each
This naturally
attempts to serve.
has stimulated the building of more
mills.

Most of the cement plants of the
country, except those in extremely
out of the way locations have facili
ties for moving cement by truck.
Many of the plants in the Middle
West and South have indicated that
truck shipments, would receive spe
cial consideration and have planned
packing houses, to facilitate move
ment by this means. Most of such
plants, however, are in or close to
large cities where the concern can
count on the absorption of a con
siderable portion of plant output.
There is an even greater tendency
to locate new cement plants near
water transportation. At least six
of tiie 25 newest plants planned or
under construction will be able to
ship by water as well as by rail or
truck. In spite of the location of
plants near large cities, few manu
facturers are preparing to go into
the business of mixing concrete and
delivering it ready for pouring on
the job in their territories. Experts
declare that while this development is
apparently sure to come it fits ,in
better with the business of a dealer
in building supplies than with that
of (be cement manufacturer.
The central mixing plant, which
they foresee as a part of new bullilins methods should be located as
near as possible to the center of the
demand for concrete.
This is impossible in many cases
for the cement plants. The latter
have overcome the dust nuisance
which prevented them from locating
in builtup sections either by dust
collectors used in dry process plants
or the substitution of the wet process in which the raw materials en
ter the kilns in a liquid or semiilquld State.
But the obtaining of
raw materials makes such location
inadvisable.
Cement prlres are not likely to
Increase In the near future. Compe
tition is extremely active and plant
capacity Is high. In 1925, a banner
year, only about SO per cent of plant
capacity was shipped, according to
reports of government officials and
more plants are now available for
production than in that year.
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